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Abstract
This thesis explores how critical spare parts inventory in the aviation industry 
should be built up in order to achieve a high Technical Dispatch Reliability.
Literature provides many statistical forecasting methods for spare parts in the 
aviation industry. However, evidence suggests that most airlines do not use 
such sophisticated models but determine their critical spare parts stock based 
on operational experience, informal processes and intuition.
The action research conducted in this study supports the findings from the 
literature. It suggests that the Recommended Spare Parts List is not a suitable 
instrument to determine the critical spare parts inventory. Further, it underlines 
a resistance towards statistical forecasting methods among decision makers. It 
also highlights the importance of intuition in decision making.
A gap in the body of knowledge was identified during the literature review. No 
research was found trying to understand the underlying decision making 
processes of airlines not using mathematical models for spare parts stock 
allocations.
This study provides a unique contribution to the body of knowledge. A new 
Operational Factor Approach is iteratively developed and successfully applied 
at XYZ Cargo. This study finds seven operational factors of high significance: 
flight schedule, type of cargo, minimum equipment list, safety and security, 
airport frequency, cost, and intuition. Applying these factors for the spare parts 
stock allocation significantly improved the airline’s Technical Dispatch Reliability 
outperforming the competition. In addition, the spare parts inventory met budget 
constraints. The importance of intuition in decision making is acknowledged.
The research results provide confidence that the findings can be applied to 
other airlines, decision areas, and industries. Recommendations for further 
research and management pratice are given. Limitations of this study are 
discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Industry Context
The importance of the aviation industry as a major contributor to global 
economic prosperity is widely recognised. A study presented by the Air 
Transport Action Group in 2008 shows that aviation generates 32 million jobs 
globally, including 5,5 million direct jobs. Aviation’s contribution to the global 
Gross Domestic Product was 7,5% in 2006 (Air Transport Action Group 2008). 
These figures are supported by a study provided by Oxford Economics (2008). 
Here it is also said that in 2007, 35% of the value of trade in manufactured 
goods is transported by air with an increase of air freight by 65% in the last 10 
years. The aircraft manufacturer Airbus (2008) points out that the most 
important benefit of air transport is to be seen in its impact on the performance 
and growth of other industries.
The Air Transport Action Group (2008) study also emphasises the impact of 
aviation on global economic and social development. Air transport contributes to 
sustainable development by facilitating trade and tourism. It facilitates access to 
remote areas and thus is an important support for emergency and humanitarian 
aid.
Oxford Economics (2008) state that 2,5 billion passengers and around 50 
million tonnes of freight are flown around the globe per year. Although the 
airline industry has suffered remarkably in 2008 and 2009 with losses of USD 
16 billion and USD 9,9 billion due to the global economic crisis, carriers are 
expected to earn USD 2,5 billion in 2010 (Flint 2010). In its global forecast for 
the period from 2009 till 2028 Airbus (2009a) projects the overall world 
passenger traffic to increase by 4,7% annually and the freight traffic to grow at 
5,2% every year. Traffic demand is expected to nearly triple between 2009 and 
2028. Airlines will more than double their fleets of passenger aircraft to meet the 
rising demand. In 2028 air transport is forecasted to directly employ about 8,5 
million people worldwide with a contribution of USD 1 trillion to the global Gross 
Domestic Product (Airbus 2009a). This strong increase in demand for air
transport is also projected by the Association of European Airlines (2010) in a 
position paper concerning the future of air transport until year 2050. These 
figures are confirmed by Airbus (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013) in its global market 
forecasts for the period from 2010 till 2032. A forecast for flight movements in 
Europe from 2010 till 2030 compiled by EUROCONTROL (2010) shows that 
missing capacity on the ground in terms of airport capacity is the most 
restrictive factor regarding flight traffic (aero.de 2011).
The positive social and economic contributions of air transport require the 
management of complex issues within airline operations. Such complexities 
result from ensuring aircraft, passengers, crews, maintenance, mail, luggage 
and meals are in the right place at the right time. Additionally fuel, spare parts, 
tools, training and documentations need to be supplied to support these 
operations (Knotts 1999, Heep 2007).
A very crucial factor in terms of airline operation is the availability of aircraft for 
their scheduled missions, i.e. operation according to flight schedule. This is 
displayed in the so called Technical Dispatch Reliability. The Technical 
Dispatch Reliability is defined as the percentage of scheduled flights that depart 
without having a technical delay of more than 15 minutes, or a cancellation 
(Bineid and Fielding 2006). Retaining an adequate level of Technical Dispatch 
Reliability is accomplished by Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul activities, i.e. 
regular maintenance of the aircraft and replacement of failed parts and 
components at short notice (Kilpi 2008). An aircraft not ready for dispatch from 
a technical point of view is likely to cause a delay in the flight schedule 
whenever its airworthiness cannot be restored prior to its scheduled operation.
Delays of scheduled flights are quite common in daily airline operations. 
Whenever the actual time of departure or arrival lies behind the published 
schedule this is referred to as delay. A delay becomes unpunctuality as soon as 
the actual time of arrival or departure is more than 15 minutes after the 
scheduled time (German Aerospace Center 2008b). Reference point for 
measurement is the arrival at or the push back from the aircraft’s parking 
position at the airport. This definition has been issued by the Federal Aviation 
Authority for the American airspace and is also applied in Europe (German
Aerospace Center 2006). There are other definitions available, looking e.g. at 
punctuality within 60 minutes of departure and arrival (Jetzki 2009). In other 
definitions punctuality is only given within the time frame of plus/minus 4 
minutes with regard to the scheduled time (Central Office for Delay Analysis 
2007, 2008, 2009, 2012)). An overview of these definitions can be found in 
Rapajic (2009).
The first half of the 21®^  century commenced with around 20% of all annual 
scheduled flights delayed in the United Stated of America (USA) and the 
European Union (EU) (Cook et al 2004, Ponchetto 2006). Whereas information 
about delays is regularly made available by major domestic airlines’ biggest 
airports, no official aggregate statistics about flight delays at an European level 
is available (Rapajic 2009). Rapajic (2009) maintains that the main reason lies 
in the unwillingness of airlines to provide the necessary information. Thus the 
available reports on punctuality are compiled by industry associations such as 
the Association of European Airlines and the International Air Carrier 
Association as well as by government agencies and regional information 
providers (Rapajic 2009). However, these reports have a different scope and 
content and are therefore not comparable (Rapajic 2009).
The German Aerospace Center (2008a) reported for Association of European 
Airlines member airlines departure punctualities of 82% in 2004, 80% in 2005, 
78,5% in 2006 and 78% in 2007. For 2008 the figure increased to 79% (German 
Aerospace Center 2010). The Association of European Airlines stopped the 
publication of punctuality data after 2008 so that no more recent data is 
available from this source (German Aerospace Center 2010).
A comparison of arrival punctuality shows that European carriers perform 
slightly better than airlines from the USA. This data analysis conducted by the 
German Aerospace Center (2007) focuses on arrival punctuality as this is 
considered to be more important for the airline customer than on time 
departure. No comparing statistics on departure punctuality are available from 
that source.
EUROCONTROL (2007) reports, that not all airlines provide data on their delay 
performance for industry reports and surveys, but that the contribution of 
carriers to such research is increasing.
Reasons for these operational malfunctions leading to a delay or even a 
cancellation of a flight are manifold, including ground handling problems (e.g. 
delayed boarding of passengers, delayed loading of baggage, cargo), weather 
conditions that delay takeoff or landing, delays related to Air Traffic Control 
issues (e.g. enroute traffic congestions) and delays due to maintenance (e.g. 
defects, late release from maintenance) and rotation (e.g. aircraft and crew 
rotation) problems (Ponchetto 2006). Due to the high trade union density in the 
airline sector (Broughton 2005) labour disputes leading to flight delays or 
cancellations are regularly reported in the news (Tagesschau 2009; Arnott 
2010, Beard 2010). Additionally, force majeure events like volcanic ash clouds 
in April 2010 and May 2011 can result in delays and cancellation of flights 
(Airliners 2011, SCiddeutsche 2011 ). Exhibit 1.1 summarises the delay 
categories that influence on time departure.
Exhibit 1.1 : Delay Categories
Air Traffic 
Control
Weather
Ground
Operations
Labour
Disputes
ON TIME DEPARTURE
Crewing Rotation
Force
Majeure
Aircraft
Defects
Source: present author
Crewing, rotation related to aircraft and crew as well as aircraft defects are 
regarded to be controllable by the airline in the first place. This view can be 
disputed. Rotational problems resulting in late or non-availability of crew and 
aircraft can be caused by weather, e.g. aircraft departure was delayed at origin 
due to heavy snowfalls and therefore arrives late at destination. Depending on 
the length of delay it is possible that the crew is now out of duty and cannot 
perform another flight before the legally required rest period. The aircraft in this 
case may also be late for its following flight. Aircraft defects are clearly 
controllable by the airline as maintenance is the airline’s responsibility.
In their study Niehues et al (2001) identify aircraft availability as one main 
punctuality lever beside network planning and control as well as ground 
operations and departure processes. According to the authors, aircraft 
availability is mainly affected by unscheduled maintenance and corresponding 
spare parts needs. In these cases the Technical Dispatch Reliability is below 
100%.
In order to standardise delay causes, the International Air Transport Association 
created standard delay codes airlines can use for their delay reporting (Jetzki 
2009, Rapajic 2009). An overview of these standard International Air Transport 
Association delay codes is given in Appendix A.
For this study the delay codes 44 “Spare parts and Maintenance Equipment, 
lack of or breakdown” and 45 “Aircraft On Ground spare parts to be carried to 
another station” are of special interest.
The German Aerospace Center (2006) reports, that around 50% of all delays 
are created by the airlines themselves.
Data provided by XYZ Cargo on an anonymous basis in Exhibit 1.2 shows the 
airline’s Technical Dispatch Reliability compared to the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability achieved by their direct competitors (Benchmark):
Exhibit 1.2: XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Year 2010 
XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Year 2010
99,00%
98,30%
,00%
97,30%
97,00%
96,70%
,00%
95 ,.
95,00%
Feb 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jul 10Jan 10 Mar 10 Jun 10 Aug 10 Sep 10 Nov 10 Dec 10Oct 10
♦  Actual —■ — Benchmark
Source: XYZ Cargo
Whereas its competitors achieved a Technical Dispatch Reliability close to 99%, 
XYZ Cargo’s Technical Dispatch Reliability lies significantly below this rate 
throughout the year 2010. Details on the competitor’s Technical Dispatch 
Reliability were not revealed. Thus it can only be assumed that the Technical 
Dispatch Reliability level of some of the competing airlines have not been that 
stable throughout the year but may has shown a distribution similar to the one 
that can be seen for XYZ Cargo. As the benchmark line shows, a stable 
cumulative Technical Dispatch Reliability of all reviewed airlines is necessarily 
possible. For mature aircraft Technical Dispatch Reliability is supposed to reach 
99% - 99,5%.
XYZ Cargo operates on fixed routes transporting cargo for various customers. 
When an XYZ Cargo aircraft reaches its destination airport most cargo needs to 
be forwarded to its final destination by road or connecting flights. As in most 
cases only flights that depart on time arrive on time. It is crucial for XYZ Cargo 
to keep to the flight schedule.
As detailed before on time departure is influenced by various factors. With 
regard to aircraft availibilty a high Technical Dispatch Reliability is an important 
pre-condition for on time departure.
Exhibit 1.3 displays details on the operational irregularities, i.e. failing parts and 
components requiring unscheduled maintenance experienced by XYZ Cargo in 
2010:
Exhibit 1.3: XYZ Cargo: Issues and Incidents 2010
Operational Irregularities 35 incidents
Causing delay 30 incidents
Delays assigned to codes 44/45 26 incidents
Source XYZ Cargo
It becomes obvious that about 86% of all technical incidents causing departure 
delays are related to missing spare parts. XYZ Cargo did not provide data in 
terms of revenue loss due to flight delays.
A case study carried out by SH&E, an international air transport consultancy, 
shows that an airline with 100 A320 aircraft can reduce their annual delays by 
900 events if it improved their Technical Dispatch Reliability by 0.5%. Savings 
are projected to reach USD 2.2 million per year or even more (Dailey 2009).
Beside the costs directly associated with the delay (e.g. airport fees, costs for 
spare parts, labour charges. Air Traffic Control, rescheduling and passenger 
costs), other costs arising due to passenger dissatisfaction, negative publicity 
and opportunities for competitors have to be taken into account as well (Knotts 
1999; EUROCONTROL 2007).
Delay cost calculations differ widely based on different definitions regarding cost 
factors and their estimated values. Knotts (1999) reports delay costs per minute 
between USD 130 and 600. The Institute du Transport Aérien (2000) states 
delay costs per minute between Euro (EUR) 59 and 85. Ghobbar and Friend 
(2003) observe about USD 8000 for one delay minute, and Cook et al (2004) 
rate the average delay minute with EUR 72. Hansen (2010) calculates about 
USD 90 delay costs per minute.
The German Aerospace Center (2006) reports that Assoiation of European 
Airlines member airlines faced EUR 1 million costs due to delay in 2005. Jetzki 
(2009) highlights that detailed flight data is commonly available in the USA but
not in Europe, thus delay cost information is mostly available for carriers from 
the USA. The United States Department of Transportation (2004) generally 
estimates annual costs of over USD 3 billion that airlines are facing for 
commercial aviation delays. The Air Transport Association (2010) recounts 
costs of around USD 6,1 billion for scheduled United States passenger airlines 
due to delay in 2009. The Air Transport Association (2010) further estimates 
that these delays have cost passengers over USD 3,3 billion. According to the 
Senate Joint Economic Committee flight delays cost the USA about USD 41 
billion in 2007. This calculation includes extra operating costs for airlines, costs 
for passengers from reduced productivity and lost business and leisure 
opportunities, and also indirect costs from food and lodging industries that rely 
on air traffic (Associated Press 2008; Darson 2008)
In a study conducted by Niehues et al (2001) participating airlines report that 
delay costs account for 0.6% up to 2.9% of their operating revenues. The 
authors show that a top-10 carrier performing with a punctuality of around 75% 
in 2000 carries between EUR 100 million to EUR 400 million in annual delay 
costs. Niehues et al (2001) as well as Speri (2006) point out that each 
percentage point improvement in punctuality offers a potential profit 
improvement of EUR 4 million to EUR 16 million, depending on airline size.
Since 2005 a European Commission regulation No. 261/2004 grants 
passengers travelling within the EU enhanced rights for reimbursement in case 
of flight delays and cancellations (Commission Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004; 
Luftfahrtbundesamt 2005; German Aerospace Center 2006). No evidence was 
found that this regulation has lead to an increase of the extra operating costs. 
Such increase is assumed here though. In the USA such passenger bill of 
rights has successfully been fought by airlines to date (Bachman 2009).
According to Ponchetto (2006) and Ploog (2007), only approximately 10% of all 
delay incidents are due to maintenance problems (lack of spare parts etc.), 
while 90% of all delays are caused by rotational issues (aircraft, crew), and are 
therefore the sole responsibility of the carrier. This view, however, does not take 
into account incidents such as an event of inclement weather that causes a
delay in a crew positioning flight, which in turn leads to a delayed departure of 
the scheduled flight in question.
Within this study the focus will be on maintenance issues with regard to spare 
parts availability. Ensuring spare parts availability by means of inventory 
management is clearly viewed to be controllable by the airline alone. There are, 
however, factors that cannot be controlled by the airline, e.g. a delay in 
transport of the spare part or the delivery of a component that is damaged 
during transport.
Aircraft maintenance is a high cost activity regarding both equipment downtime 
and spare parts inventory (Friend 1992, Ghobbar and Friend 2003).
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul costs constitute about 12% of the total 
aircraft operating costs (Lampe et al 2004, Boeing 2008). Statistical data 
suggests that the airline industry globally stores about USD 45 billion worth of 
spare parts (Kennedy et al 2002). For 2005 Lee et al (2008) report a spare parts 
inventory of around USD 50 billion. This figure is also stated by Siemens (2009) 
for the year 2007. Altay et al (2008) report annual spending of more than USD 
10 billion for spare parts. Commercial aviation faced Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul costs of USD 41 billion in 2007. These costs are expected to grow to 
nearly USD 51 billion in 2012 and to reach over USD 62.5 billion in 2017 
(Siemens 2009). A survey conducted by AeroStrategy in 2009 estimated the 
worldwide Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul market value around USD 43 
billion. It is projected to reach USD 58 billion by 2019 (AeroStrategy 2010).
Spare part components form currently 20-25% of fixed asst costs of airlines 
today, but more than 50% of the inventory has not moved in two years (Daly
2009). Surplus spare parts stock is estimated to account for 25-40% in the 
commercial airline industry (El-Haram et al 2000, Daly 2009). Aviation experts 
estimate that up to 30% on the total cost of ownership and operation could be 
saved (Daly 2009).
Aviation Authorities require regular maintenance to be performed on aircraft, 
based on a period of time and/or a certain number of take-off and landing cycles 
and/or a certain number of flight hours (Gopalan and Talluri 1998). The 
Transport Studies Group (2008) has provided a condensed overview on these
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routine checks. All maintenance activities are carried out by approved 
maintenance organisations. These are independent Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul facilities providing service to airline operators or Maintenance, Repair 
and Overhaul organisations that are embedded in the airline organisation 
(Commission Regulation (EG) No 2042/2003, Kinnison 2004).
Maintenance scheduling covers every area connected with the activity, such as 
hangar and heavy maintenance scheduling. It involves planning and control of 
various aspects and components, such as materials, activities, resources and 
suppliers (Samaranyake et al 2002, Lampe et al 2004, Choy et al 2007).
Maintenance is usually either scheduled or unscheduled (Kinnison 2004). 
Scheduled maintenance comprises any action performed to keep the aircraft in 
a serviceable condition (Knotts 1999). This type of maintenance is carried out in 
a series of checks whose frequency depends on the combination of flight hours 
and number of takeoff and landing oycles (Shram and Haghani 2003). 
Unscheduled maintenance relates to any action required due to an Aircraft On 
Ground situation where the aircraft is unexpectedly rendered unservicable due 
to a technical malfunction (Knotts 1999, Abed 2008). It has to be removed from 
service until the defect is eliminated, i.e. the failing spare part has been either 
repaired or replaced (Abed 2008). Delays resulting from Aircraft On Ground 
situations lead to corresponding delay costs as detailed before.
Resolving an Aircraft On Ground situation quickly requires not only spare parts, 
but other resources as well, such as authorised personnel and maintenance 
equipment and tooling. This also applies for scheduled maintenance, but here 
all activities are planned in advance and the procurement of required material 
can be started prior to the maintenance check (Samaranyake et al 2002). 
Although even for scheduled maintenance the demand for spare parts is highly 
uncertain (Daly 2009) the focus herein will only be on unscheduled 
maintenance events.
Aircraft On Ground situations are mostly related to the unavailability of spare 
parts. Troost (2007) even maintains that if a spare part is not available, a delay 
will certainly occur. This view evidences the underlying assumptions applied 
here as well, namely that other maintenance resources (e.g. manpower,
10
equipment) are infinite at any place an Aircraft On Ground might occur and that 
the missing spare part is the only reason for delay (Troost 2007).
1.2 Research Problem
The focus of this research on spare parts required for unscheduled 
maintenance events is illustrated in Exhibit 1.4:
Exhibit 1.4: Research Problem
AVIATION
1
?
Civil Military
commercial non-commercial
Maintenance Flight Operations
unscheduled scheduled
Spare Parts Other Resources
Source: present author
An Aircraft On Ground situation can occur at any given time. Airlines typically 
have an Aircraft On Ground desk run by logistics and operations staff ready to 
handle urgent enquiries 24/7 (Fitzgerald 2008). Aircraft On Ground desks are 
also operated by Original Equipment Manufacturers and parts suppliers as a
11
service to the aircraft operator. These services easily double the price of a 
spare part compared to what it would cost when ordered for scheduled 
maintenance or routine stock replenishment (Fitzgerald 2008).
Storing every spare part for every aircraft at every destination in its route 
network would result in prohibitive inventory costs to an airline (Fitzgerald 2008, 
Trebilcock 2008). Certain parts, such as complex avionic computers, that need 
to function in order to allow the aircraft to takeoff, can easily cost well over USD 
500.000 each (Tedone 1989, XYZ Cargo 2011). Therefore, airlines need to 
make decisions in order to optimise their spare parts inventory. This study 
discusses the design of a spare part inventory with the objective of a Technical 
Dispatch Reliability increase.
The research question can be formulated accordingly:
How should critical spare parts inventory be built up in order to achieve a high 
Technical Dispatch Reliability? Which factors should be applied in the decision 
making process?
1.3 Significance of Research
This study has been initiated by a request from XYZ Cargo airline. As described 
before the airline’s Technical Dispatch Reliability is far below the one achieved 
by their direct competitors. In most cases missing spare parts cause a low level 
of Technical Dispatch Reliability which again causes delay in the flight 
schedule. Therefore XYZ Cargo urgently seeks to improve its inventory 
management and the related decision making process.
The Literature Review in Chapter 2 identified a gap in the body of knowledge. 
No research was found trying to understand the underlying decision making 
processes of airlines not applying mathematical models for spare parts stock 
allocations. Literature provides various statistical models for spare parts. These 
however, cover spare parts in general. There is a lack of models considering 
the peculiarties of the airlines business, mainly the importance of spare part
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location with aircraft operating worldwide and being subject to failure anywhere 
within their route network.
The inventory management decisions have to be taken in the context of both 
risk and uncertainty: it is uncertain if certain spare parts will ever be required to 
resolve an Aircraft On Ground situation and if so, when and where. The risk of 
not having a spare part on stock must be balanced with the associated costs 
which a potential delay bears. Furthermore decision makers have to cope with 
two opposing objectives: on the one hand they are required to ensure high 
system availability in terms of operating aircraft by stocking spare parts for 
immediate Aircraft On Ground resolution. On the other hand, they are pressured 
to limit the spare part inventory costs.
Decision makers therefore need to decide on the following:
• Which spare parts to stock?
• Where to stock these spare parts?
• Which quantity to stock of each spare part?
• How to source these spare parts?
The decisions about which spare parts to store in which quantity and also how 
to source the spare parts are considered similar or even equal compared to 
other industries. The “where” question is important here. An aircraft -  compared 
to e.g. manufacturing equipment for automotive production -  changes its 
location. It operates within domestic, regional and/or global networks. A 
malfunction of the aircraft can occur anywhere within its network. Therefore the 
decision about the storage location of spare parts is crucial for maintaining the 
aircraft’s airworthiness status.
Flint (1995) confirms that airlines can realise significant savings with an 
improved inventory management system. Aviation practitioners have recently 
started calling for multi-echelon inventory optimisation solutions to manage the 
complex supply chain networks and to meet both cost and service level 
requirements (Trebilcock 2008).
There is also an increasing trend among airlines to outsource their component 
support to Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul providers. GEMServices provides
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aircraft component support services for Emirates Airlines’ A380 fleet (AMEinfo
2010), Lufthansa Technik provides its' Total Component Support® to Aeroflot 
(Lufthansa Technik 2009a), Air Berlin (airliners.de 2009, Lufthansa Technik 
2009b) and China Airlines (Lufthansa Technik 2010). Magellan Aircraft Services 
supports CRJ aircraft of Bombadier (Airfinance Journal 2009). Malaysia Airlines 
is supported by API KLM E&M (Buyck 2010). Further, bond investors have been 
looking into spare parts and engine bonds releasing airline operators from 
financial commitments (Airfinance Journal 2006).
1.4 Research Aims and Objectives
The aim of this study is to establish an inventory management system that 
enables XYZ Cargo to improve its critical spare parts inventory in terms of 
availability and cost.
The aim will be achieved by the following means:
1. Literature Review of
- critical spare parts inventory management methods in general
- inventory management methods for critical aviation spare parts in 
particular
- theory about decision making for critical spare parts inventory
2. Investigation and analysis of how decisions for critical aviation spare 
parts are taken in practice during the field work: which methods are 
applied for forecasting of critical spare parts demand and how are 
decisions made about how the inventory is built up? Which data is used 
as basis for decisions? Are there critical factors that should be applied for 
an inventory decision?
3. Comparison of the research findings gathered during the field work with 
the findings of the literature review and deduction of improvement
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possibilities: Which are the critical factors that should be applied in the 
decision making process? How should these critical factors be applied to 
ensure that an inventory is built up in a way that the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability is high?
1.5 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter provided the background and rationale for this study.
By creating several millions indirect and direct jobs the aviation industry is a 
major contributor to global economic prosperity and growth. Air transport 
facilitates trade and tourism as well as access to remote areas for emergency 
response.
Air transport requires the management of complex issues within airline 
operations. On time performance ensured by a high Technical Dispatch 
Reliability according to flight schedule is one crucial factor for the economic 
success of an airline. Spare parts availability in unscheduled maintenance 
situations (Aircraft On Ground) is essential to ensure a high Technical Dispatch 
Reliability. XYZ Cargo’s Technical Dispatch Reliability is below its own 
expectations and competitor’s performances. Lack of spare parts inventory 
management is the identified route cause.
The following research aims to answer the question which factors should be 
applied to decide how critical spare parts inventory should be built up in order to 
ensure a high Technical Dispatch Reliability.
1.6 Overview of Thesis
To answer the research question and meet its aims, this thesis is structured as 
follows:
Chapter 2 provides a literature review. This theoretical background forms the 
basis of this research. Theory on inventory management in general and for
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spare parts in particular is discussed. Theory on decision making is also 
revisited. Inventory management requires decisions to be taken about which 
spare parts should be put on stock, at which quantity, at which storage location.
Chapter 3 describes the research framework. This research is built on 
constructivism as the underlying research philosophy. The choice of research 
strategy will be justified based on this world view as well as on the natural 
limitations faced with XYZ Cargo as the client company. Action research is 
presented as the appropriate approach to answer the research questions.
Chapter 4 discusses the empirical part of this study. It is grounded in the 
perceptions derived in the previous chapter. Whereas Chapter 3 discussed a 
general view on Action Research, the Action Research cycles undertaken 
during the field work are presented here. This chapter concludes with a 
discussion of the findings obtained during the field work.
Chapter 5 presents a discussion of the findings in relation to the Literature 
explored. Managerial implications and research limitations are considered as 
well as recommendations for future research. In addition, recommendations for 
management practice are provided.
Chapter 6 contains the reflective diary compiled throughout the DBA 
programme.
Appendices consist of a list of delay codes, the action research protocol, the 
project plan of the field work, the flight schedules applicable during the field 
work, pictures of aircraft wheels and brakes, and an excerpt from the Master 
Minimum Equipment List.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
Saunders et al (2007) identify two major reasons for reviewing the available 
literature. As a preliminary search it helps to generate and refine research 
ideas. As a critical review it forms a part of the actual research project. The 
literature review provides the basis on which the research topic, the research 
design and the research methodology are justified (Hart 2003, Bryman and Bell 
2007). It identifies facts and explains the relationship between them (Bell 2006, 
Collins and Hussey 2009, Gill and Johnson 2010) and places the actual 
research project in the context of previous research conducted in the area of 
interest (Gill and Johnson 2010).
The purpose of this chapter is to review and summarise the available literature 
relevant in terms of the research question and the research aims and objectives 
as set out in the previous chapter.
The research question asks “How should critical spare parts inventory be built 
up in order to achieve a high Technical Dispatch Reliabiiity? Which factors 
shouid be applied in the decision making process?” placing this thesis in the 
context of inventory decisions.
Therefore, this chapter reviews the available literature regarding inventory 
management and decision making. The discussion begins on a broader level 
and becomes more detailed, e.g. inventory management is being examined in 
general followed by a review of spare parts inventory management which is 
then set in the aviation context. The review of decision making first gives a 
comprehensive overview and then focuses on how people make decisions 
when circumstances are not optimal, i.e. limited information and time available, 
and how people use e.g. intuition or judgements in decision making. Both main 
themes are getting connected by looking at examples from the literature how 
decisions for spare parts inventory management are taken.
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It is deemed mandatory here to not only discuss the context this thesis is placed 
in but to display a broader picture, e.g. this thesis merely deals with aviation 
spare parts; however, the understanding of the peculiarities of spare parts does 
not only come from reviewing the literature of spare parts but also from 
analysing the characteristics of parts used for production of parts. Knowing the 
differences between different inventory types helps to build understanding. 
Further, at this point it might not be obvious why a detailed review of decision 
making literature was required focusing on “irrational” decision making.
However, Chapter 4 will reveal that the use of intuition in decision making for 
spare parts inventory management plays a crucial role.
The structure of this Literature Review is shown in Exhibit 2.1 :
Exhibit 2.1 : Structure of Literature Review
INVENTORY
Inventory Management (2.2) 
Forecasting (2.3)
Inventory Management 
Models (2.4)
Parts Categorisation Models (2.5) 
Material Planning (2.6)
Inventory Management 
Models for Spare Parts (2.7) 
Categorisation of Aviation 
Spare Parts (2.8)
Aviation Spare Parts Market (2.9) 
Inventory Management 
in Aviation (2.10)
Forecasting in Aviation (2.11)
Judgmental Forecasting (2.19)
Decision Making for Spare Parts Inventory Management (2.20)
DECISIONS
Disciplines of Decision Making (2.12) 
The Decision Making Process (2.13) 
Intuition in Decision Making (2.14) 
Bounded Rationality and Heuristics 
in Decision Making (2.15)
Reasoning under Risk 
and Uncertainty (2.16)
Decision Making Aids (2.17)
Other Factors Influencing 
Decision Making (2.18)
Source: present author
In the following above displayed topics are being discussed.
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2.2 Inventory Management
Inventory Management is an integral part of Operations Management. There is 
no ultimate definition of Operations Management in the literature. Slack et al 
(2007) as well as Greasley (2008) define Operations Management as the 
management of processes and resources required to produce and deliver 
goods and services. Heizer and Render (2010) emphasise the value creating 
characteristic of these activities. Schroeder (1993, p.4) takes a different view by 
defining Operations Management as “the study of decision making in the 
operations function”. In this study both perspectives are recognised to be 
relevant as management of operations requires decisions in several areas.
Schroeder (1993) identifies five important Operations Management decisions. 
Operations managers have to decide regarding the quality of the goods and 
services, the process and capacity design, the inventory and finally the 
personnel required for the production of the goods and services. Heizer and 
Render (2010) widen the decision area by adding decisions on goods and 
service design, location and layout of the production facilities. Supply Chain 
Management and maintenance to the points named by Schroeder (1993).
The Supply Chain Management concept was developed over 25 years ago 
(Skjott-Larsen 1999, Halldorsson et al 2007). Definitions of the term are 
manifold. Jones and Riley (1987, p. 94) view Supply Chain Management as 
“planning and control of total materials flow from suppliers through end-users”. 
Schonsleben (2000), Horvath (2001) and Anderson et al (2007) emphasise the 
coordinating characteristics of Supply Chain Management whereas Cooper and 
Ellram (1990, p.1 and 1993, p. 13) maintain that Supply Chain Management is 
“an integrative philosophf. For Kuhn and Hellingrath (2002) Supply Chain 
Management covers optimised collaboration within the value chain. This view is 
supported by Johnston and Clarke (2005). Babbar and Prasad (1998) and 
Harland et al (1999) stress the fact, that successful supply chain management 
requires knowledge of an increasing global business environment. Having 
recognised the variety of existing definitions. Stock and Boyer (2009) postulate
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the development of a consensus definition of Supply Chain Management 
among researchers and practitioners.
Inventory Management and Supply Chain Management are both seen as 
strategic areas within Operations Management (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and 
Render 2010). For Johnston and Clarke (2005), they are linked to each other. 
There is no supply chain that operates perfectly as demand cannot be 
forecasted with 100% accuracy. Therefore, every supply chain requires some 
inventory (Johnston and Clarke 2005).
While the objective of Supply Chain Management is to reduce the inventory in a 
specific supply chain (Kuhn and Hellingrath 2002, Johnston and Clarke 2005), 
Inventory Management seeks to optimise the inventory required to keep the 
supply chain in working order (Schroeder 1993).
In literature. Inventory Management is also placed in context of logistics network 
design (Ballou 1995, Schneeweiss 2003, Reyes 2005, Candas and Kutanoglu 
2007).
Inventory Management theory is much older than Supply Chain Management. 
The economic order quantity model was published by Harris in 1913 covering 
the manufacturing industry (Harris 1913, Whitin 1954, Erlenkotter 1990, buxey 
2006). Dantzig developed the simplex method of linear programming in 1947 
(Dantzig 2002). Arrow et al (1950) provide methods for optimal inventory 
policies for finished goods There has been a significant increase of the 
development and use of various Inventory Management methods since the 
1950s (Schroder 1993).
Inventory can be defined as both a stored accumulation of material and as 
information resources (Slack et al 2007). In this study only the material 
resources in terms of spare parts are considered.
Inventory serves different functions. In manufacturing it allows to decouple 
individual steps of the production process. It also helps a company to smooth 
over fluctuations in supply and demand of goods (Schroeder 1993, Slack et al
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2007, Heizer and Render 2010). By building up inventory, a company can also 
take advantage of quantity discounts or hedge against inflation (Heizer and 
Render 2010). Spare parts inventory is stored for the company’s own use or for 
sale. In both cases the ultimate purpose is to replace worn or defective parts in 
order to keep equipment running (Lawrenson 1986). The increasing importance 
of inventory for after-sale acitivities is shown by Ashayeri et al (1996) in their 
study about inventory management for personal computer spare parts. This 
view is confirmed by Cohen and Lee (1990).
Keeping inventory is always associated with a variety of costs:
(1) The cost for the item itself (Schroeder 1993).
(2) The costs for initial and replenishment ordering (Silver 1981, Schroeder 
1993, Heizer and Render 2010).
(3) Transport or holding costs for the capital tied up in the inventory (Schroeder 
1993) and for storage of the items in terms of warehouse operations costs and 
insurance fees (Silver 1981). For parts that are hazardous these costs can be 
extremely high (Slack et al 2007). Further cost factors here are damage or 
deterioration, loss and obsolescence (Schroeder 1993, Cobbaert and Van 
Oudheusden 1996, Slack at al 2007).
(4) System control costs related to data acquisition, computation and 
implementation of a chosen inventory decision method (Silver 1981).
(5) Stock-out costs incurring when required parts are unavailable (Silver 1981, 
Badinelli 1986, Lawrenson 1986, Duchessi 1992, Jensen 1992, Walker 1997, 
Lau and Lau 2008, Wu et al 2009, Scala et al 2010).
While all cost elements are regarded to be more or less accurately measurable, 
there is dissent among authors when it comes to the measurement of stock-out 
costs. Silver (1981) distinguishes between short-term cost impacts arising from 
backorders, lost sales and long-term cost effects from loss of good will from 
customers. Lawrenson (1986) and Razi and Tarn (2003) constitute that stock­
out costs are difficult to measure and thus can only be estimated whereas 
Jensen (1992) maintains that these costs can be measured as easily as others. 
Although this is based on his findings within the case study he carried out, 
Jensen proposes that stock-out costs are also measurable in other systems not 
covered by his case study.
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Inventory Management is regarded to be one of the most important functions of 
Operations Management. Inventory requires a huge amount of capital, but also 
influences the delivery of goods and services to customers. However, inventory 
objectives usually differ or even conflict within a company. The finance function 
would insist on a low level of inventory in order to conserve capital whereas 
marketing would postulate a high level of inventories to increase sales 
(Schroeder 1993). Conflicting objectives within a company have already been 
confirmed by Oyert and March (1963). In their research they show that firms are 
coalitions of participants whose individual goals may and often do conflict. 
Gaither and Fraser (1984) confirm these findings. Korhonen and Pirttila (2003) 
propose a tool called decision rights matrix to facilitate cross-functional decision 
making processes.
Inventory Management requires crucial decisions to be taken in order to 
optimise the inventory level and to ensure high system availability while keeping 
costs low (Huiskonen 2001). These decisions are concerned with determination 
of:
(1) The items which should be stored (Lawrenson 1986, Schroeder 1993, 
Tempelmeier 2005)
(2) The initial or replenishment order quantity (Silver 1981, Lawrenson 1986, 
Schroeder 1986)
(3) The initial or replenishment order point (Silver 1981, Schroeder 1993)
(4) The type of inventory control system (Silver 1981, Schroeder 1993)
(5) The point of storage when a number of stores are available (Lawrenson 
1986, Klose 2001)
(6) The ownership structure of the stored items (Canaday 2010).
Decision making regarding the points listed above will be applied in Chapter 4. 
During the field work it has to be decided e.g. which spare parts should be 
stored and where.
A large number of Inventory Management models is available in literature. The 
suitability of such a model depends on the type of demand for the inventory. 
Inventory demand is categorised as either independent or dependent demand.
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The former is subject to market forces and thus independent of the company’s 
internal operations. The latter results from the demand for another item, 
therefore, it is dependent of the company’s internal production (Schroeder 1993, 
Heizer and Render 2010).
Schroeder (1993) relates independent demand to a fixed demand pattern 
combined with random influence, and dependent demand to lumpy, on-off 
patterns. Spare parts demand is classified as “lumpy” by many authors 
(Lawrenson 1986, Watson 1987, Huiskonen 2001, Saccani at al 2007, Guiterrez 
et al 2008, Teunter and Sani 2009) but spare parts, as well as finished goods, 
are nevertheless characterised as independent- demand inventories by 
Schroeder (1993).
2.3 Forecasting
Forecasting is an essential requirement for inventory decisions (Gardner 1990, 
Korpela and Tuominen 1996, Willemain et al 2004, Gutierrez et al 2008). The 
composition of inventory heavily depends on the expected future demand for 
the items. When parts are needed immediately but are not on stock, the 
company is faced with loss of sale, production shortages or is not able to 
provide service to its customers. When the expected demand is higher than the 
actual one, companies are confronted with obsolescence or deterioration of 
items. This can result in high costs. Forecasting future demand is therefore 
crucial in business. For a company the forecast is the only prediction of demand 
until it gets to know the actual demand (Heizer and Render 2010). This is in 
contradiction to Armstrong (2001) who maintains that in an ideal world, 
estimated future demand will equal the actual demand. However, for this study 
forecasting is viewed as necessary due to the empiric knowledge that our world 
is not an ideal one.
Forecasting can be defined as “the art and science of predicting future events” 
(Schroeder 1993, p. 393, Heizer and Render 2010, p. 136). Forecasts are 
generated by either applying mathematical models or by using subjective or
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intuitive predictions or by combining these approaches (Hogart and Makridakis 
1981, Heizer and Render 2010). Schroeder (1993) emphasises the need of 
managerial judgment in forecasting. For him, mathematical models have a 
supporting function for decision makers. Literature makes it evident that 
judgmental forecasting is widely used in business. A large number of 
publications on improving judgment in forecasting is available (e.g. Ashton and 
Ashton 1985, Harvey 2001, Stewart 2001).
Heizer and Render (2010) distinguish forecast types depending on the time 
horizon they cover. A forecast can be
(1) short-term with a time horizon up to one year but generally not more than 
three months
(2) medium-term with a prediction between three months and three years into 
the future
(3) long-term with estimations for a time span of more than three years.
According to Heizer and Render (2010) there are three major types of forecasts 
employed by organisations:
(1) Economic forecasts predict the development of the business cycle and the 
economies both nationally and globally
(2) Technological forecasts deal with rates of technological progress
(3) Demand forecasts assess the future demand for a company’s products and 
services.
Although this study deals with the forecasting of future demand for critical spare 
parts and the decision regarding appropriate Inventory Management methods, 
economic and technological forecasts cannot be completely ignored. In times of 
economic downturns the demand for air transport usually decreases. Therefore 
airlines would expect their aircraft not to be operated to full capacity. They could 
assume that less flight hours should result in less failure of spare parts and thus 
reduce their stock in spare parts or slow their reorders. In case airlines assume 
technological innovations for certain spare parts in terms of modifications or 
other means that would lead to obsolescence of the currently used parts, they
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would consequently stop ordering or extremely limit the stocked quantity of such 
parts.
Heizer and Render (2010) introduce seven basic steps of the forecasting 
process:
(1) The use of the forecast needs to be determined.
(2) The items to be forecasted need to be selected.
(3) The time horizon of the forecast needs to be set.
(4) The forecasting model(s) need(s) to be selected.
(5) The data required for the forecast needs to be gathered.
(6) The forecasts need to be actually made.
(7) The results of the forecasts need to be validated and implemented.
Harvey (2001) details the forecasting process with focus on judgmental 
activities:
(1) The forecasting problem is formulated.
(2) The forecast method is chosen.
(3) The forecast method is applied.
(4) The forecasts are compared and/or combined
(5) The uncertainty of the forecast is assessed.
(6) The forecasts become adjusted.
(7) The results are evaluated.
For Harvey (2001) personal judgment is involved in each of these steps. This 
will become apparent in Chapter 4.7. At this stage of the field work the forecasts 
will be adapted by decision makers applying intuition.
Zotteri et al (2005) also emphasise the importance of the forecasting process. 
They stress that it is essential to be aware of the objective of the forecast in 
terms of time horizon as well as the concerned items and locations.
As pointed out by Boylan and Syntetos (2008) demand arising from preventive 
maintenance is scheduled and therefore deterministic whereas demand arising
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from corrective maintenance is stochastic, and requires forecasting. In practice 
even scheduled maintenance activities can lead to unexpected material 
demand. In this study the usefulness of the forecasts lies in the estimation of 
future demand of so called Aircraft on Ground spare parts required due to 
corrective maintenance events in order to determine appropriate stocking 
quantities, locations and other relevant parameters. When selecting the 
forecasting methods, the level of user and system sophistication as well as the 
availability of time and resources need to be considered. The selected method 
must be related to the intended use. Furthermore data availability and data 
patterns have to be considered (Schroeder 1993). The selection of forecasting 
methods will be discussed later on.
Literature suggests that forecasts are never completely accurate and that 
results are limited with regard to accuracy (Mentzer and Cox 1984, Schroeder 
1993, Heizer and Render 2010). Armstrong (2001) proposes alternatives to 
forecasting such as insurance and hedging where the forecasting task is 
transferred to the provider of the respective service. He also suggests flexibility 
about decisions as possible option. As these options are not applied for spare 
parts within the aviation industry, they are not further considered in this study.
Heizer and Render (2010) highlight, that the suitability of a selected forecasting 
model heavily depends on the conditions under which it is applied. One method 
can work for one company but can be unsuitable for another.
Forecasting approaches can generally be categorised as qualitative or 
quantitative (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010).
Qualitative methods incorporate factors such as intuition, emotions and 
personal experiences of the decision maker (Heizer and Render 2010). For 
Schroeder (1993) qualitative forecasts do not only utilise managerial judgment 
but also an implicit mathematical model. He concludes that due to the virtuality 
of such a model, two different decision makers both using qualitative methods 
are most likely to turn up with widely different forecast results.
Qualitative forecasts are used in case either historical data is not a reliable 
basis to predict future conditions, or there is no historical information available
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at all for statistical analysis (Ashton and Ashton 1985, Schroeder 1993, Rowe 
and Wright 2001). Davidson (1980) provides a case study on initial provisioning 
of spare parts for an airline that has acquired a new type of aircraft. More 
recently the airline business has been faced with a similar situation when Airbus 
delivered its first A380 aircraft to Singapore Airlines in 2007 (Focus 2007). Here, 
the aircraft was not only new to the airline but also to the entire industry. There 
is no historical data available on the performance of this aircraft type. Forecasts 
of failure rates for parts and components are very difficult resulting in problems 
for the airlines to determine their spare parts stocks.
As Chapter 4 will show, qualitative forecasting can also be applied if historical 
data is available.
Market surveys (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010), life-cycle analogies 
(Schroeder 1993, Sandborn et al 2007) and informed judgment (Schroeder 
1993) are also used for qualitative forecasting. Survey based methods are often 
assessed with conjoint analysis methods (Wittink and Bergestuen 2001).
The Delphi method (Schroeder 1993, Rowe and Wright 2001, Heizer and 
Render 2010), the Jury of executive opinion and the sales force composite 
approach (Heizer and Render 2010) are well-established techniques making 
use of experts to generate forecasts.
These approaches have been extended and refined to expert systems. Here 
experts’ reasoning translates into rules which then are translated into a 
quantitative model (Armstrong 2001b, Collopy et al 2001). In judgmental 
bootstrapping models an expert’s rule is applied consistently. Practical results 
reveal that predictions from such models are similar to those from experts 
(Armstrong 2001b). Rule-based forecasting uses experts’ judgment to develop 
and apply rules for extrapolation forecasts (Collopy and Armstrong 1992, 
Armstrong et al 2001).
For quantitative forecasting mathematical models are used. These models 
require historical data and/or associative variables to process forecasts (Heizer 
and Render 2010). Literature reveals different categories.
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Time-series models make detailed analyses of past demand patterns over time, 
and project these patterns into the future. Demand here is predicted exclusively 
based on historical data; other variables possibly influencing future demand are 
disregarded (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010). Conventional 
examples for such models are the naïve approach, trend projections (Heizer 
and Render 2010), moving averages (Shen and Cao 2010) and exponential 
smoothing (Schroeder 1993, Duncan et al 2001, Ghodrati 2005, 2007, Heizer 
and Render 2010), extrapolation (Armstrong 2001a), Kalman filters (Snyder 
1993) and Box Jenkins methods (Duncan et al 2001). It is essential to calculate 
and consider the overall forecast error of the forecasting system (Schroeder 
1993, Heizer and Render 2010).
Associative or causal models develop a cause-and-effect relationship between 
demand and other variables (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010). 
Regression analysis (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010), econometric 
models (Schroeder 1993, Allen and Fildes 2001), input-output and simulation 
models (Schroeder 1993) are conventional approaches here.
These models are based on the assumption that the system is stable and that 
demand is regular (Heizer and Render 2010). However, these models are not 
suitable for spare parts with lumpy or intermittent demand patterns (Gutierrez et 
al 2008, Martin et al 2010).
Literature reveals that nearly all mathematical forecasts are adjusted by 
decision makers (Snyder 1993, Sanders and Ritzman 1992, Fildes et al 2006, 
Wing et al 2007, Goodwin and Files 2011 ). Goodwin and Fildes (1999, 2011 ) 
name the limitations of statistical methods as one reason. Fildes et al (2006) 
claim, that managers even prefer informal judgments at the expense of 
mathematical models. Literature provides evidence that statistical forecasts are 
more accurate when judgmentally adjusted by experts (Carbone et al 1983, 
Bopp 1985, Bunn and Wright 1991, Collopy and Armstrong 1992, Sanders and 
Ritzman 1992, Fildes et al 2006, Lee et al 2007, Fildes et al 2009, Syntetos et 
al 2009). These findings hold true when experts are familiar with forecasting 
methods and possess professional knowledge of the business the forecast is 
intended for (Carbone et al 1983, Sanders and Ritzman 1992, Fildes et al
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2006). It is therefore obvious that forecast accuracy declines when judgmental 
adjustments are of poor quality. There are suggestions available to improve 
judgment in forecasting (Harvey 2001, Stewart 2001 ). Ways to reduce 
overconfidence in decision makers with regard to their judgments are also 
addressed (Arkes 2001).
Besides improving judgment, several authors suggest to combine different 
forecasting methods in order to enhance accuracy of results (Makridakis and 
Winkler 1983, Bopp 1985, Sanders and Ritzman 1992, Gutierrez et al 2008).
Lumpy demand patterns are likely to produce large fluctuations in the forecast 
demand parameters (Watson 1987). The unsuitability of conventional 
approaches to forecast lumpy or intermittent demand (Schultz 1987, Nenes et al 
2010) has lead to the development of statistical models taking into account the 
irregular demand patterns.
Croston (1972) notes, that exponential smoothing is frequently used in business 
but that this method leads to excessive inventory for items with lumpy demand 
patterns. He recognises a bias in this model, i.e. the most weight is placed on 
the most recent demand date leading to distorted demand estimates.
Predictions are likely to be highest right after a demand occurrence and lowest 
just before demand incurs (Croston 1972, Johnston and Boylan 1996,
Syntentos and Boylan 2001, Syntetos and Boylan 2005, Gutierrez et al 2008). 
To avoid this bias Croston proposes a new method by considering the average 
size of nonzero demand occurrences and the average period between such 
events (Croston 1972, Johnston and Boylan 1996, Syntetos and Boylan 2005, 
Gutierrez et al 2008, Teunter and Sani 2009). Croston’s method is widely used 
in industry and is incorporated in many standard software packages (Gutierrez 
et al 2008, Teunter and Sani 2009).
Syntetos and Boylan (2001) indicate an error in Croston’s mathematical 
derivation of the expected demand predictions resulting in only minor practical 
benefits of the method. They proposed a modification in Croston’s approach to 
eliminate the bias. According to Teunter and Sani (2009) Syntetos noted a bias 
in the developed Syntetos-Boylan approach and suggested a correction of the
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method. In several simulation experiments Syntetos and Boylan demonstrate 
the superiority of their approach over Croston’s method and other conventional 
models; such as moving averages and exponential smoothing (Syntetos and 
Boylan 2005, Gutierrez et al 2008, Teunter and Sani 2009). These findings are 
also supported by the study of Eaves (2002) and Gutierrez et al (2008).
Another modification of the method developed by Croston is introduced by 
Levén and Segerstedt (2004). They apply the Erlang distribution (Rinne 2008) 
to estimate the probability of stock-outs in their model. Findings from their study 
support that a modified Croston approach outperforms traditional models such 
as exponential smoothing.
Teunter and Sani (2009) compare the models developed by Croston, Syntetos 
and Boylan, Syntetos (i.e. the corrected Syntetos-Boylan approach) and Levén 
and Segerstedt in a numerical study. Their evidence suggests that the Levén- 
Segerstedt approach is very much biased and that the Syntetos method 
outperforms both Croston and Syntetos-Boylan. Based on these findings 
Teunter and Sani (2009) conclude that the Syntetos model should be 
considered as an alternative to the other methods included in their study. 
Willemain et al (2004) develop a modification to Efron’s bootstrap method and 
compare it with exponential smoothing and Croston’s model. Their results 
demonstrate that the modified bootstrap method outperforms the other two 
approaches under comparison.
Neural Networks are another approach to overcome the limitations of traditional 
forecasting methods in capturing nonlinear data patterns (Hill et al 1996, 
Gutierrez et al 2008). According to Li and Kuo (2008) they are the most popular 
method for solving demand forecasting problems. The functioning of biological 
neurons inspired the development of Neural Networks (Remus and O’Connor
2001). These mathematical models perform very successfully in recognition of 
both linear and nonlinear demand patterns, and forecast generation from 
pattern clusters (Remus and O’Connor 2001, Gutierrez et al 2008). Whereas 
conventional methods have underlying assumptions regarding the distribution of 
data. Neural Networks do not require any distributional presumptions (Gutierrez 
et al 2008).
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According to Hill et al (1994) and Hill et al (1996) Neural Network forecasts 
proved to be significantly better than those derived from conventional methods 
in several studies. These findings are supported by Remus and O’Connor 
(2001) and Li and Kuo (2008). In their study Gutierrez et al (2008) demonstrate 
the superiority of Neural Networks not only over exponential smoothing as a 
conventional method. They also evidence that Neural Networks outperform 
Croston’s as well as Syntetos-Boylan’s model in forecasting lumpy demand. 
However, the large amount of data required for Neural Networks to work well is 
viewed to be disadvantageous (Gutierrez et al 2008). Remus and O’Connor 
(2001) suggest applying traditional models in case only small data sets are 
available. Guiterrez et al (2008) propose further research regarding the 
possibility to combine Neural Network models with traditional ones to build 
hybrid models. They furthermore propose to extend Neural Networks to causal 
forecasting models.
Literature provides evidence that managerial judgment can improve forecast 
accuracy. Research conducted by Syntetos et al (2009) maintains that these 
findings are also true when forecasts for items with intermittent demand 
patterns are concerned.
For the selection of forecasting methods Armstrong (2001, 2001c) proposes six 
possible ways:
(1) Selection by convenience leads to the choice of a model that can be easily 
applied. This approach is generally cheap but also risky.
(2) Choosing a forecasting method by market popularity is also risky.
(3) By following the lead of others, useful models can be overlooked and 
performance results are not always comparable.
(4) Applying expert’s advice as structured judgment and using statistical criteria 
for selection are both promising ways.
(5) By using relative track records, an expensive and often time consuming 
evaluation of methods applied in a similar situation is required.
(6) A forecasting method can also be selected by scanning published research.
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Fildes and Beard (1991) maintain that several forecasting methods should be 
considered for possible choice. Korpela and Tuominen (1996) suggest using the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty 1980) to select the most appropriate 
forecasting technique.
2.4 Inventory Management Models
Inventory keeping decisions are required for parts with predicted future demand. 
Decision makers need to determine stock quantity, location and re-order points 
for these parts only.
For dependent demand inventories part demand is not subject to market forces, 
but is linked to demand for other items such as assemblies, components and 
the final product (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010). Examples for 
dependent demand inventories are raw materials and work-in-process 
inventories (Schroeder 1993).
Exhibit 2.2 summarises the characteristics of both dependent and independent 
demand inventories. Each feature will be explained below.
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Exhibit 2.2: Comparison of Dependent and Independent Demand Inventories
Dependent 
Demand Inventory
Independent 
Demand Inventory
Types of inventory W ork-in-process and raw  materials Finished goods and spare parts
Objectives M eet manufacturing/production needs M eet custom er needs
Order philosophy Requirements Replenishment
Demand pattern Lumpy but predictable Constant respectively random
Forecast
Based on future dem ands from  
M aster Production Schedule
Based on past dem and
Forecasting technique
S am e as for Independent 
dem and Inventories for Master 
Production Schedule Input
Qualitative (Delphi, surveys, 
Informed judgment, 
bootstrapping)
Q uantitative (time-serles and 
causal models, Croston, 
modified Croston, Bayes)
Control concept Control all Items
A BC analysis, multl-crlterla 
analysis
Decision support by Analytic 
Hierarchy Process, Artifical 
Neural Network models
IM techniques Material Requirem ents Planning
O rder point models (Econom ic/ 
Production O rder Quantity, 
Quantity Discount, Probabilistic 
models)
Source: present author
Several traditional Inventory Management models for both dependent and 
independent demand items can be found in literature. These models provide 
decision rules to fix both order quantity and point in time (Schroeder 1993, 
Heizer and Render 2010).
For independent demand inventories, the Economic Order Quantity model is 
easy to apply and thus widely used in industry (Schroeder 1993, Buxey 2006, 
Heizer and Render 2010, Shen and Cao 2010). It is based on several 
assumptions. Demand for an item is set as known, constant and infinite with no 
random variations. Lead time is always a fixed period. The ordered parts are 
delivered in one batch at one time. No quantity discounts are applied. If orders 
are placed at the right time in the right quantity, stock outs will not occur. Unit 
item cost as well as ordering or setup costs are fixed, the inventory holding 
costs depends linearly on the average inventory level (Schroeder 1993). These 
assumptions place serious limitations on the model. In practice, quantity
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discounts are common, setup costs can be reduced, and demand often is not 
constant over time (Schroeder 1993).
The Production Order Quantity Model keeps the assumptions of the Economic 
Order Quantity model except for the receipt of the order at once. This model is 
particularly applicable in production environments (Heizer and Render 2010).
Quantity Discount Models relax the Economic Order Quantity model 
assumptions by allowing reduced item prices for large quantity purchases 
(Heizer and Render 2010).
There are variations of the Economic Order Quantity model available that allow 
for random demand. In a continuous review system, the stock level is analysed 
either continuously or after every transaction. When it declines to a 
predetermined reorder point, a fixed quantity is ordered. As the quantity here is 
still assumed to be fixed, the time between orders will differ depending on the 
randomness of demand. Popular models here are the (s,Q) and the (s,S) 
approach. In the former a fixed quantity (Q) is ordered when the inventory level 
(y) drops to s or below (Verwijmeren et al 1996, Strijbosch et al 2000, Sobel and 
Zhang 2001, Razi and Tarn 2003). In the latter an amount S-y is ordered when 
inventory is equal to s or below (Verwijmeren et al 1996, Sani and Kingsman 
1997, Razi and Tarn 2003). Schroeder (1993) refers to these techniques as Q 
systems or fixed-order-quantity systems.
In a periodic review system, stock levels are monitored at fixed intervals and 
parts are ordered to meet a target inventory level. This target level is expected 
to cover demand until the next review, plus the delivery lead time. Thus, 
variable quantities are ordered at fixed intervals. In a (T,S) system inventory is 
monitored every T unit of time. In case the inventory level is less than S, a 
quantity equal to S-y is ordered (Razi and Tan 2003). The (T,s,S) system 
combines the (s,S) and (T,S) systems. The inventory is monitored every T units 
of time, and if the level is below the reorder point s, a quantity to reach 8 is 
ordered (Zohrul Kabir and Al-Qlayan 1994, Razi and Tarn 2003). Verwikmeren
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et al (1996) use “R” instead of “T” when describing these systems. Schroeder
(1993) applies the terms P system or fixed-order-interval/period-systems.
Heizer and Render (2010) introduce probabilistic models which assume that 
demand, though not constant, can be specified by applying a probability 
function. Brown (1956) states that demand for many airframe parts can be 
approximated by means of the Poisson probability distribution (Rinne 2008).
The interdependence of demand and lead time is an underlying assumption 
here. This premise is often not valid in practice. Situations where orders cannot 
be fulfilled completely at one time, but are served by supplying subsets at 
different points, or where the needed quantity has to be ordered in subsets from 
different suppliers, are possible.
Game theory forms another approach to cope with inventory control problems. 
Game theory is a mathematical theory of decision making by participants 
(Gachon and Netessine 2004, Chinchuluun et al 2008). Situations are modeled 
as either cooperative or non-cooperative games (Simchi-Levi et al 2004, Mileff 
and Nehéz 2006, Esmaeili et al 2009). Chinculuun et al (2008) note that 
traditional inventory models are only concerned with the decision maker inside 
the company, but ignore how decisions of external agents such as competitors 
influence the internal decision process.
2.5 Parts Categorisation Models
Items are categorised to select the most appropriate forecasting and Inventory 
Management procedure for the relevant cluster (Syntetos et al 2005).
Regarding control of independent demand inventories it is often not possible to 
pay equal attention to all items on stock. Focus on the most important parts is 
therefore necessary.
A typical classification approach used here is the ABC Analysis (Chakravarty 
1981, Partovi and Anandarajan 2002, Chen et al 2008). Parts are clustered into
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three categories -  A, B, and C -  in terms of their annual inventory value (Flores 
and Whybark 1986). According to the Pareto principle, 20 percent of the items 
on stock account for 80 percent of the overall annual inventory value. The 
application of this principle is widely observed in practical inventory systems 
(Chen et al 2009). By managing these items intensively it is possible to control 
most of the inventory value (Schroeder 1993, Heizer and Render 2010). As it is 
easy to implement and use, ABC Analysis is the very popular and widely used 
in industry (Guvenir and Erel 1998, Ramanathan 2006). Sometimes additional 
categories are applied (e.g. Nagarur et al 1994).
Flores and Whybark (1986) criticise the classical ABC approach as it only 
employs the cost value of the items and defines that as the most important 
criterion. They demonstrate that different units of an organisation regard 
different classification criteria as most important. Engineering may view 
obsolescence of parts to be significant and would therefore concentrate on the 
items with the highest obsolescence risk. Purchasing by contrast might select 
procurement lead times for classification. Maintenance, in turn, may favour 
substitutability, reparability, or criticality as criteria for item categorisation. The 
authors introduce a concept of a joint criteria matrix which allows items to be 
classified by two criteria such as criticality and cost value of parts. This 
technique is not suitable when more than two criteria should be applied 
(Guvenir and Erel 1998, Partovi and Anandarajan 2002, Ramanathan 2006, 
Chen et al 2009).
Applying more than two criteria in a multi-criteria ABC classification requires the 
use of complex computational tools (Ramanathan 2006, Chen et al 2008).
In practice the selection of criteria for multiple ABC classification is often an ad 
hoc process based on the decision maker’s experience, knowledge and 
judgment. This can be effective but can also lead to an oversight of relevant 
criteria (Partovi and Anandarajan 2002). Several approaches to support the 
decision process for selecting the relevant classification criteria are available in 
literature.
Cohen and Ernst (1988) and Ernst and Cohen (1990) apply cluster analysis for 
parts classification. In contrast to the approach developed by Flores and 
Whybark (1986), here the full range of relevant criteria can be used which
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results in a large variety of criterion combinations. The clusters have to be re­
evaluated when new items are added to the existing inventory. For Partovi and 
Anandarajan (2002) this approach has limitations for practical application. 
Cluster analysis requires solid data and the need for re-evaluating the 
categories can lead to different classification of items which can result in a 
change of control procedure. The model is also known as multiple discrete 
analysis (Partovi and Anandarajan 2002).
Many authors adopt the Analytical Hierarchy Process for ABC classification 
(Partovi and Anandarajan 2002, Ramanathan 2006, Chen et al 2008). Gajpal et 
al (1994) utilise the Analytical Hierarchy Process for clustering spare parts 
based on criticality. With the Analytical Hierarchy Process both qualitative and 
quantitative criteria are taken into account for item categorisation. The 
significant amount of subjectivity involved in the comparison and weighting of 
criteria is recognised to be a serious limitation of this method (Partovi and 
Anandarajan 2002).
To overcome the drawbacks of the Analytical Hierarchy Process, artificial 
intelligence methods are used (Partovi and Anandarajan 2002, Ramanathan 
2006, Chen et al 2009). Artificial Neural Networks can simulate decision 
maker’s understanding of relationships for both quantitative and qualitative 
attributes. Inventory classification problems are essentially non-linear. Artificial 
Neural Networks are capable of approximating these non-linear functions. 
Artificial Neural Networks are capable of learning. Back propagation algorithm 
and genetic algorithm are two commonly used learning methods (Partovi and 
Anandarajan 2002, Klein 2008).
Guvenir and Erel (1998) apply Artificial Neural Networks with a genetic 
algorithm as learning method for multi-criteria inventory classification. Genetic 
algorithms are inspired by natural population genetics. They follow the natural 
selection process as observed in biological evolution (Partovi and Anandarajan
2002). Within a population of knowledge structures, the fittest structure in terms 
of the optimum setting of parameters is searched by means of a genetic 
algorithm. In their study Guvenir and Erel (1998) compare the classification of a 
human decision maker with the results obtained by both computed the Analytic
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Hierarchy Process and genetic algorithms. Their findings show that the 
classification made by the genetic algorithm computation is more similar to the 
one made by the human decision maker than the one achieved by using the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process.
Partovi and Anandarajan (2002) utilise both back propagation algorithm and 
genetic algorithm in their Artificial Neural Networks. With back propagation the 
input-output relations presented by data sets are loaded in the Artificial Neural 
Networks model. The model thus learns about the past to make predictions of 
future events. In their study the authors compare the results obtained by 
Artificial Neural Networks with the ones derived from the multi- discriminate 
analysis developed by Ernst and Cohen (1990). Their findings show that 
Artificial Neural Networks outperform the technique of Ernst and Cohen (1990).
It also becomes evident that the genetic algorithm is the better learning method 
compared to the back propagation algorithm.
Ramanathan (2006) criticises the Analytic Hierarchy Process in terms of the 
subjectivity involved in the process, and Artificial Neural Networks in terms of 
their heuristic nature which do not lead to optimal solutions in all situations. The 
author proposes a simple weighted linear optimisation model to support the 
multiple-criteria decision making. In this model a weighted additive function is 
applied to accumulate the performance of an item in terms of different criteria to 
the optimal inventory score. By solving the maximisation objective function, the 
model computes the optimal inventory score for each item. In the study 
Ramanathan (2006) compares his model to the traditional ABC classification 
and the Analytic Hierarchy Process approach. Classification results are different 
for each model. The author concludes that the proposed model is easy to 
understand and to use by decision makers. He fails to prove the limitations of 
the Analytic Hierarchy Process and Artificial Neural Networks approaches he 
has claimed. Therefore his critique is not regarded to be substantial.
Chen et al (2009) propose a model that allows more than two criteria to be 
handled simultaneously for inventory classification and thus overcomes the 
limitations of the model developed by Flores and Whybark (1986). The authors 
develop a model that uses weighted Euclidean distances to represent decision 
maker’s preferences over alternatives. Application of the model derives 
classification results similar to those obtained by Flores and Whybark (1986).
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The categorisation of items according to the Pareto principle is also evident. 
Chen et al (2009) thus conclude that their model is robust and can produce 
solid classification results.
2.6 Material Planning
Based on orders or forecasts for the final products, quantities for all required 
materials and items can be computed. Whereas forecasts for independent 
demand inventories are based on historical data, the demand for dependent 
demand inventories is calculated based on future demand forecasts (Schroeder 
1993). When used in a manufacturing environment the technique to determine 
dependent item demand is called Material Requirements Planning 
(Fleischmann et al 2008, Heizer and Render 2010).
Material Requirements Planning requires the following information: First, the 
master production schedule needs to be available (Schroeder 1993, Tang and 
Grubbstrom 2002). The master production schedule specifies what is to be 
made and when (Verwijmeren et al 1996, Tang and Grubbstrom 2002). It has to 
comply with a production plan that includes various data such as financial plans, 
resource capacities, supplier performance, and other considerations (Heizer 
and Render 2010). Second, the bills of material must be at hand. These lists 
contain quantities of components, materials and other ingredients required to 
make the product. The bills of material can also be used as pick lists for 
provisioning items to manufacturing or assembly staff. The bills of material can 
take various forms. In modular bills, material of product modules is specified. 
Planning bills are used to group items by assigning an artificial parent to the 
bills of material. Phantom bills exist only temporarily and build components or 
subassemblies that are incorporated into another assembly directly and are 
thus, never inventoried (Fleischmann et al 2008, Heizer and Render 2010). 
Fourth, knowledge of outstanding orders is essential (Schroeder 1993). Finally, 
lead times for materials and components needs to be known (Heizer and 
Render 2010).
These five inputs form the basis of the gross material requirements plan. Here 
inventory is not considered and order points for items are determined with
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respect to the master production schedule. Inventory and outstanding orders 
are included in the net material requirements plan (Heizer and Render 2010).
In practice not all data input for Material Requirements Planning is reliable. The 
bills of material or inventory records may not be perfect and procurement lead 
times may not always be stable. External changes in the supply chain 
originating the so called Bullwhip Effect (Metters 1997, Chen et al 2000, Disney 
and Towill 2003) or impacts of additional short-term orders make it necessary to 
consider safety stock inventory. It is then integrated in the projected on-hand 
inventory of the Material Requirements Planning logic (Heizer and Render 
2010).
Material Requirements Planning is a planning tool, detailed scheduling is not 
possible. It provides due dates when certain manufacturing jobs need to be 
completed, but does not assign these jobs to machines or people. Work 
schedules are necessary for these tasks (Schroeder 1993). Furthermore 
Material Requirements Planning employs fixed lead times. This can be a 
serious limitation in case lead times vary with quantities (Heizer and Render).
Material Requirements Planning allows control of every item with equal 
intensity. Clustering of items by means of ABC Analysis it not necessary 
(Schroeder 1993).
According to their usage, different types of Material Requirements Planning can 
be distinguished. Material Requirements Planning I is an inventory control 
system. Based on the master production schedule, manufacturing and purchase 
orders are issued for the required quantities at a certain time. Capacity planning 
is not included (Schroeder 1993).
Material Requirements Planning II is used to plan and control both inventories 
and capacities. A lack of capacity leads to a change in capacity or in the master 
production schedule. This system is also called a closed-loop system as there is 
a feedback loop between the launched orders and the master production 
schedule to adapt capacities (Schroeder 1993).
Material Requirements Planning III finally allows planning and control of all 
manufacturing resources (Schroeder 1993).
Heizer and Render (2010) do not differentiate between Material Requirements 
Planning II and Material Requirements Planning III. They attribute resource
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planning and control already to Material Requirements Planning II and replace 
“requirements” with “resources” here while Schroeder (1993) applies 
“resources” only to Material Requirements Planning III.
Material Requirements Planning systems are not only applicable for 
manufacturing industries. They can also support service providers such as 
hotels, restaurants, and hospitals. Here demand for service or service items is 
classified as dependent when it is directly deduced from demand for other 
services or service items (Heizer and Render 2010).
Distribution Requirements Planning systems apply Material Requirements 
Planning principles to the management of inventories in the supply chain 
(Crabtree 1987, Verwijmeren et al 1996). Heizer and Render (2010) use the 
term “Distribution Resource Planning” for the same system. Gross requirements 
show the expected demand. Net requirements are computed by allocating 
inventory available in the supply chain to gross requirements. The inventory is 
pulled though the system (Heizer and Render 2010).
Enterprise Resource Planning systems have been developed out of Material 
Requirements Planning systems (Razi and Tarn 2003, Heizer and Render 
2010). Inventory Management is often a sub module of the material 
management module in today’s Enterprise Resource Planning systems (Razi 
and Tarn 2003). The Enterprise Resource Planning then is a kind of umbrella 
system tying together several specialised systems such as Supply Chain 
Management and customer relationship management systems or human 
resources applications (Davenport 1998, Heizer and Render 2010). Literature 
shows that the introduction of Enterprise Resource Planning systems can lead 
to inventory reduction (Razi and Tarn 2003, Davenport and Brooks 2004). 
However, an ERP system -  unless it is custom made - impairs its own logic on 
the company it is employed in. Therefore care has to be taken with respect to 
the company’s strategy, organisation, and culture when introducing Enterprise 
Resource Planning (Davenport 1998).
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Just-In-Time systems are an alternative to Material Requirements Planning 
systems (Schroeder 1993). Overcoming the traditional Just-ln-Case approach 
where parts are produced just in case they are needed, Just-In-Time provides 
the right part at the right place at the right time (Heizer and Render 2010). 
Compared to Just-ln-Case the Just-In-Time approach results in significantly 
lower inventory and lower costs (Schroeder 1993). Just-In-Time is a key part in 
lean operations (Christopher and Towill 2000, Heizer and Render 2010).
2.7 Inventory Management Models for Spare Parts
Inventory management for spare parts can be understood by nature, as risk 
management. The risk and associated cost of not having a spare part available 
when needed has to be balanced against the inventory cost for holding the part 
(Hagmark and Pernu 2007). Inventory control is a crucial part of operations 
management. Stocking spare parts ties up large amount of capital but too low 
inventory may lead to poor customer service or very expensive emergency 
actions (Aronis et al 2004).
Maintaining spare part aircraft is more or less unthinkable for airlines because 
of the high capital cost. To keep the aircraft in operating condition airlines need 
to plan for spare parts provisioning (Subramaniam 1978). Demand prediction of 
spare parts is considered to be the most critical aspect in Inventory 
Management (El-Haram et al 2000); while one of the most frequently given 
reasons for delays in maintenance activities is the unavailability of spare parts 
(Siddique and Choudhary 2009).
The underlying assumption about the characteristics of demand for spare parts 
is crucial for selecting the inventory model (Razi and Tarn 2003).
In this study demand for spare parts is assumed lumpy, i.e. there are periods 
with no demand at all, as well as periods with high demand, so that the re-order 
quantity can differ significantly. This pattern is confirmed during the field work 
discussed in Chapter 4.3.
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For modeling the demand pattern different parametric distributions are applied. 
Hadley and Whitin (1963), Gelders and Van Looy (1978) as well as Schultz 
(1987) suggest the Poisson distribution that expresses the probability of a 
number of events occurring within a fixed period of time while assuming that 
these events occur with a known average rate and independently of the time 
elapsed since the most recent occurrence. The compound Poisson distribution 
as the probability distribution of the sum of Poisson-distributed numbers of 
independent identically-distributed random variables is applied by Feeney and 
Sherbrooke (1966) and Archibald and Silver (1978). Normal distribution is 
assumed by Croston (1972) and Bartakke (1981). Vereecke and Verstraeten
(1994) introduce a package Poisson distribution. They combine demand 
occurrences characterised by a Poisson distribution with non-varying demand 
sizes. Snyder (1984), Dunsmuir and Snyder (1989), Segerstedt (1994) and Yeh 
(1997) recommend the gamma distribution for demand modeling. Sobel and 
Zhang (2001) apply a system where demand results simultaneously from both a 
deterministic and a random source.
These distributional functions have been criticised throughout literature not 
being suitable for describing the demand pattern of spare parts (Snyder 1984, 
Vereecke and Verstraeten 1994, Razi and Tarn 2003). These mathematical 
models can be too complex to be successfully implemented in Inventory 
Management systems (Razi and Tarn 2003). The use of Artificial Neural 
Networks approach is viewed to be a promising method in case the datasets 
are large enough to allow Artificial Neural Networks models pattern and trend 
detection (Razi and Tarn 2003).
To overcome complex theoretical distributions, Razi and Tarn (2003) propose 
pooled distribution, where items are grouped according to similarities in their 
demand histories and lead times.
The continuous operation of aircraft heavily depends on the availability of key 
spare parts. Stocking decisions based on inaccurate demand assumptions can 
result in very high costs (Razi and Tarn 2003). This perception is confirmed 
during the field work. The discussion in Chapter 4.3 will show that the airline 
faced a high cost exposure due to wrong inventory decisions.
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Chang et al (2005) focus on spare parts criticality as the main aspect of demand 
forecasting. They propose a (r,r,Q) continuous review and constant reorder 
model where spare parts are as either critical or non-critical items. A fixed 
orders size Q is placed when the inventory level reaches r. The remaining stock 
is reserved for critical demand. All non-critical demand will be backordered until 
the stock level again exceeds r.
Beside the classic inventory theory with focus on consumable items, another 
branch of research deals with repairable inventory. These are typically high 
cost, long-life parts that can be repaired several times until repairing becomes 
more expensive than replacing. Repairable inventories are common in both 
military and civil aviation and in other commercial settings such as copying 
machines or transportation equipment (Guide and Srivastava 1997).
The repairable Inventory Management problem typically deals with the optimal 
stocking of parts at bases and a central depot facility where failed units returned 
from bases are repaired (Guide and Srivastava 1997). This problem has its 
origins in military applications (Sherbrooke 1968, Parsons and Goodwyn 1986, 
Humphrey et al 1998, Kang et al 1998, Raivio et al 2001). Here parts are 
stocked at bases that are capable to repair some, but not all items. A central 
depot serves all bases. Lack of spare parts in the event of component failure 
will prevent aircraft from fulfilling their mission. The objective therefore is to 
maximise aircraft availability, or minimise downtimes and numbers of grounded 
aircraft respectively, while meeting imposed budget constraints (Guide and 
Srivastava 1997).
Although repairable and spare parts inventories serve the same purpose, i.e. 
ensuring equipment availability in the event of failures, they are not necessarily 
equal. Not all spare parts are repairable and return flows or repair of items are 
not categorical in spare parts settings (Guide and Srivastava 1997). Reviews on 
repairable item inventories can be found in Nahmias (1981), Mabini and 
Gelders (1991) Guide and Srivastava (1997) and Diaz and Fu (2005) among 
others. Hereafter only models relevant within the context of this study will be 
detailed.
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Several types of repairable item inventory models can be recognised in 
literature.
Single-echelon models deal with the optimisation of a certain criterion, which 
typically is the determination of the optimal replacement quantity for a repairable 
item. Deterministic single-echelon models assume deterministic demand and 
known, constant recovery rates. They furthermore consider a single item only at 
the end item level. Stochastic single-echelon models deal with varying demand 
rates. They suffer from many of the limitations as the deterministic models.
They also ignore multi-indentured items. Independent repair times are assumed 
which would require sufficient capacity at repair facilities at any time. Both 
model types require the estimation of various cost parameters such as 
backorder costs. These costs are very difficult to determine. In the commercial 
aviation context backorder costs are made up of lost revenues from the flight 
non-availability. These include costs for lost connections downstream, crew 
cancellation costs, intangible costs related to loss of goodwill from customers 
and also positive savings from such as no fuel expenditures (Guide and 
Srivastava 1997).
In multi-echelon models, the typical setting is a two-level system consisting of a 
number of bases served by a central depot. Failures of parts at base generate 
demand that may be satisfied from the stock at the base. At the same time, the 
failed item will be repaired at either the base or a central depot facility. In case 
stock is not available at base-level, a backorder occurs and demand has to be 
satisfied either from stock at the depot or from parts completing the repair 
process (Graves 1985, Sun and Zuo 2010). As long as no condemnation of 
items occurs, the system is a closed one. The objective lies in the determination 
of inventory levels at each base to meet a specified service level by taking into 
account set repair rates, transportation times and budget constraints. In case of 
condemnation procurement quantities and timing has to be considered as well. 
Among other factors transshipments between bases, cannibalisation, and 
capacity constraints of repair facilities can induce additional complications in 
such multi-echelon models (Guide and Srivastava 1997). A successful
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implementation of a multi-echelon inventory system can be found in the study 
from Cohen et al (1990) about IBM’s service business.
Sherbrooke (1968) first addressed the repairable inventory problem in the 
military context by applying the Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item 
Control within the United States Air Force. The Multi-Echelon Technique for 
Recoverable Item Control is a mathematical model translated into a computer 
program. It determines base and depot stock levels for a group of repairable 
items (Sheerbroke 1968). Contrary to an item approach where inventory levels 
for each individual part are set, here, the so-called system approach is applied 
by considering all parts in the system. Thonemann et al (2002) note, that the 
system approach outperforms the item approach but that its implementation is 
time consuming and costly. Cohen et al (1999) present a study in which 
Sherbrooke’s approach is successfully applied to optimise the inventory system 
of a electronics manufacturer.
Critical assumptions underlying the Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable 
Item Control model are:
(1) infinite repair capacities at the base (Kim et al 1996, Diaz and Fu 1997, 
2005, Kim et al 2000)
(2) successive replenishment processes at the bases are independent 
processes leading to Poisson distribution (Diaz and Fu 1997, 2005)
(3) no lateral transshipments between bases 
(Muckstadt 1973, Muckstadt and Thomas 1980).
The Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control has been modified 
by Muckstadt (1973, 1978). His MOD- Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable 
Item Control is a multi-indenture model which allows the explicit consideration of 
a hierarchical parts structure (Muckstadt 1973). The model assumes that the 
system is composed of main components which consist of subcomponents. A 
failed component is exchanged for a spare part unit supplied by the base or 
backordered if no spare part is on stock. The component is repaired either at 
the base or at the depot, depending on the type of failure. Here the 
subcomponent is replaced or backordered. (Diaz 2003).
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Slay (1984) developed the VARI- Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable 
Item Control to determine initial stock levels for multi-indenture items. Here, 
repair capacities are also assumed as infinite. Sleptchenko et al (2005) assume 
finite repair capacities and extend the VARI- Multi-Echelon Technique for 
Recoverable Item Control model with heuristics to assign repair priorities. 
Cochran and Lewis (2002) claim that the Dyna- Multi-Echelon Technique for 
Recoverable Item Control model (Isaacson et al 1988) is currently the best 
analytical model to compute the aircraft spare parts provisioning model. They 
however note that it assumes a large number of aircraft. They propose an 
approach based on finite queuing theory for small fleets of three aircraft (sic).
Models assuming that repair capacity is finite, and thus parts queue at the depot 
have been developed e.g. by Gross et al (1987), Diaz and Fu (1997, 2005) and 
Ni et al (2008).
Wong et al (2005a, 2005b), Wong et al (2006) and Reijnen et al (2009) 
introduce models that consider lateral transshipments. According to Reijnen et 
al (2009) planning with lateral transshipments can lead to significant cost 
savings with regard to inventory.
2.8 Categorisation of Aviation Spare Parts
Spare parts are required for aircraft maintenance purposes. All maintenance 
activities are carried out by approved maintenance organisations which are 
independent Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities providing services to 
airline operators or Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul organisations that are 
directly embedded in the airline organisation (Kinnison 2004). Aviation 
maintenance occurs as scheduled and unscheduled events (Knotts 1999).
Scheduled maintenance has to be conducted due to legislative aviation 
regulations in order to maintain an item in a serviceable or airworthy condition 
(Gopalan and Talluri 1998). All related activities including systematic inspection, 
replacement, and adjustment of items are performed at defined intervals (Knotts
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1999). The frequency of such maintenance checks is determined by the 
combination of flight hours and number of flight cycles (Shram and Haghani 
2003, Cook and Tanner 2009). This type of maintenance is also referred to as 
preventive maintenance (Knotts 1999).
Unscheduled maintenance occurs as a result of unexpected item failure (Knotts 
1999) which constitutes an Aircraft On Ground situation (Abed 2008). Related 
actions include defect location, item replacement and adjustment (Knotts 1999). 
This type of maintenance is also known as corrective maintenance (Knotts 
1999) or breakdown maintenance (Heizer and Render 2010).
Maintenance can further be classified as on- or off- aircraft (Kinnision 2004, Lee 
et al 2008). On-aircraft maintenance is carried out directly in or on the aircraft 
which is either in or out of service. Off-aircraft maintenance is concerned when 
parts and systems are removed from the aircraft for repair and overhaul 
activities. As long as substitute parts are not deployed, the aircraft has to stay 
out of service (Lee et al 2008). Both maintenance types can occur in scheduled 
and unscheduled maintenance situations.
Both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance activities require not only spare 
parts but also other resources such as hangar space, tools, jigs, transport and 
qualified manpower (Samranayake et al 2002). An Aircraft On Ground can also 
occur when tools are missing or maintenance staff, with the required 
qualification, is not available at the location where the aircraft is grounded. 
Aircraft On Ground ground time will be extended if a wrong spare part is 
ordered due to incorrect diagnosis by the maintenance staff (Fitzgerald 2008). 
Within this work the definition of Abed (2008, p. 439) is applied by describing an 
Aircraft On Ground situation as “...the inability of the aircraft to fiy due to a 
technical problem caused by the unavailability of the required spare parts to fix 
if .  It is therefore assumed that all other required resources as stated above are 
available at any place and at any time an Aircraft On Ground situation may 
occur.
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Spare parts inventories serve other functions than manufacturing inventories 
do. Kennedy et al (2002) distinguish three inventory types; Work-in-process 
inventories intended to remedy irregularities in production flows, finished 
product inventories for delivery to customers and protection against demand 
fluctuations, and finally spare part inventories used by maintenance staff to 
keep equipment in serviceable condition. Schroeder (1993) as well as Heizer 
and Render (2010) introduce raw material as another type of inventory.
Spare parts can be categorised according to their condition: “New” parts are 
usually still in manufacturer packaging and are under warranty. “Overhauled” 
items have been refurbished according to set standards by an approved facility. 
“Servicable” parts have been found to be within prescribed limits after 
inspection and testing. “As removed” parts have been removed from an aircraft 
or Engine “as is”. “Unservicable items” are not working correctly and need to be 
repaired or overhauled. Parts that are “beyond economic repair” are 
unserviceable and the cost of repair is greater than its serviceable value 
(Medland 2004).
Literature reveals several control characteristics of spare parts that allow 
clustering of parts and supporting inventory management decisions for each 
cluster. Huiskonen (2001) refers to criticality, specificity, demand pattern and 
value of spare parts whereas Saccani et al (2007) apply variety, time and 
demand pattern as characteristics. Ghobbar and Friend (2002, 2003, 2004) and 
Kilpi and Vepsalainen (2004) focus on demand patterns of spare parts. Candas 
and Kutanoglu (2007) refer to value, criticality and demand pattern of spare 
parts. Kutanoglu (2008) emphasises value and demand pattern of parts. Dekker 
et al (1998) refer only to criticality for distinction of spare part groups. Beside 
demand pattern, Fortuin and Martin (1999) introduce reparability as a 
characteristic feature. Hunt and Haug (2001) and Tysseland and Halskau 
(2007) focus on obsolescence risk and its impact on inventory decisions.
Criticality refers to the importance of a part for equipment functionality and the 
consequences caused by the failure of a part in case it cannot be replaced 
immediately. Spare parts can either be critical or non-critical with regard to
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equipment functionality (Dekker et al 1998, Huiskonen 2001, Candas and 
Kutanoglu 2007).
In terms of specificity, spare parts can be clustered in standard parts and user- 
specific parts. The former are widely used and therefore available from several 
suppliers so that stock replenishment is possible at short notice. The latter are 
usually not stocked by suppliers but the user himself has to ensure availability 
(Huiskonen 2001).
Regarding their value, spare parts can be divided in low cost and high cost 
items. Value here includes the procurement price as well as administrative 
costs for procurement and storage activities (Huiskonen 2001, Ghodrati 2005, 
2007). The majority of spare parts are classified as expensive (Candas and 
Kutanoglu 2007, Kutanoglu 2008).
Demand pattern is related to both volume and predictability (Husikonen 2001). 
Spare parts usually show low and random demand (Fortuin and Martin 1999, 
Kilpi and Vepsalainen 2004, Candas and Kutanoglu 2007, Saccani et al 2007, 
Kutanoglu 2008) with periods where even zero demand occurs (Ghobbar and 
Friend 2002, Ghobbar and Friend 2003, Saccani et al 2007) that is considered 
difficult to predict (Ghobbar and Friend 2004, Saccani et al 2007).
Variety as described by Saccani et al (2007) is linked to the variety of products 
a company offers whereas the variety of spare parts increases with the product 
range.
In terms of reparability, spare parts can be classified as repairable and non- 
repairable items. Repairables are further divided in retables and one-of-a-kind 
items. All repairables can be repaired and re-installed. In case of defect a 
retable part can be replaced by another item of the same type. An one-of-a-kind 
item that is uniquely installed in a certain aircraft cannot be replaced but has to 
be repaired and installed again which leads to a downtime of the system for the 
time of the repair. Non-repairables need to be replaced when defective. These
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items are also referred to as expendables or consumables (Fortuin and Martin
1999).
The time feature introduced by Saccani et al (2007) is linked to the 
obsolescence risk described by Hunt and Haug (2001) and Thysseland (2007). 
Technological innovation and product lifecycles lead to obsolescence risk and 
cost for spare parts (Howard 2002, Song and Lau 2004, Saacani et al 2007). 
According to Cohen et al (2006) 23% of the global aviation spare parts 
inventory becomes obsolete every year. Daly (2009) confirms this figure when 
reporting that around a quarter of all raised orders will become obsolete in the 
end. Van Jaarsveld and Dekker (2010) underline, that obsolescence is an 
important cost factor. They report that scrapping costs can reduce company 
profits by up to 1% each year.
The findings from literature regarding spare parts characteristics and 
classification are summarised in Exhibit 2.3.
Exhibit 2.3: Spare Parts Classification
Characteristic Description Literature
Criticality
Im portance for equipm ent 
functionality: critical vs. non- 
critical parts
Dekker et ai 1998; Huiskonen  
2001 ; Candas and Kutanoglu  
200 7
Specificity Standard parts vs. User-specific  parts Huiskonen 2001
Value Procurem ent price and related  costs: high vs. low cost parts
Huiskonen 2001 ; Candas and 
Kutanoglu 2 007; Kutanoglu 200 8
Demand Pattern
Volum e and predictability: low 
and random dem and with zero  
periods, dem and difficult to 
predict
Fortuin and Martin 1999; 
G hobbar and Friend 2002; 
G hobbar and Friend 2003; 
G hobbar and Friend 2004; Kilpi 
and Vepsalainen 2004; C andas  
and Kutanoglu 2 00 7; Saccani et 
ai 2007; Kutanoglu 2008
Variety Higher variety of products leads  to higher variety of spare parts Saccani et ai 200 7
Reparability
Repairables (retables vs. O n e- 
of-a-kind items) vs. Non- 
repairbles (expendables, 
consum ables)
Fortuin and Martin 1999
Obsolescence
Technological innovation and  
product iifecylces lead to 
obsolescence risk and costs for 
spare parts
Hunt and Haug 2001 ; Saccani et 
al 2007; Tysseland and Haiskau  
200 7
Source: present author
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Huiskonen (2001) as well as Saccani et al (2007) maintain that inventory 
management decisions should depend on the part characteristics. It is therefore 
important to examine the characteristics of the spare parts required in Aircraft 
On Ground situations before defining appropriate inventory management 
methods.
In terms of this research all parts are classified as critical. If these parts are not 
available, an Aircraft On Ground situation occurs with an aircraft grounded 
outside the planned maintenance schedule. In the aviation industry airlines. 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities. Original Equipment Manufacturers 
and part suppliers use different priorities for spare parts. Airbus Spares Support 
and Services, the organisation within Airbus that handles spare part requests 
from airlines and Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities worldwide (EADS 
2010), distinguishes four spare part priorities, i.e. Aircraft On Ground , Critical, 
Expedited, and Routine. Expedited and Routine classify spare parts orders 
placed for stock replenishment purposes. Critical and Aircraft On Ground 
characterise orders for urgently needed parts. An Aircraft On Ground request is 
issued when an aircraft is actually facing an Aircraft On Ground situation, 
whereas a Critical order is placed when there is a high risk to encounter an 
Aircraft On Ground situation in the nearest future. In this study the term “critical” 
is also used to refer to Aircraft On Ground situations and spare parts. A similar 
priority categorisation is provided by The Logistics Institute (2010). Here spare 
parts are clustered into Aircraft On Ground, Critical and Ordinary items.
Spare parts whose unavailability causes an Aircraft On Ground situation are 
related to airworthiness of the aircraft. As the aviation industry is highly 
regulated, there are certain rules in place in order to secure that an aircraft is 
only operated in an airworthy condition. The aviation authorities require an 
aircraft to undergo maintenance checks at regular intervals (Gopalan and Talluri 
1998). For aircraft operated under Federal Aviation Authority custody 
maintenance checks of type A, B, C, and D are mandatory (Shram and Haghani 
2003).
For securing airworthiness during operation the Master Minimum Equipment . 
List, the Minimum Equipment List and the Hold Item List provide guidance.
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The Master Minimum Equipment List is developed by the aircraft manufacturer 
and has to be approved by the aviation authorities (COSCAP 2010). This 
document regulates the dispatch of an aircraft type with inoperative equipment 
(Herrera et al 2009). It lists conditions, limitations and procedures required for 
operating the aircraft with these items inoperative while ensuring a reasonable 
level of safety at the same time (COSCAP 2010). Any item that is directly 
related to the airworthiness of an aircraft and that is not included in the Master 
Minimum Equipment List has to be in serviceable and operating condition prior 
to a flight (COSCA 2010, Papakostas et al 2010). Furthermore all items 
required by aviation regulations that are not listed in the Master Minimum 
Equipment List have to be operative before dispatch (COSCA 2010,
Papakostas et al 2010). The Master Minimum Equipment List forms the basis 
for an individual operator’s Minimum Equipment List (Herrera et al 2009,
COSCA 2010).
The Hold Item List contains maintenance tasks that could not be accomplished 
as planned during the scheduled downtime of an aircraft (Herrera et al 2009). 
Not all inoperative parts require immediate replacement. For both Hold Item List 
and Minimum Equipment List items the maximum time an aircraft is allowed to 
be operated between the discovery of an inoperative item and its repair is 
specified. In case repair is not possible within this allowed time span, the aircraft 
must be grounded until the defect has been rectified (COSCA 2010).
It seems obvious that certain parts need to be operative before dispatch and are 
therefore critical. From a passenger perspective the Engines form a vivid 
example for such parts. But it is not for all parts that their airworthiness function 
is that transparent, e.g. the armrest of the cockpit seats needs to be fully 
functional although the pilot should be able to navigate an aircraft even without 
an armrest mounted to the seat. For deciding whether a spare part needs to be 
classified as critical, the examination of aviation regulations. Master Minimum 
Equipment List, Minimum Equipment List and Hold Item List are crucial.
Finally aircraft manufacturers usually provide a Recommended Spare Parts List 
to their customers which is based on the projected annual flying hours and 
cycles of the aircraft. This recommendation does not focus on airworthiness as
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Master Minimum Equipment List, Minimum Equipment List and Hold Item List 
but on projected spare part requirements of an airline. The spare part demand 
is calculated based on average failure rate of components and the assumed 
flying activities of the airline (Regattieri et al 2005).
Regarding specificity, Aircraft On Ground parts can belong to both identified 
categories. User-specific parts as well as standard parts can cause an Aircraft 
On Ground situation, e.g. even if a required item, such as an avionic computer, 
is on stock, in case the o-rings and screws needed to securely fix it in its 
designated location in the aircraft are not available, the Aircraft On Ground 
situation is not resolved until these standard parts are in place.
In terms of value, both low and high cost items can be classified as Aircraft On 
Ground parts. According to Tedone (1989) the average price of a repairable 
part is about USD 5.000 with some items such as complex avionic computers 
that cost over USD 500.000. These figures are confirmed by XYZ Cargo (2011). 
On the other hand standard items often have a low purchase price, sometimes 
as low as a few cents. The corresponding costs for storage of these parts are 
also low compared to user-specific parts. These parts usually require much 
more storage space and often the storage area has to meet specific conditions 
regarding humidity and temperature which results in high storage costs.
The demand pattern for Aircraft On Ground parts is the one derived from 
literature for spare parts in general. Demand is low and random with zero 
demand periods and it is very difficult to predict when and where a spare part is 
needed to resolve an Aircraft On Ground situation.
The demand for spare parts is characterised as “lumpy” (Williams 1982, 
Lawrenson 1986, Watson 1987, Huiskonen 2001, Regattieri et al 2005, Saccani 
at al 2007, Guiterrez et al 2008, Teunter and Sani 2009), “erratic” (Brown 1956, 
Botter and Fortuin 2000, Eaves 2002), “intermittent” (Croston 1972, Schultz 
1987, Johnston and Boylan 1996, Strijbosch et al 2000, Syntetos and Boylan 
2001, Syntetos and Boylan 2005, Ghobbar and Friend 2003, Eaves and 
Kingsman 2004, Willemain et al 2004, Syntetos et al 2009), “sporadic” (Williams 
1984, Schultz 1987), “slow moving” (Tavares and Almeida 1983, Haneveld and
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Teunter 1997) or “low demand” (Adams et al 1993) in literature. Varghese and 
Rossetti (2008) point out that these attributes are often used interchangeably. 
They also recognise differences in definitions among authors. However, in the 
context of this research the attributes will be applied synonymously.
The variety of the Aircraft On Ground parts mainly depends on the fleet 
structure. The lowest variety occurs for an airline operating only one type of 
aircraft. But even here the aircraft can be equipped differently due to 
modifications (Hertzler 2008) by the aircraft manufacturer, by a former operator 
in case of a used aircraft or by the airline itself. For airlines operating several 
types of aircraft from the same manufacturer; variety will be higher but some 
items can be used on different aircraft types. The highest variety of parts is 
likely to occur for an airline operating aircraft from different aircraft 
manufacturers, e.g. a mixed fleet consisting of Boeing and Airbus aircraft. Apart 
from few exceptions, here Aircraft On Ground parts for the Boeing aircraft as 
well as for the Airbus fleet have to be stocked.
In terms of reparability both repairable and non-repairable items can be 
classified as Aircraft On Ground parts. Standard parts such as screws and 
washers generally cannot be repaired but need to be replaced, whereas avionic 
components or Engines can be repaired for several times.
Aircraft On Ground parts are subject to obsolescence risk due to technological 
innovations introduced by aircraft and component manufacturers (Hunt and 
Haug 2001, Wanstrom and Jonsson 2006). Part obsolescence can also be self 
induced due to a change in fleet composition, e.g. in case an operator decides 
to restructure its fleet and to eliminate certain aircraft types the spare parts 
stocked for these types are not needed any longer. Furthermore Aircraft On 
Ground parts can become obsolete as a result of an Airworthiness Directive or 
a Service Bulletin developed in relation to accident investigations. An 
Airworthiness Directive is a document published by the aviation authority and 
requires mandatory actions to be performed on an aircraft to restore an 
acceptable level of safety (EASA 2008). A Service Bulletin is published by an 
aircraft manufacturer and recommends actions to be performed on an aircraft.
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Incorporating a Service Bulletin is optional for an operator in the first place, but 
it can also become mandatory (O’Brien 2007). Both Airworthiness Directives 
and Service Bulletins mostly lead to the replacement of parts. The parts 
originally installed in the aircraft and the ones stocked as spare parts cannot be 
used any longer.
Exhibit 2.4 illustrates the considerations regarding Aircraft On Ground part 
classification:
Exhibit 2.4: Aircraft On Ground- Parts Classification
Characteristic Description Remarks
Criticality critical
Definition by aviation regulations, Master 
Minimum Equipment List, Minimum  
Equipm ent List, Hold Item List
Specificity both standard parts and user-specific parts Huiskonen 2001
Value both high and iow cost parts
Huiskonen 2001 ; Candas and Kutanoglu 
2007; Kutanoglu 2008
Demand Pattern
Volum e and predictability; 
low and random dem and  
with zero periods, dem and  
difficult to predict
Variety
depending on fleet 
structure; no general 
characteristic
one-type fleet vs. mixed fleet
Repairability both repairable and non- repairable parts most parts are repairables
Obsolescence external and self imposed risk
Airworthiness Directives, Service  
Buiietins, fleet restructuring
Source: present author
2.9 Aviation Spare Parts Market
The market for aviation spare parts is very restricted due to strict safety 
regulations and a very limited supplier base. Therefore the global aviation 
industry is characterised by strong rivalry and supplier power (Datamonitor 
2010b). Both aircraft and component manufacturers have an oligopolistic 
position (Leung et al 2009). Boeing and Airbus as Original Equipment
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Manufacturers form a duopoly and nearly equally dominate the market for 
commercial aircraft (Datamonitor 2010a). Geographically a significant number 
of aircraft and Original Equipment Manufacturers manufacturers are based in 
the USA, while Airbus is a major European manufacturer with facilities in 
France, Spain, England and Germany.
The original parts manufacturer of an aircraft does not produce all components 
of its aircraft but procures parts for one or several major systems from part 
manufacturers. Therefore engines, avionics, wheels and brakes or landing 
gears are provided by part manufacturers who in turn also subcontract 
manufacturing activities (Hoover’s 2010).
Original Equipment Manufacturers are subject to strict safety regulations issued 
by the aviation authorities (Commission Regulation (EC) No 1702/2003). They 
themselves define design and specification requirements for parts produced by 
subcontractors. The manufacturing processes applied by part suppliers must be 
approved by the Original Equipment Manufacturer (Hoover’s 2010). These non- 
Original Equipment Manufacturer companies often need to have a valid Product 
Manufacturer Approval (FAA 2008). A Product Manufacturer Approval part is a 
replacement or modification item manufactured by a company other than the 
holder of the Civil Aviation Authority type certified original product (Stephens 
2008, Mowry 2010). According to Schaefer (2009) the Product Manufacturer 
Approval industry faces a bright future as major Original Equipment 
Manufacturers continuously increase spare part prices. James (2006) notes 
annual price escalations of 6% and higher. Mowry (2010) reports that according 
to an International Air Transport Association survey from 2009, airlines save 
between 21% and 30% cost when buying Product Manufacturer Approval parts 
instead of Original Equipment Manufacturer parts. Calculations show that 
member airlines of the International Civil Aviation Organisation can save 100 
million USD per year by procuring Product Manufacturer Approval parts (Flint
2005). Another way to reduce the cost of spare parts procurement is to use 
brokers who deal with mostly used rotable parts. They are often addressed by 
airlines when it comes to spare parts with sparse availability on the market. 
Further, many airlines have opted to outsource Maintenance, Repair and
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Overhaul activities. The business model of low-cost carriers does not include 
maintenance as core activities. Larger carriers perform only those activities in- 
house which they can do cheaper than the market (Arnoult 2010). The global 
value of component and Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul support is expected 
to be worth USD 13 billion by 2017, which would represent about 21% of the 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul market (Hearn 2008). As for small fleets the 
required investment for spare parts can be more than 20% of the value of the 
aircraft (Hearn 2008). It is reasonable for airlines to search for ways to reduce 
spare parts investment. As modern aircraft typically have reliable, but high cost 
components, airlines can free funds by participating in pooling or inventory 
support schemes (Hearn 2007). According to Canaday (2010) most airlines 
expect their spare parts inventories to decline in 2010 and instead turn to 
vendor-owned inventories and pools. Pooling has been widely recognised in 
literature as a suitable means to optimise parts availability while meeting budget 
constraints (Pintelon et al 1999, Kilpi and Vepsalainen 2oo4, Wong 2005, Wong 
et al 2007, Kilpi et al 2009, Kranenburg and van Houtum 2009, Ferrer 2010). In 
most pooling schemes airlines pay an access fee based on flight-hours (Hearn
2007). According to Kilpi (2008) a pooling arrangement can save over 30% of 
availability costs arising when airlines keep parts in their own inventory. In a 
study among United States carriers Spafford et al (2009) show that component 
pooling can increase Technical Dispatch Reliability. Sale-Leaseback 
arrangements improve cash-flows but do not improve Inventory Management in 
terms of spare parts availability (Spafford et al 2009). In Vendor Managed 
Inventory systems (Achabal et al 2000, Smaros et al 2003, Tempelmeier 2005, 
Kauremaa et al 2009, Trebilcock 2009, Zachariadis et al 2009, Franke 2010) 
the vendor carries out inventory management tasks for the customer and 
decides timing and size of deliveries while ensuring that the customer does not 
face any stock-outs. In Consignment Inventory systems (Zanoni et al 2005, 
Gümüs et al 2008, Ru and Wang 2010) inventory is owned by the vendor until 
usage by the customer.
These two concepts are often combined to Vendor Managed Consignment 
Inventory systems (Ru and Wang 2010). In this context the importance of 
shared information on demand distributions between customer and supplier 
have been stressed within literature (Cachon and Fischer 2000, Lancioni et al
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2000). Another approach is Performance Based Logistics, a support strategy for 
the total lifecycle of a product. Performance Based Logistics aims to increase 
operational readiness while minimising support costs. Providers of Performance 
Based Logistics make profit when the system they are responsible for works 
properly and meets agreed availability targets. The United States Navy 
introduced Performance Based Logistics for the Auxiliary Power Units on their 
aircraft. Parts availability increased from 65% in 2000 to 97% in 2006 and spare 
parts inventory levels decreased by 25% in the same period (Vitasek et al
2006). Yoon et al (2008) use a Structural Equation Model to enhance 
operational readiness of Korean Air Force aircraft. Loan and exchange 
agreements are widely applied for rotable parts, especially if the part is required 
to resolve an Aircraft On Ground situation. Here the airline replaces the 
defective part with a lent item and returns the loan after its own part has been 
repaired or it receives a serviceable part and returns its own part in exchange 
after repair. This kind of business is often conducted between cooperating 
airlines directly (Leung et al 2009). Sometimes airlines apply cannibalisation 
where spare parts are even borrowed from another aircraft currently not used or 
in maintenance (Leung et al 2009).
All outsourcing decisions require the comparison of ownership costs to 
subcontracting costs. A model for the assessment of rotable spare parts has 
been developed by Kilpi (2007).
However, for parts needed in Aircraft On Ground situations, airlines prefer to 
keep their own stock directly located at their stations to allow immediate access. 
This requirement limits the use of pools (Canaday 2010), although cooperation 
between airlines. Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities and part 
manufacturers is expected to increase in the future (Kilpi et al 2008, Canaday 
2010).
The need to keep a sufficient Aircraft on Ground spare parts stock at hand is felt 
by all airlines. This is due to the limited availability of certain parts in general as 
well as the geographical distribution. An airline operating Boeing aircraft outside 
the USA will always struggle to get spare parts at short notice as almost all 
parts manufacturer and also the aircraft manufacturer are based in the USA.
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Transport times between the USA and Europe are easily 24 hours resulting in a 
loss of business for the airline as the aircraft cannot operate during this period. 
The discussed peculiarities of the aviation spare parts market require the airline 
to maintain an Aircraft On Ground spare parts stock. This stock has to be very 
well planned and managed to ensure that spare parts are made available 
quickly in case the aircraft incurs an Aircraft on Ground situation.
2.10 Inventory Management In Aviation
Inventory Management for aviation spare parts is considered to be an extremely 
complex process as 80-90% of demand is sporadic (Swiss 2006). In a sample 
of airlines with fleets of 15-100 aircraft, Swiss (2006) found best performing 
airlines holding USD 1-1.5 million of inventory per aircraft, while worst 
performing airlines keeping more than USD 2.5 million of inventory per 
aeroplane.
As Zomerdijk and de Vries (2003) show in their case study, for airlines and 
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facilities this conflict of interests introduced 
by Schroeder (1993) exists as well. There are functions like Engineering and 
maintenance staff that would prefer a high level of inventory to keep the aircraft 
in operating condition anytime. Purchasing, Logistics and Finance in contrast 
would prefer low or adequate inventories to allow aircraft operation but to also 
meet budget constraints and limit operating costs.
For the airline business, most elements of stock-out costs in case of aircraft 
delay due to a required spare part being not available can be determined. The 
estimation of direct costs such as airport fees, crew rescheduling costs, 
passenger accommodation costs, penalties for cargo not delivered on time. 
Aircraft on Ground fees, overtime pay and other administrative costs can be 
approximated with high accuracy. The assessment of indirect costs when 
customers decide to chose another airline or Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul facility for future service is much more difficult. Tedone (1989) states 
that the cost of a part shortage can be set equal with the cost of a flight
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cancellation whereas flight cancellation costs are highly volatile and vary by 
fleet, time of day, passenger load, alternative flight availability and other factors. 
However, the knowledge of these stock-out costs both short and long-term is 
crucial when deciding on whether to put a spare part on stock. In case the 
stock-out costs are higher than the costs for having the part on stock it should 
be stored and vice versa. Such decision requires a very high accuracy of cost 
evaluation.
This study follows the approach of Schroeder (1993) as the demand of spare 
parts for aircraft is viewed as clearly independent from the internal operations of 
the airline or the Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facility. It excludes the 
issue of additional demand created by wrongful maintenance activities (Brown 
1956), which would indeed be dependent demand.
Market demand for air transport determines the need for aircraft and their 
operation. Only parts in flying aircraft are subject to failure. Parts can also 
become unusable when an aircraft is put out of service by the operator for a 
certain period, due to lack of demand, or they can deteriorate while being 
stored. These cases are not considered here. This study only considers 
component failures on aircraft in service.
With regards to spare parts deployment, the need for additional material must 
also be considered. Equipment, tooling, qualified staff necessary to replace a 
failed part have already been excluded from the scope of this study. But 
sometimes there are also other spare parts such as screws and washers 
needed during replacement of the failed item. For such spare parts the demand 
can be categorised as dependent. Schroeder (1993) advises to apply a 
replenishment philosophy for independent demand inventories and to 
implement a requirements philosophy for dependant demand inventories. 
Following Schroeder’s (1993) suggestion would lead to the implementation of 
different Inventory Management methods for the Aircraft On Ground parts 
concerned in this study. Whether such approach is suitable here has to be 
checked carefully.
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2.11 Forecasting in Aviation
Forecasting of demand for aviation spare parts is a distinct area of research. 
Standard aviation literature generally contains a chapter about forecasting; 
however, forecasting is related to traffic growth (e.g. Doganis 2010, Holloway 
2010, Vasigh et al 2010).
Aviation practice reveals that forecasting based on operational experience is the 
most applied technique. Siddique and Choudhary (2009) refer to a study 
conducted by Ghobbar and Friend showing that only 9-10% of the participating 
airlines apply mathematical forecasting models. Quillinan (1995) shows, that 
Delta Airlines apply the Economic Order Quantity Model for their expendable 
parts inventory. The demand forecast however is solely based on historical 
data. Leung et al (2009) report, that spare parts decisions within Cathay Pacific 
Airways Limited are solely based on past experience. Accenture (2011) gives 
insight into their work for US Airways. They reveal that the inventory decisions 
were mainly made informal and reactive and were based more on intuition than 
on facts. Studies in the military sector focus on forecast solutions to provide 
optimal spare parts support for aircraft in both peace and war time. However 
their findings are regarded to be useful also in the civil aviation and are 
therefore presented herein.
Forecasts for spare parts in the aviation industry are generally based on 
historical data (Ghobbar and Friend 2003). Part demand is often related to flight 
hours. This relation is regarded to be linear, i.e. the expected number of failures 
of a part is proportional to its flying hours. Other quantifiable measures such as 
flight cycles are also applied (Crawford 1988). However, Adams et al (1993) 
report observations where this linearity assumption did not prove true. 
McGlothlin and Radner (1960) introduce a Bayesian demand prediction 
procedure for Air Force spare parts. Here a priori information and data derived 
from subsequent events are used to evaluate the likelihood of future events 
(Jensen and Nielsen 2007). Aronis et al (2004) showed in their case study for 
an electronic equipment manufacturer that the application of the Bayesian 
method can reduce stock level of spare parts without lowering the service level.
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Rodrigues et al (2000) and Morales et al (2007) apply the Bayesian approach to 
optimise repair cycles and thus increase operational readiness of military 
aircraft.
Adams et al (1993) suggest the application of a modified Kalman filter (Ringe
2008) for forecasting spare parts demand in the United States Air Force. Eaves 
and Kingsman (2004) find the Syntentos-Boylan approximation method to be 
best suitable to meet requirements in the Royal Air Force.
Literature evidences that the use of conventional forecasting models dominates 
in aviation. Quillian (1995) shows, that Delta Airlines uses moving averages, 
exponential smoothing and seasonal models for forecasting the demand of 
expendable items. Ghobbar and Friend (2003) discuss in total thirteen 
forecasting methods commonly used by airlines including Croston, exponential 
smoothing, moving averages and models focusing on seasonal effects. They 
also maintain that some airlines develop their forecasts manually without 
computing one of the previously explained models.
Siddique and Choudhary (2009) recommend exponential smoothing, weighted 
averages and trend projection for their case study of an Aviation Flight Training 
School which has only applied naïve methods and operational experience of 
staff in the past.
In their case study with North-South Airlines, Basel and Burnaz (2009) show the 
positive correlation between aircraft age and maintenance costs. Older aircraft, 
i.e. the components they are assembled from, are subject to a higher failure 
rate compared to younger aircraft. This correlation needs to be considered 
when forecasting spare part demand.
Recognising that demand for aircraft parts cannot be predicted with confidence 
but that uncertainty will most likely be part of the forecasting process for ever, 
Brown (1956) suggests improvements in logistics operations. Shortening 
resupply times, procurement lead times and repair cycle times should facilitate 
decision maker’s handling of demand uncertainty. Newman et al (1993) 
highlight that well integrated customer-supplier-relationships can also reduce 
uncertainty.
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Simao and Powell (2009) point out that within the iife-cycie of an aircraft, failure 
rates of aircraft components follow the standard “bathtub” curve, and i.e. first 
there will be higher failure rates due to initial design problems, followed by lower 
failure rates during the main lifetime of the product. Finally the aircraft will be 
prone to higher failure rates as it nears the end of its lifetime.
Most cargo aircraft are converted passenger frames. According to Air Cargo 
Management Group (Cargo Facts 2011) new demand of freighter aircraft will be 
met with about 70% converted units and 30% new-build production units.
The conversion aircraft are usually nearing end of their lifetime. DHL still 
operates 13 Airbus A300B4 freighter aircraft within Europe (DHL 2011) The 
A300B4 had its first flight in 1974 as a passenger version. The A300 program 
was ceased in 2007 (Airbus 2009b).
2.12 Disciplines of Decision Making
Decision Making theory consists of several disciplines. These were developed 
as extensions of preceding disciplines, and apparently as a reaction to them.
Exhibit 2.5 shows the disciplines of Decision Making and selected key authors. 
Description of the particular streams will follow hereafter.
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Exhibit 2.5: Disciplines of Decision Making
Discipline Key Authors
Classical Decision Making
Bernoulli (1738); von Neumann 
and Morgenstern (1944); Savage 
(1954)
Behavioural Decision Theory
Edwards (1954); Meehl (1954); 
Luce and Raiffa (1957); 
Kahneman & Tversky (1984)
Judgement & Decision Making Edwards (1954); Meehl (1954)
Organisational Decision Making
Simon (1957); March and Simon 
(1958, 1993); Cyert and March 
(1963)
Naturalistic Decision Making Klein (1989); Lipshitz (1989); Beach (1993); Klein et al (1993)
New Organisational Theory
Coase (1937);Williamson (1975, 
1991); Salancik and Pfeffer 
(1978); Davis & Powell (1992)
Source: present author
Classical Decision Making is build on normative models of rational behaviour 
(Lipshitz et al 2001) such as the subjective expected utility model from von 
Neumann and Morgenstern (Goitein and Bond 2005, Gore et al 2006) or the 
multi-attribute model (Lipshitz et al 2001). Lipshitz et al (2001) identify four 
essential characteristics of Classical Decision Making:
(1) A choice between competing alternatives has to be made.
(2) The approach is input-output oriented and focuses on the prediction which 
alternative a decision maker will choose given their preferences.
(3) Comprehensive information search is conducted.
(4) Abstract, context-free models are developed that allow quantitative testing.
Behavioural Decision Theory recognises that people tend to violate 
systematically the homo oeconomicus assumption underlying the rational 
choice model proposed by Classical Decision Making (Lipshitz et al 2001, 
Cabantous et al 2008, Shapira 2008). The Bounded Rationality Model 
developed by Simon considers that people do not always make fully informed 
and computationally correct decisions (Simon 1979, Einhorn and Hogart 1981, 
Griffith et al 2008). Behavioural Decision Theory has predominantly been 
established in laboratory settings (Gore et al 2006).
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Judgement & Decision Making also constitutes that people do not behave 
rational when making decisions (Lipshitz et al 2001, Bazerman and Moore 
2009). Edwards (1954) critisises the underlying assumptions of the economic 
man model used by economists, i.e. the economic man is assumed as being 
rational, completely informend, and infinitely sensitive. Research has shown 
that people rely on simplifying strategies or heuristics (Bazerman and Moore
2009).
Organisational Decision Making also rejects the rational choice principles of 
Classical Decision Making (Mazzolini 1981). Decisions are regarded to be 
political, unpredictable, complex and potentially irrational. Decision makers are 
seen as human beings and as such as subject to external forces and likely to 
make mistakes (Cabantous et al 2008). Cohen et al (1972) tried to explain 
Decision Making in organisations with the Garbage Can Model (Bender et al
2001). Organisational Decision Making models focus on social processes that 
are subject to organisational goals and norms. Organisational Decision Making 
settings are characterised by ambiguity, a longitudinal context, incentives, 
repeated decisions and conflict (Gore et al 2006).
Main characteristics of Naturalistic Decision Making settings are, amongst 
others, time pressure, poorly defined procedures, incomplete information, ill- 
defined goals and experienced decision makers (Klein 1998, Montgomery et al 
2005). Naturalistic Decision Making develops models for understanding how 
people make decision in real-world contexts (Klein and Klinger 1991) that are 
meaningful and familiar to them (Lipshitz et al 2001). In experiments with 
members of military and emergency service organizations, such as fire fighters 
(Omodei et al 2005), it becomes evident that decision makers rarely use 
analytical methods under operational conditions (Klein and Klinger 1991). The 
Recognition-Primes Decision model developed by Klein shows that decision 
makers follow a mental search process until they find a solution workable for 
them (Klein and Klinger 1991, Connolly and Koput 2002, Gesna and Moiser 
2005). Contrary to Classical Decision Making, Naturalistic Decision Making 
models try not to predict which alternative a decision maker is most likely to
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choose, but describe the cognitive processes the decision maker passes 
(Lipshitz et a! 2001, Gore et a! 2006).
New Organisational Theory decision making is independent of Naturalistic 
Decision Making and also constitutes a radical approach. Like Naturalistic 
Decision Making, New Organisational Theory rejects classical economic 
models. New Organisational Theory examines the organisation in relationship to 
its environment. Supporter of this theory consider the bounded rationality or 
cognitive limits of organisational members as a fixed assumption underlying the 
model (Connolly and Koput 2002, Gore et al 2006).
2.13 The Decision Making Process
Before discussing the Decision Making process it is necessary to define what a 
decision actually is. Definitions are manifold.
Lipshitz et al (2001) understand a decision to be a commitment to a certain 
course of action.
For Howard (1966: p.55) a decision is “an irrevocable allocation of resources, 
irrevocable in the sense that it is impossible or extremely costly to change back 
to the situation that existed before making the decision" He concludes that 
therefore a decision “is not a montai commitment to follow a course of action but 
rather the actual pursuit of that course of action" (Howard 1966: p. 55).
Rogalski (1999) defines “Decision” in the narrower sense, as choosing between 
alternatives in the presence of possible events. In the broader sense he means 
the entire process of situation appraisal and development of possible actions 
(Rogalski 1999).
Smith (1988) points out that the terms “decision making” and “problem solving” 
sometimes overlap in literature and are not distinguished in an explicit way. 
Although both processes involve mental processes such as alternative 
generation. Decision Making implies choosing between existing or identified
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alternatives, whereas problem solving aims to resolve a problem without 
apparent alternative solutions (Smith 1988).
Decisions can be classified in three types: routine, tactical and strategic. The 
shift from routine to strategic goes along with increasing complexity, wider 
ranging effects, longer time horizons and greater political associations (Thomas 
1984). Strategic decisions lack initial structure (Mintzberg et al 1976, Thomas 
1984, Schwenk 1995). They are influenced by various contextual and 
psychological factors originating from past events, present situations and future 
expectations (Bateman and ZeithamI 1989a, 1989b). Novelty, complexity and 
openendness are specific for the strategic Decision Making process (Mintzberg 
et al 1976). The Decision Making process is not only based on objective 
information and rationality, but also on how a decision maker views the world 
(Bateman and ZeithamI 1989a). Strategic decisions occur randomly. Data is 
often vague and there might be disagreement about which information is 
relevant. Feedback about the success of the chosen strategy is also 
problematic as there are multiple evaluation criteria available and the evaluation 
data might not be obtainable for years after strategy deployment (Schwenk 
1984). Strategic decisions therefore legitimate significant time and resources in 
their analysis and preparation (Thomas 1984).
There are various models of the strategic decision making process available, 
e.g. Simon (1955), Howard (1966,1971, 1988), Glueck (1976), Hofer and 
Schendel (1978), Simon (1979), Mazzoline (1981), Sage (1981), Grandori 
(1984), Isenberg (1984), Nutt (1984), Schwenk (1984), Thomas (1984), 
Schwenk (1995), Dean and Sharfman (1996) and Gore (2006).
Exhibit 2.6 outlines the model derived by Mintzberg et al (1976). There are three 
major phases. Each phase itself contains subroutines.
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Exhibit 2.6: Strategic Decision Process
Phase Subroutines
IDENTIFICATION
Decision Recognition:
Opportunities, probiems, crises are recognised that require decision 
making
Diagnosis Routine:
Reievant information is collected in order to more clearly identify problems
DEVELOPMENT
Search Routine:
Decision makers conduct a  number of activities to generate alternative 
problem solutions 
Design Routine:
Either ready-m ade solutions are modified or new solutions are created to 
solve a problem
SELECTION
Screen Routine:
In case more than one alternative is detected during the search routine 
here the most unlikely feasible are eliminated 
Evaluation-Choice Routine:
An alternative is chosen either by analysis and judgment or by bargaining 
Authorisation Routine:
In case the individual decision maker does not have the authority to 
commit the organisation to course of action the respective organisational 
authority has to take the decision
Source: present author
For Howard (1966) the alternative generation in the search routine is the most 
creative part within the Decision Making process.
There is considerable evidence available that people are not good natural 
decision makers (Howard 1980, Nickerson 1996). In his study Isenberg (1984) 
shows that most successful senior managers do not follow the rational decision 
making process as outlined above. Results reveal that managers e.g. rely on 
intuition in their Decision Making.
2.14 Intuition in Decision Making
Saaty and Shih (2009) claim that people do not always think but that many 
decisions are automatic reflexes (Bodenhausen and Todd 2010) and are done 
intuitively.
A body of research deals with the role of intuition in managerial Decision 
Making.
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There is no consensus in the scientific world on what intuition is and what it 
does (Dane and Pratt 2007). Akinci and Sadler-Smith (2012) highlight, that the 
concept of intuition has only recently entered the field of management research. 
Intuition can be understood as “...a capacity for attaining direct knowledge or 
understanding without the apparent intrusion of rational thought or logical 
inference” {Sadler-SmWh and Shefy 2004: p. 77). It is also referred to as “gut 
feel(ing)” (Khatri and Ng 2000, Hayashi 2001, Dane and Pratt 2007, Sadler- 
Smith and Shefy 2004), or “hunches” (Cappon 1993, Hayashi 2001, Dane and 
Pratt 2007). Klein (1998) and Johansson et al (2005) emphasise that intuition 
involves pattern matching and recognition of typical cases. This is also 
supported by Hodgkinson et al (2008). An overview of proposed definitions over 
the last eighty years can be found in Dane and Pratt (2007) and Akinci and 
Sadler-Smith (2012).
In this study the definition derived by Dane and Pratt (2007:p. 36) is applied, i.e. 
“intuition is a nonconscious process involving holistic associations that are 
produced rapidly, which result in affectively charged judgments”. The defining 
characteristics of intuition are detailed hereafter.
First, intuition is nonconscious, i.e. the process of intuiting occurs outside a 
person’s conscious thought. However, the outcomes of inuiting -  intuitive 
judgments or decisions -  are accessible to conscious thinking (Dane and Pratt 
2007). During the process of intuiting, people nonconsciously draw from 
innumerable stored experiences (Agor 1986). Further, intuiting involves making 
holistic associations, i.e. environmental stimuli are matched with some 
nonconscious pattern. This matching process is understood as being 
associative with elements being linked together. As intuiting involves patter 
recognition rather than drawing connections through logical considerations, it is 
conceptualised as holistic. Associations in intuition refer to pattern recognition 
and are therefore captured as holistic associations (Dane and Pratt 2007).
Third, the process of intuiting is very quick. Learned behavior sequences are 
applied automatically (Khatri and Ng 2000). Years of experience and learning 
are compressed into split seconds (Isenberg 1984). Finally, the outcome of 
intuiting are affectively charged judgments. “Judgment” here supports the strong 
link between intuition and problem solving. “Affectively charged” relates to the 
understanding that such judgements often involve emotions (Dane and Pratt
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2007). Kathri and Ng (2000: p. 4) note that “intuition is not emotion”, referring to 
studies showing that emotions like fear and anxiety can negatively affect 
intuiting. However, it becomes evident from the works of Kahneman and 
Tversky (1984, 1986) that people apply heuristics in decision making resulting 
in good outcomes.
Based on the definition from Dane and Pratt (2007:p.36) as discussed above, 
intuition based decision making is understood as a process during which 
decisions are made based on rational analysis and intuition in a complementary 
way (Sinclair 2005). In their research Isenberg (1984) and Burke and Miller
(1999) were able to show that in unstable environments decision makers tend to 
apply intuition together with rational analysis. The field work discussed in 
Chapter 4 is placed in an unstable context. There was only limited time, all 
decision were based on the information available at a certain point in time 
subject to unexpected change.
This study follows Matzler et al (2007) who view intuition as a quality that is 
developed from experience, networks, emotional intelligence, tolerance, 
curiosity, and limits. This view is supported by Hodgkinson et al (2008) who 
highlight experience and learning from pattern recognition processes.
The view introduced by Hodgkinson et al (2008) that intuition is derived from 
pattern recognition over time supports the application of artificial neural systems 
as proposed by Hawley et al (1990). Here computer programmes do not rely on 
a preprogrammed database but rather learn through experience and are able to 
continue learning as the problem environment changes (Hawley et al 1990). 
With an unstable environment (Khatri and Ng 2000) given in this study an 
artifical neural system can be thought of as a suitable intuition-based emergent 
decision model.
Dane and Pratt (2007) point out that an essential body of research proposes 
that the application of intuition in Decision Making is inferior to other, more 
rational approaches. They also recognise that a growing body of evidence 
suggests that intuition might outperform other Decision Making methods under 
certain conditions. According to Agor (1986) intuition reached acceptance as a
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powerful tool supporting managerial Decision Making during the 1980s. Sadler- 
Smith and Shefy (2004) argue that intuition and rational analysis need to be 
conceived as two parallel systems of knowing. This view is supported by a 
study conducted by Hodgkinson et al (2009a). Hodgkinson et al (2009b) regard 
intuitive judgment to be a mandatory component of strategic capacity.
In his research, Agor (1986) found out that intuitive capability varied by 
managerial level, i.e. top executives performed better than managers on the 
lower levels in the company hierarchy. His research reveals that successful 
intuitive decisions are based on input from facts and experience, as well as on 
sensitivity to more unconscious processes. Moreover his results suggest that a 
lack of intuitional influence leads to faulty decisions.
In his research Agor (1986) identified conditions under which the use of intuition 
seems to create the best results. First, the perceived uncertainty in the situation 
is high and there is little previous knowledge how such situations have been 
dealt with before. Further, outcome variables are less systematically 
foreseeable. Facts available are limits and ambiguous and analytical data is 
also not applicable. However, several solutions seem plausible. Finally, time is 
limited and the right decision is strongly demanded. Agor (1986) recommends 
mental and analytical exercises, as well as relaxation techniques as means to 
activate and facilitate intuition.
In their research on the use of intuition in strategic Decision Making, Khatri and 
Ng (2000) apply the concept of intuitive synthesis, i.e. people nonconsciously 
combine the knowledged stored in their memory to something new. Intuition 
constitutes with three operational indicators, i.e. reliance on judgment, reliance 
on past experience, and use of gut-feeling.
Their results show, that managers often apply intuition when making strategic 
decisions, and that the use of intuition is positively correlated with the 
performance of a company. Sadler-Smith’s (2004) research supports their 
findings.
The importance of experience is also underlined by Simon (1987). He reports 
that experience allows managers to spot and analyse problems intuitively and 
very rapidly, whereas, novice managers apply conscious and explicit analysis at
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a very slow rate. Klein (1998) points out, that intuition grows out of experience. 
He views intuition as one source of power people should apply when making 
decisions (Klein 1998, Johansson et al 2005).
Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) point out that intuition relies on both expertise 
and feelings. They view intuition to be as important as rational analysis in many 
decision processes. As research suggests that executives use intuition 
extensively, the authors propose guidelines for increasing intuitive awareness. 
They recommend a general openness to intuition followed by continuous 
improvement of intuitive skills through learning, feedback from and benchmark 
with other decision makers.
Research suggests that intuition is not good in all decisions. According to Dane 
and Pratt (2007) it is regarded to be most suitable for executive decisions on 
strategy, investment and human resource management issues. Khatri and NG
(2000) found intuitive synthesis to be positively associated with organisational 
performance in an unstable environment. They notice a negative relation in 
stable environments. A stable environment is characterised by more reliable 
data, whereas in an unstable environment the time to collect data is limited. 
Further, there is a need to collect a large amount of data to reflect 
environmental instability and the data is less reliable (Khatri and Ng 2000). An 
airline finds its environment unstable due to the following. Flight hours and 
cycles only provide an indication when to expect malfunction. The average 
failure rates available ignore specific operating conditions such as extreme 
weather conditions or specific customer requirements resulting in increased 
failure rates and/or the need for certain spare parts to be functioning at all times 
although they are not required to do so for airworthiness reasons. The airline’s 
flight schedule is subject to ad hoc and/or short notice changes. Setting up the 
inventory for the route network is done on data available at this point in time. 
This data will most likely be incomplete. Further, the airline is always faced with 
uncertainty regarding its aircraft performance. When and where an aircraft will 
fail requiring spare part replacement cannot be forecasted with 100% accuracy. 
Chapter 4.7 will show that intuition can successfully support inventory 
management decisions.
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2.15 Bounded Rationality and Heuristics in Decision Making
Many rational decision making models assume that people have unlimited time, 
knowledge and computational power when making decisions (Gigerenzer and 
Goldstein 1996). Literature reveals that people’s estimations are biased in 
relation to normative standards (Hogarth 1981). Recognising that humans in 
fact make inferences about the world under limited time and knowledge has 
lead to the development of models of bounded rationality by Simon (1955,
1957, 1979) and the introduction of heuristics and biases by Tversky and 
Kahneman (1974, 1981,1986).
Poor decisions can be traced back to failures made in the Decision Making 
process when alternatives were not clearly defined, or the required information 
was not collected (Hammond et al 1998). Faulty decisions can also result from 
the decision maker. The limitations of the human mind in terms of information 
processing and computing capacities have been widely acknowledged (Miller 
1956, Hardman and Harries 2002).
In order to cope with the complicated tasks of assessing probabilities and 
predicting values, people use heuristic principles to reduce complexity (Tversky 
and Kahneman 1974, Hardman and Harries 2002, Maule and Hodgkinson
2002). Heuristics are understood as “rules of thumb” or by-pass in thinking 
(Gore 1995).
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) identify the following heuristics. In the 
representativeness trap, people judge the probability that A originates from B to 
be high when A is highly representative of B and tend to ignore prior 
probabilities, sample sizes, concepts of chance and regression as well as 
predictability. When caught in the availability trap, people assess the probability 
of an event by the ease with which occurrences can be remembered and thus 
rely retrievability and imaginability in their judgments. The trap of adjustment 
and anchoring makes people to do estimates by starting from an initial value 
and adjust it to the final result. They are likely to face biases in the evaluation of
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conjunctive and disjunctive events as well as in the assessment of subjective 
probability distributions. In business, past events or trends form the most 
common type of anchors (Hammond et al 1998). DeKay et al (2009) show, that 
when people favour one decision alternative over another, they evaluate the 
information as being more consistent with the preferred alternative than is 
warranted. This is confirmed by Tversky et al (1980).
These findings are documented by a large body of empirical work initiated by 
Tversky and Kahneman (Shafir 1999). Criticism on the kind of experiments 
applied has been placed by Lopes (1991). Kahneman (1991) commented on 
such criticism in a personal view. Critique on the heuristics and biases approach 
placed by Gigernzer (1991) has been acknowledged and returned by 
Kahneman and Tversky (1996). Cosmides and Toby (1996) challenge the view 
of Kahneman and Tversky that humans are not capable of statistical operations 
and are thus applying judgmental heuristics. Tversky and Kahneman (1981, 
1986) also introduced the “framing effect”. The way a decision problem is 
formulated or “framed” can strongly influence people’s decision (Hammond et al 
1998). This has been demonstrated by Tversky and Kahneman (1981; p.453) in 
their “Asian disease problem”. Most framing issues are a variation of this classic 
example where people are presented with two choice options of which one 
represents a certain outcome, whereas the other represents an uncertain 
outcome of equal expected value (Kuhberger 1998, Zickar and Highouse 1998).
Beside the heuristics established by Tversky and Kahneman, Hammond et al 
(1998) identify common traps in Decision Making in business environments. In 
the Status-Quo Trap, decision makers tend to choose alternatives that maintain 
the status quo. A possible explanation to this behaviour is seen in the human 
desire to protect the ego from damage. Leaving the status quo requires taking 
action and thus responsibility which in turn gives room to criticism and regret. In 
the Sunk-Cost Trap, people make choices in a way that past choices are 
justified, even when past choices no longer seem correct, mostly because they 
are unwilling to admit to a poor decision taken in the past. Decision makers 
caught in the Confirming-Evidence Trap tend to subconsciously decide what 
they want to do before they figure out why they want to do it. Thus decision
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makers are likely to seek information that supports their choice, rather than data 
that contradicts it. This behaviour is also reported by Schwenk (1984) in the 
context of strategic Decision Making.
In forecasting, decision makers face the overconfidence trap, i.e. they tend to 
be overconfident regarding their forecast accuracy. See also Gigerenzer et al 
(1991), Russo and Shoemaker (1992) and Dougherty et al (1997) on this issue. 
On the other hand Kruger and Evans (2004) demonstrate that people tend to 
underestimate the duration to complete tasks and projects. The 
overcautiousness trap leads to adjustment of forecasts just to be on the safe 
side, whereas the recallability trap results in predictions about future events that 
can be overly influenced by dramatic past events. These traps do not only work 
in isolation but can amplify one another.
In strategic decision making Das and Teng (1999) identify four key biases 
decision makers are likely to face. First, decision makers tend to bring their 
previously established beliefs into Decision Making situations and focus on 
selected objectives that suit their personal interests. Doing so they are most 
likely biased regarding their perception of the environment and the actual 
decision problem. Also, decision makers only focus on a limited number of 
alternatives that can reach a set target. Further, decision makers usually do not 
rely on the magnitude of probabilities but on the value of possible outcomes. 
Finally, decision makers tend to view their success probability higher than it 
actually is. They also consider the outcomes of decisions to be completely 
manageable by them.
Applying heuristics means amongst others, neglecting possibly relevant 
information (Payne et al 1992). As Payne et al (1992) state that the use of 
heuristics can nevertheless lead to good solutions and can also save essential 
cognitive energy. Marewski et al (2010) also show that humans do not need to 
apply complex cognitive processes to good inferences and judgments.
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2.16 Reasoning under Risk and Uncertainty
Uncertain decisions are defined by at least one option with an unknown 
distribution of outcome probabilities, whereas for risky decisions the outcomes 
are unknown but probabilities are known (Kahneman and Tversky 1984,
Lauriola et al 2007). Mula et al (2006) refer to Galbraith (1973) when describing 
uncertainty as the difference between the amount of information required to 
perform a task and the amount of information already obtained. An overview of 
different conceptualisations of uncertainty throughout literature can be found in 
Lipshitz and Strauss (1997). Here it becomes evident that the terms “risk” and 
“ambiguity” are also used to describe “uncertainty”. According to Lauriola et al 
(2007) “ambiguity” is the term used by behavioural decision scientists when 
referring to Decision Making under uncertainty.
A study conducted by Lipshitz and Strauss (1997) reveals that decision makers 
distinguish three types of uncertainty:
(1) Inadequate understanding,
(2) Incomplete information, and
(3) Undifferentiated alternatives.
Incomplete information is probably the most frequently cited cause of 
uncertainty. Lipshitz and Strauss (1997) reveal three basic strategies decision 
makers apply when faced with uncertainty:
(1) Reducing uncertainty by collecting additional information prior to Decision 
Making, deferring decisions until additional data is at hand, or extrapolating from 
available material in case no additional information can be obtained.
(2) Acknowledging uncertainty by either considering it when choosing a course 
of action or mitigating potential risks. This strategy is applicable in case 
reducing uncertainty is either not achievable or too expensive.
(3) Suppressing uncertainty either through denial or through rationalisation.
The results of their study show that incomplete information was mainly 
managed by assumption-based reasoning. Inadequate understanding was 
primarily controlled by reduction, and conflict between undifferentiated
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alternatives was predominantly handled by weighing pros and cons (Lipshitz 
and Strauss 1997).
Studies on Decision Making under risk undertaken by March and Shapira 
(1987) and MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1990) reveal that managers define risk 
in a way that differs from decision theory. They do not regard uncertainty about 
positive outcomes as an important aspect of risk. They do not regard risk to be 
a probability concept in the first place. Finally, managers do not necessarily try 
to reduce risk to a single quantifiable figure. Mula et al (2006) present an 
overview of models in production planning recognising uncertainty.
2.17 Decision Making Aids
As decision environments are becoming more and more complex there are 
instruments available to support managerial decision making.
Decision Support Systems are designed to aid decision makers in the 
development phase of the decision process (Allen and Emmelhainz 1984). A 
Decision Support System instructs a computer to solve a problem by following a 
specific algorithm (Helferich 1984). Decision Support Systems are widely used 
in Operations Management, e.g. for inventory planning and control (Carter and 
Narasimhan 1994, Katok et al 2001) and for material routing decisions 
(Zografos an Androutsopoulos 2008).
One field of Artificial Intelligence deals with expert systems. These computer 
programs are successors of Decision Support Systems. They mimic human 
experts by applying the methods developed by a human expert (Allen and 
Emmelhainz 1984, Howard 1988). Pomerol (1997) points out that these AI 
systems do not mimic mankind in general, but a certain human being and thus, 
any expert system is build on subjectivity. Compared to Decision Support 
Systems the expert system is knowledge based (Helferich 1984). Expert 
systems are also regarded useful for application in inventory planning and 
control tasks (Helferich 1984).
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The applicability of expert systems for inventory management decisions will be 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
The multi criteria decision aiding approach deals with the development of 
classification and sorting models. The focus does not only lie in the analysis of 
existing data to construct a model, but also on the incorporation of decision 
maker’s preferences in such model (Zopounidis and Doumpos 2002). A review 
of multi criteria decision aiding models can be found in Zopounidis and 
Doumpos (2002).
The Analytic Hierarchy Process has been developed by Thomas L. Saaty in 
1980 (Saaty 1980, Saaty 1994). It is a kind of multi criteria decision making 
model (Cheng et al 2002). It is primarily applied to resolve choice problems in 
multicriteria settings by comparing alternatives (Yu et al 2000, Forman and 
Gass 2001, Chen et al 2010). Analytic Hierarchy Process covers the following 
Decision Making process steps:
(1) Problem structuring,
(2) Elicit judgment,
(3) Representation of judgments with meaningful numbers,
(4) Calculation of priorities within the hierarchy,
(5) Synthesis of results for determining an overall outcome, and
(6) Analysis of sensitivity to changes in judgment (Saaty 1994).
The Analytic Hierarchy Process collects perceptions from experts or decision 
makers (Cheng et al 2002) and thus allows group Decision Making (Saaty 
1994). Advocates of the Analytic Hierarchy Process maintain that the model can 
be applied to various problem situations such as selection among competing 
alternatives, allocation of limited resources, forecasting (Forman and Gass 
2001), or warehouse network design (Korpela and Lehmusvaara 1999). It can 
be incorporated into computer software packages (Cheng and Li 2001, Cheng 
et al 2001). Cheng and Li (2001) state that the Analytic Hierarchy Process 
excels with regards to utility compared to other methods. A number of criticisms 
of this approach have emerged (Dyer 1990, Winkler 1990). Also promoters of
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the Analytic Hierarchy Process are aware that only the proper use of this 
method effective (Cheng et al 2002).
2.18 Other Factors influencing Decision Making
Beside the factors already introduced there are others also influencing the 
process and outcome of Decision Making. They are not considered to be 
relevant for this study, but are mentioned here for the sake of completeness.
Daniels (1999) discusses how affect influences both cognitive and social 
processes. Andrade and Ariely (2009) analyse the impact of emotions on 
Decision Making.
Gino et al (2009) deal with the impact of information coming from different 
advisory sources in judgment.
Van Ginkel and van Knippenberg (2009) show that groups make higher-quality 
decisions when information is distributed among a group but every member 
knows who holds which information.
Lurie and Swaminathan (2009) discuss the effects of feedback frequency on 
Decision Making.
Wachs (1989) shows, that planners have to cope with a role conflict. They are 
on the one hand scientists who analyse data in order to arrive at the best 
course of action. On the other hand they are advocates who support their 
client’s or employer’s choices by providing the right data.
2.19 Judgmental Forecasting
Evidence suggests that judgment is the method strongly preferred by decision 
makers for forecasting (Lim and O’Connor 1995, Fildes and Goodwin 2007). In 
practice, managers use their judgment to adjust statistical forecasts (Lawrence 
et al 1986, Sander and Ritzman 1992, Fildes and Goodwin 2007).
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Lawrence et al (1986) prove that judgmental and statistical forecasts are 
similarly accurate. They also show that sometimes judgmental forecasts 
perform significantly better. The authors conclude that forecast accuracy 
benefits from combining judgmental and quantitative forecasts.
In their study Blattberg and Hoch (1990) show that statistical methods and 
managerial judgment obtained about the same level of prognostic accuracy 
when performed in isolation. A combined approach of model and manager 
outperformed both separate approaches. The authors thus claim to use a 50/50 
model with both statistical and managerial input.
The findings provided by Lim and O’Connor (1995) support the results from 
Lawrence et al (1986) and Blattberg and Hoch (1990). But they also indicate 
that managerial judgment can be biased as people tend to place too much faith 
in their own forecasts, rather than in the quantitative methods.
This perception is shared by Fildes and Goodwin (2007) who maintain that 
improving management judgment is more critical than enhancing statistical 
approaches.
Effective forecasting requires both technical and contextual knowledge. The 
former means insight into data analysis and formal forecasting procedures, the 
latter represents general forecasting experience in the industry and knowledge 
of the products (Sanders and Ritzman 1992). In their study Sanders and 
Ritzman (1992) demonstrate that both technical and contextual knowledge are 
necessary for effective forecasting, but that the latter is very important for 
judgmental forecasts whereas the former is of little value in terms of forecast 
accuracy.
There are also many studies available that suggest that statistical forecasts 
outperform judgmental ones. Sanders and Ritzman (1992) support the citation 
bias explanation provided by Beach et al (1987), i.e. that studies in which 
judgmental forecasts prove to be better than quantitative approaches are 
seldom cited.
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2.20 Decision Making for Spare Parts Inventory Management
A body of research explicitly deals with Decision Making for spare parts 
Inventory Management. There are studies looking at the organisational context, 
namely by whom Inventory Management decisions are taken in a company.
Here findings from manufacturing industries reveal that decentralised Decision 
Making processes lead to overstocking of parts (Cohen et al 1997, Kisperska- 
Moron 2003).
Other studies investigate the Decision Making process itself and suggest 
methods for improvement. A focus lies on multi criteria decision making.
Duchessi et al (1988) suggest a top-down approach for spare parts 
management that comprises the following steps:
(1) A classification methodology is developed by means of multi criteria decision 
making. The criteria used are inventory cost and part criticality. Criticality is 
determined by downtime cost, lead time and reliability.
(2) Control mechanisms are associated to the categories.
(3) Appropriate systems are selected, and
(4) implemented.
Almeida (2001) proposes a multi criteria decision making model for spare parts 
provisioning considering total spare part cost and the risk of item non-supply. 
The model assumes that there is at least one item on stock that can be used in 
case of failure while the defective item is repaired. Here the decision needs to 
be taken how many additional spare parts shall be provided.
Braglia et al (2004) develop a multi attribute spare part tree analysis based on 
two different methods: the reliability centered maintenance technique which 
determines a suitable maintenance strategy for component within a system, and 
the Analytic Hierarchy Process. In a first step spare parts are clustered in terms 
of criticality. Afterwards these clusters are crossed with possible Inventory 
Management strategies. The most appropriate strategy is derived by applying
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the Analytic Hierarchy Process, in their case study conducted in a tissue 
production plant, the authors were able to significantly reduce stock levels. They 
claim that their approach can be used in other industries as well.
Literature also reveals studies dealing with aviation spare parts.
Tedone (1989) reports on the Retables Allocation and Planning System 
introduced at American Airlines. The Retables Allocation and Planning System 
has similarities with the Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control 
system (Bathoun et al 2003). Demand forecasts are generated by linear 
regression assuming a Poisson distribution of demand. The system seeks to 
minimise the sum of the inventory and shortage costs. According to Tedone 
(1989) the Retables Allocation and Planning System provided a multi-million 
dollar improvement in American Airlines Inventory Management system.
In the study conducted by Zain (1990), the author develops recommendations 
to improve the Inventory Management of Malaysia Airlines. These are mainly 
focused on the introduction of organisational changes such as improved 
supplier management, automated ordering and logistics network optimisation.
Batchoun et al (2003) propose a genetic algorithm approach to allocate spare 
parts to stations within a given network of airlines working together and sharing 
spare parts via pooling. Delay costs and removal estimates are considered to 
compute the optimal distribution of parts to the stations. The authors claim that 
genetic algorithms seem to be very appropriate in this setting but that the 
required computation is intensive and expensive.
A body of literature deals with spare parts availability optimisation for military 
operations (Parsons and Goodwin 1986, Kang et al 1998, Kumar et al 2000, 
Raivio et al 2001, Nickel et al 2006). As the military context is excluded from 
this work, these studies will not be discussed.
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2.21 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter provided the literature review conducted within this research 
project. In the following the key findings are summarised.
The literature review on spare parts Inventory Management revealed that 
forecasting of the future demand of spare parts is an essential requirement for 
inventory decisions. This statement is true for all industries operating equipment 
that needs to work properly anytime and where unplanned malfunction of such 
equipment can lead to major disruptions of the production process.
Furthermore, businesses that maintain high value machinery need sophisticated 
forecasting to keep the value of their spare parts stock at a reasonable level.
For the aviation industry these baselines apply. Aircraft are high value 
equipment requiring expensive maintenance and spare parts. A disruption of 
the planned flight schedule due to malfunctioning aircraft can have serious 
impacts on time-critical freight as well as on customer satisfaction.
The demand for spare parts is classified as lumpy, i.e. a regular demand pattern 
is missing. Periods of low or even zero demand may be followed by high 
demand periods. A prediction of both the demand levels and the length of the 
low versus high demand periods is difficult. Statistical forecasting models 
recognising the lumpy demand pattern of spare parts have been developed. 
However, in the aviation industry only a minority of airlines applies such 
statistical forecasting models. Research conducted among airlines has shown 
that most airlines either rely on operational experience or on rather simple 
forecasting methods factoring seasonal changes in the models.
Several authors emphasise the need for managerial judgment in forecasting. 
They were able to show that the accuracy of forecasts generated with statistical 
methods could be improved if managers adjusted the results. Recognising that 
forecasting is an essential tool for taking inventory decisions and that 
managerial judgment can improve forecasting accuracy triggered the literature 
review on decision making.
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Decision Making can be understood as choosing between existing or identified 
alternatives. Early models of the decision making process assumed decision 
makers to have complete knowledge of the situation in which the decision 
making was embedded. People making decisions were supposed to behave 
rational. However, research has shown that in most cases humans have only 
limited time and knowledge for decision making. This leads to people making 
inferences about the situation. Models of bounded rationality and heuristics 
reflect this understanding of how humans make decisions.
Evidence suggests that successful decision makers rely on intuition or gut- 
feeling. This confirms the findings that managerial judgment can improve 
forecasting accuracy. However, literature also shows that these decision 
makers also face common traps in decision making that can negatively impact 
the result.
The literature findings about aviation decision makers not making use of 
sophisticated statistical forecasting methods and Inventory Management 
methods supports the research question that motivates this study.
If airline professionals apparently do not consider the available methods to be 
sufficient in supporting their Inventory Management decisions, how should they 
then decide in which way critical spare parts inventory should be build up?
The literature review also forms the basis to justify the applied research 
methodology which will be presented in the following chapter.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
Chapter 1 outlined the motivation and reasons for this research. In Chapter 2 
the literature related to the subject was critically reviewed and findings with 
regard to the research question were presented.
This chapter describes the methodology applied in this research. It sets out 
from the philosophical assumptions underlining this work. The different steps of 
the research process, including the research purpose, the research approach, 
the research strategy, data collection, data analysis and evaluation of the 
research quality.
Thereafter the research methods chosen with regard to the research problem 
are reviewed. The strengths and weaknesses of the selected methods are 
discussed.
3.2 Research Philosophy
The ultimate purpose of all research activities is seen as adding value to the 
body of knowledge accumulated in a respective area (Thietart et al 1999, 
Remenyi et al 2000, Saunders et al 2009). In this work it relates to business and 
management knowledge (Remenyi et al 1999).
The definition of knowledge and how it is generated depends on the 
researcher’s understanding of reality (Thietart et al 1999, Saunders et al 2009).
The research philosophy adopted for a particular research project contains 
important assumptions about the researcher’s worldview, i.e. the understanding 
of reality. These assumptions influence the research strategy chosen for the 
project (Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009). Saunders et al (2009) point out 
that the adaption of a research philosophy might be influenced by practical
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considerations; however, the main influence will still be the relationship between 
knowledge and its generation.
Ontology is the philosophical branch concerned with the nature of reality 
(Saunders et al 2009). The objectivist position claims that reality exists in itself 
(Thietart et al 1999). Therefore social entities exist apart from social actors 
affected by their existence (Saunders et al 2009). In terms of research the 
object (reality) and the subject (researcher) observing, or testing it, are 
independent from each other. It can be concluded that the social or material 
world is external to individual perception (Thietart et al 1999). In contrast the 
subjectivist view postulates that reality does not exist in itself but that it is 
dependent of the subject (researcher) observing or testing it. The social or 
material world is made up of interpretations or constructions (Thietart et al
1999).
Epistemological considerations are concerned with what is considered to be 
acceptable knowledge in a research project (Saunders et al 2009). Here 
researchers following a positivist view on reality will search for laws that explain 
reality, and disclose objective truth, whereas researchers taking a subjectivist 
position will interpret or construct reality within the context of their study 
(Thietart et al 1999, Remenyi et al 2000).
Saunders et al (2009) note that it might be worthwhile to also consider 
axiological assumptions and to produce a statement of values in order to 
enhance the credibility of research results.
Hereafter the major research philosophies and their basic assumptions will be 
presented. It has to be noted that there is no unique term in literature, e.g. 
Creswell (2009) applies the term “worldvieW’ whereas Thietart et al (1999) as 
well as Saunders et al (2009) use “paradigm” to describe what in here is to be 
understood as “research philosophy’. Different authors present different 
philosophies (e.g. Creswell 2009, Remenyi et al 2000). Here the term “major” 
relates to those philosophies found to be the most common in the literature 
used in this work.
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Positivism is built on the objective positions towards nature of reality and 
knowledge creation described above. The researcher is assumed to be 
independent of the subject of the research. Independent causes lead to 
observed effects which can be quantified and analysed by statistical means 
(Remenyi et al 2000). The focus of positivism lies on verifying theory (Creswell 
2009). The knowledge produced in research is considered to be objective and 
a-contextual (Thietart et al 1999). One central belief is the idea of falsification 
introduced by Karl Popper (Remenyi et al 1999). Positivism is mainly based on 
explanatory research (Thietart et al 1999) applying quantitative methods 
(Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009). Taking a positivist approach in 
organisational research means that researchers view the structure of an 
organisation as dependent on a reality that is independent of themselves or any 
other subject. By observing this reality researchers can develop objective 
knowledge of organisational structures (Thietart et al 1999).
Interpretivism and constructivism are based on the subjective positions towards 
the nature of reality and knowledge creation described above. Reality here is 
dependent on the subject observing it. It is comprehended by the action of the 
researcher experiencing it. Reality cannot be known objectively and thus 
knowledge can only be gained from interpretations and constructions of the 
social world (Thietart et al 1999). The focus of interpretivism and constructivism 
lies in theory generation (Creswell 2009). It is mainly based on exploratory 
research (Thietart et al 1999) using qualitative methods (Saunders et al 2009).
Putnam introduced internal (or pragmatic) realism stating that no description of 
the world is actually the world’s own. All descriptions are actually constructed by 
human beings. These constructions are inseparable from the structure of the 
world and therefore the world is equally humanly constructed (El-Hani and 
Pihlstrom 2002).
Taking a pragmatic approach means that the most important determinant of the 
philosophical view taken is the research question (Creswell 2009, Saunders et 
al 2009). Researchers use all available approaches to understand the problem 
(Creswell 2009). Pragmatism can be seen as the philosophical underpinning for 
mixed method studies (Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009).
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Positivism does not apply for this study due to the following reasons. First, the 
researcher does not believe in an independent reality. Second, the concept of 
intuition in decision making introduced in Chapter 2.14 is highly subjective. It 
plays a major role in Chapter 4. Third, the chosen research approach here is 
exploratory applying qualitative methods whereas positivism focuses on 
explanatory research using quantitative methods. Positivism seems appealing 
in a laboratory setting but not in a business environment.
Constructivism is a research philosophy supporting the researcher’s own view 
of the world. The researcher understands reality as being dependent on her 
observing it. In the researcher’s view this assumption holds true particularly in 
business and management research where individuals are part of the research 
whose behaviour influences others. Furthermore, for the researcher it is obvious 
that she influences people’s reactions in e.g. interviews. Therefore the 
knowledge gained during research will be subjectively interpreted by the 
researcher, resulting in contextual theory generation that is not necessarily 
generalisable.
In this study a real-world problem is approached. The focus is on solving the 
research question by introducing organisational change. Therefore pragmatism 
is the suitable research philosophy supporting the aims and objectives of this 
study.
3.3 Research Approach
The utilisation of theory is part of a research project. The research approach 
chosen depends on the availability of theoretical knowledge at the beginning of 
a research project (Saunders et al 2009).
Using the deductive approach means developing a theory and 
hypothesis/hypotheses and testing it by a respectively designed research 
strategy (Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 2009). Sekaran 
(2003) also describes the so called hypothetico-deductive method.
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Applying the inductive approach means developing a theory as a result of data 
collection and analysis (Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 
2009).
In terms of research philosophies deduction is more related to positivism and 
induction is closer to non-positivism (Saunders et al 2009).
Saunders et al (2009) summarise the main differences between induction and 
deduction. The former emphasises the use of scientific principles, the collection 
of quantitative data, the researcher’s independence of the research object, and 
the necessity of sample sizes to allow generalisibility of results. The latter again 
emphasises the importance of a close understanding of the research context as 
well as of the meanings people attach to events, the collection of qualitative 
data, the researcher as part of the research process, and less focus on the 
need to generalise findings.
Taking a constructive view of the world supports the application of the inductive 
approach which is used in this study. Here, the objective is not to develop a 
theory based on the literature review and to test it during the field work, but to 
develop theory based on data collection and analysis. This approach is 
supported by the following facts: The researcher is part of the research process 
focusing on obtaining a close understanding of the research context.
3.4 Research Purpose
The nature of the research project depends on the research question as well as 
on how much knowledge about the research topic is already available (Sekaran 
2003, Saunders et al 2009). In the following the classification of research 
purposes available in literature on research methods are introduced. Saunders 
et al (2009) point out that a study can have more than one research purpose 
and that the objective of the research can change over time.
Exploratory studies are conducted to better understand the nature of a problem 
since there is either little known about the situation of interest, or no information
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is available as to how similar issues have been tackled in the past. They are 
also necessary in order to identify important variables to develop a viable 
theoretical framework (Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003). Interviews with 
experts or focus group interviews are basic methods to obtain a good grasp of 
the phenomena of interest (Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 2009).
Descriptive studies are carried out to document the situation of interest 
(Remenyi et al 2000). They can form a body of both exploratory and 
explanatory studies as it is required to have a clear view on the phenomenon of 
which data should be collected (Saunders et al 2009).
Explanatory studies explain causal relationships between variables causing the 
phenomenon. The researcher focuses on studying a situation or a problem in 
order to identify plausible causal networks that form this situation or problem 
(Remenyi et al 2000, Saunders et al 2009).
Predictive studies aim at predicting the outcomes of the phenomenon 
researched. Researchers here want to forecast the events and behaviours 
resulting from the phenomenon (Remenyi et al 2000).
Exploratory and descriptive studies aim to gather information whereas 
explanatory and predictive studies intend to test theory. During the literature 
review little data could be found that dealt with the specific problem this study is 
concerned with. Furthermore, studies showing how this problem was treated in 
the past are missing. Therefore it was not possible to develop theory, e.g. 
hypotheses that could be tested in a explanatory or predictive field work set up.
The limited availability of data from the literature review as well as the 
constructivist world view underlying this study and the deductive research 
approach support the decision of undertaking an exploratory study here. 
Exploring the situation to better understand the nature of the problem is viewed 
to fulfill the purpose of this research. As this research also needs to document 
the situation of interest, it can be argued, that it also contains a descriptive part.
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3.5 Research Strategy
The choice of research strategy is based on the research question(s) and 
objectives as well the extent of existing knowledge and the chosen research 
philosophy. Furthermore the amount of time and other resources available to 
the researcher influence the selection of the research strategy (Saunders et al 
2009).
The research strategies introduced hereafter are somehow exclusive as some 
clearly belong to the inductive approach whereas others are attached to the 
deductive approach (Saunders et al 2009). However each research strategy 
can be applied for exploratory, descriptive and explanatory purposes (Saunders 
et al 2009, Yin 2009). Moreover, various research strategies are not seen as 
being mutually exclusive but can be used jointly or with one forming part of 
another (Saunders et al 2009).
The research strategies not relevant for this study are only discussed briefly. It 
is nevertheless considered to be important to mention those to support 
justification of the research strategy chosen for this research project. This one 
will then be discussed in detail.
Experiments have their origin and are widest-spread in the natural sciences 
(Remenyi et al 2000, Saunders et al 2009). But they can also be found in social 
science research, especially in psychology. Experiments can mostly be found in 
exploratory and explanatory research (Saunders et al). The classic lab 
experiment is used to test cause-and-effect relationship between variables 
(Sekaran 2003, Creswell 2009). It is based on a positivist research philosophy 
and requires replicability. With individuals not always being available in 
business and management research achieving replicability is rather difficult 
(Remenyi et al 2000). Therefore field experiments are more commonly used 
when natural surroundings like a business environment are concerned 
(Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003). Field experiments follow a non-positivist 
approach. This goes along which the interpretation of results (Remenyi et al
2000). Due to ethical reasons an experimental study might not be feasible for 
many managerial research questions (Saunders et al 2009).
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The survey strategy is widely used in managerial research. It is linked to the 
deductive approach and is mainly used for exploratory and descriptive research 
(Saunders et al 2009). The basic concept here is that a large quantity of 
evidence -  either numeric in the first place or converted into numbers -  is 
collected by means of a questionnaire (Remenyi et al 2000). Observation and 
interviews are also used for data collection (Saunders et al 2009). 
Questionnaires can be seen as one of the most efficient ways to collect data but 
it has also limitations. Once submitted to participants it becomes inflexible as it 
cannot be changed any longer by the researcher in case of error in the 
questions (Thietart at al 1999). This goes along with the statement of Saunders 
et al (2009) that using a questionnaire has the biggest capacity to be done 
badly.
Case studies are a strategy where the researcher explores in depth the subject 
of interest (Creswell 2009). Here a phenomenon is investigated within its natural 
setting and the boundaries between research subject and the context it is 
embedded in are not clearly evident (Yin 1981, 2009). In organisational 
research case studies are often used as a problem-solving technique when 
similar situations in other businesses are assessed (Sekaran 2003). Case 
studies are most often used in exploratory and explanatory research. 
Researchers often apply various methods of data collection and mostly use 
them in combination while applying triangulation techniques (Saunders et al
2009).
Grounded Theory is a strategy where researchers discover theory from data 
(Glaser and Strauss 1999). Although this could be regarded as the best 
example of an inductive approach Saunders et al (2009) recommend 
considering also a deductive share. Data collection starts without the initial 
formation of a theory but this is derived while obtaining evidence. Theory is then 
tested and refined (Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009). Grounded theory is 
mostly used in explanatory research (Thietart et al 1999).
Ethnography relates to the study of a cultural group in its natural context 
(Remenyi et al 1999, Creswell 2009). This strategy requires the researcher to 
become part of the group (Remenyi et al 1999). It originates in the inductive
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approach (Saunders et al 2009) and is essentially of non-positivist nature 
(Remenyi et al 1999). The use of ethnography in business research is rather 
rare, although is can be useful to gain a deep understanding of a situation from 
the perspective(s) of the people involved (Saunders et al 2009).
Phenomenological and narrative research strategies are similar to ethnography 
both concerned with the study of individuals and their experiences of a certain 
phenomenon (Creswell 2009).
Recent and historical documents are the primary data source in archival 
research in order to answer exploratory, explanatory or descriptive questions 
about the past and about changes that happened over time. As archival data 
was not originally collected for the research it is used, the ability of the 
researcher to answer questions from this data might be restricted (Saunders et 
al 2009).
Action Research as the strategy applied in this study is discussed in detail 
hereafter.
Within literature Action Research is mostly traced back to Kurt Lewin who first 
used the term “Action Research” in 1946 (Aguinis 1993, Heller 2004, Saunders 
et al 2009). In the early days it was mainly applied in social studies dealing e.g. 
with social justice (Brydon-Miller et al 2003, Gustavsen 2008). Lewin (1946) in 
his seminal article applied Action Research to minority problems. For Blum 
(1955, p. 1) Action Research consists of a “diagnostic” stage in which the 
problem is being analysed and solution(s) are being developed and a 
“therapeutic” stage in which the problem solution(s) are being deployed.
Action Research is characterised by the following features: The goal is to 
produce new knowledge by searching for solutions and improvements of “real 
world” practical problems (Huit and Lennung 1980, Sommer 2009). This 
knowledge and/or theory tends to be strongly connected to the particularities of 
the specific situation (Dick et al 2009b, Genat 2009, Whithead 2009, Bjorn and 
Boulus 2011) Therefore the researcher gets actively involved in the context of 
her investigation (McKay and Marshall 2001). Collaboration between the 
researcher and the participants of the client organisation is crucial for the
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success (Susman and Evered 1978, Avison et al 1999, Areli et al 2009). The 
researcher inputs an intellectual framework and the participants contribute their 
contextual knowledge (McKay and Marshall 2001).
Saunders et al (2009) identified four common themes within the literature. (1) 
The focus lies on research in action rather than research about action, i.e. 
research is carried out in an organisational situation with the expectation not 
only to contribute to knowledge in general but also to produce usable 
knowledge that can be directly applied and validated within the organisation 
(Remenyi et al 1999, Saunders et al 2009). (2) Practitioners are part of the 
research. This provides the researcher with good quality access but requires 
cooperation of staff (Saunders et al 2009). One challenge for the researcher is 
to combine the role of a consultant with that of an academic researcher 
(Remenyi et al 1999). The involvement of employees is regarded to be crucial 
when it comes to effecting changes. They are more likely to support changes 
when they helped to create them (Saunders et al 2009). (3) Action Research is 
an iterative process. The researcher starts with a problem that is already 
identified thus the research has a clear purpose. Next step is to gather relevant 
data to provide a problem solution. This solution gets implemented and the 
effects are evaluated. The research continues until the problem is fully solved 
(Kook Jr. et al 1997, Sekaran 2003). Dick et al (2009a: p. 6) by referring to 
Kemmis and McTaggart (1988; p. 11) summarise these steps in “plan, act and 
observe, reflect”. This is referred to as the Action Research spiral (Saunders et 
al 2009). There are different cycle or spiral models proposed in literature (of. 
also Mckay and Marshall 2001, Hevner 2007, Chiasson et al 2008, Foulger
2010); and (4) Action Research should have implications not only for the 
immediate project but also for other contexts (Saunders et al 2009).
From an epistemological view Action Research is strongly linked to non­
positivist philosophies (Baskerville and Wood-Harper 1996, Baskerville 1999, 
Friedman and Rogers 2009). It is considered to actually challenge the 
positivistic view that research must be objective and value-free in order to be 
credible (Brydon-Miller et al 2003). Positivist science seeks to create universal 
knowledge whereas Action Research focuses on specific situational knowledge 
(Goughian and Goghlan (2002). Action Research is regarded to be interpretive
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(Baskerville and Wood-Harper 1996) and constructivistic as well as realistic 
(Friedman and Rogers 2009).
Action Research has been interpreted in various ways therefore Heller (2004) 
claims that is should be understood as a family of research methods rather than 
a single one.
DeLuca and Kock (2007) distinguish seven forms of Action Research: (1) In 
Positivist Action Research predefined hypotheses form the baseline of the 
research. These are tested in a distinctive setting applying various methods 
(DeLuca and Kock 2007); (2) the goal of Action Science is to solve problems in 
a client organisation. The emphasis lies on the researcher’s understanding of 
client’s behaviours as theories in use, versus their beliefs as espoused theories 
(Argyris 1995, Riordan 1995, Lau 1998, DeLuca and Kock 2007); (3) Canonical 
Action Research is based on theory on which action planning is conducted. The 
focus lies on theory testing and improvement (DeLuca and Kock 2007). This 
form of Action Research is also known as classical or traditional Action 
Research (DeLuca et al 2008). Davison et al (2008) consider canonical Action 
Research to be unique among all Action Research forms with regard to its 
iterative, rigorous and collaborative approach with a focus on both 
organisational development and knowledge generation; (4) In Participatory 
Action Research theory arises from research. Members of the client 
organisation play an active role in both the data analysis and the learning 
process (DeLuca and Kock 2007, Arieli et al 2009, Smith et al 2010). 
Participatory Action Research is ideally started on request of the client 
organisation (Kidd and Krai 2005). Opposite to this view Schein (1995) in order 
to distinguish Action Research from consultancy points out that Action 
Research should be started by the researcher who then decides to involve the 
client ; (5) Multiview aims to improve a client situation using a joint information 
systems development methodology (DeLuca and Kock 2007); (6) With the Soft 
Systems Methodology the researcher tries to solve a problem in a client 
organisation through the use of a well defined and structured process-oriented 
approach (Checkland 2000, DeLuca and Kock 2007). Participants are guided to 
make their way from understanding the situation to taking action for 
improvement (Checkland and Poulter 2010). The soft systems methodology has
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particularly influenced information systems research (Baskerville and Wood- 
Harper 1996); (7) In Critical Action Research is enforced by power imbalances. 
The aim is to reduce or eliminate these imbalances (Hilsen 2006, DeLuca and 
Kock 2007). Critical Action Research is considered to become an important 
stream in information systems research (Myers and Klein 2011).
There is an agile discussion ongoing about the importance of Action Research 
in information systems research. With Design Science or Design Research as 
an established approach there are a number of papers discussing the 
similarities or differences between Design Science/Design Research and Action 
Research (March and Smith 1995, Hevner et al 2004, Cole et al 2005, Papas et 
al 2012). Sein et al (2011) critisise, that Design Research neglects the 
organisational aspects and focuses on the technological view of a problem.
They suggest Action Design Research as a new method to address this issue.
Martensson and Lee (2004) introduce Dialogical Action Research. The aim is to 
extend theory and to solve a problem in a client organisation. It is important to 
overcome the language barrier between the researcher and the practitioner.
The researcher is required to view the world through the practitioner’s eyes and 
to use practitioner’s language when proposing any actions to the practitioner.
Beside the high focus of Action Research in information systems research it is 
also proposed as a new research paradigm in Operations Management. 
Westbrook (1995) presents a case study where Action Research has been used 
to in a project dealing with orderbook modelling.
Action Research is not without weaknesses. It is sometimes argued that Action 
Research in fact is only little more than consultancy. Researchers are 
challenged within the research community being perceived as impartial and 
biased (Avison et al 2001, McKay and Marshall 2001). Furthermore the 
difficulties to generalise results and validate data are critisised. Action Research 
is extremely situational and each Action Research project is unique. Repetition 
is more or less impossible as well as generalisation (Avison et al 2001, MacKay 
and Marshall 2001). However, Action Research results can contribute to 
solution findings in other contexts outside the actual situation (Eden and 
Huxham 1996).
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DeLuca and Kock (2007) state that refusal of publishers to include Action 
Research articles in their printings results in less application of Action Research 
as it most likely would be otherwise. This refusal is linked to the weaknesses 
described above. There is literature available on how Action Research should 
be presented in a scientific publication (Mumford 2001, Fisher and Phelps 2006, 
Davis 2007). Another issue arising with regard to publication of Action Research 
refers to intellectual property. With knowledge being generated in a 
collaborative effort of both researcher and participants authorship of 
publications and other intellectual property issues are problematic. 
Confidentiality issues are also critical (Greenwood et al 2006).
The choice of Action Research as the applied research strategy in this study 
can be justified as follows: The research started on request of the client 
organisation. XYZ Cargo approached the researcher asking for support to solve 
its problem of a low Technical Dispatch Reliability. The researcher gets actively 
involved in the context of her investigation by collaborating with the participants 
of the client organisation. The goal is to produce new knowledge by solving the 
real world practical problem. This knowledge in this case should not only help 
XYZ Cargo but should also contribute to the body of knowledge on Inventory 
Management for critical spare parts in aviation, and ideally, in other industries.
Within the given context, other research strategies do not seem to be feasible.
Field experiments are mainly used in business surroundings, however, and then 
the focus lies on capturing, assessing and sometimes influencing participant’s 
behaviour. An experimental set up could have been used, if the research 
question had focused on e.g. how people and the client company make 
decisions and how their decision making could have been improved.
The survey strategy is based on the collection of a large quantity of evidence by 
means of a questionnaire. With only XYZ Cargo as participant of the research, 
the quantity of evidence would not justify a survey. It would also not help to 
answer the research question.
To investigate XYZ Cargo’s problem by using case study research seemed 
feasible at first sight. However, in case study research the researcher does not
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act as practitioner researcher who becomes actively involved in the company’s 
processes. Due to a lack of studies showing how similar situations in other 
businesses were handled, case study research as a problem-solving technique 
could not be applied.
Grounded Theory sounds suitable here as theory is discovered from data and 
does not exist prior data collection but is derived during analysis. In a next step, 
theory is then tested and refined. However, the main goal here is to actually 
solve XYZ Cargo’s problem. The theory developed during this process is not 
tested here. The Grounded Theory approach should be feasible in a next step, 
when the theory derived from the XYZ Cargo fieldwork would be tested and 
refined. In this case, the participation of other companies would be necessary.
Ethnography, phenomenological and narrative research strategies do not match 
with the research question and research aims of this study. The same applies 
for archival research.
Out of the research strategies presented. Action Research is the only one 
matching with the research question, the research aims, and the extent of 
existing knowledge, the chosen research philosophy as well as other factors, 
e.g. time constraints of the researcher and availability of participants. In this 
study the researcher was approached by the client company. Therefore, the 
Action Research approach applied here can be classified as Participatory 
Action Research. For the sake of convenience, in the following only the term 
“Action Research” will be used.
Even with the discussed weaknesses. Action Research it is still considered to 
be best fit for this study. The researcher gets involved in the company’s daily 
business and can change its processes. The iterative approach allows 
improving current processes till they provide the required results. These 
iterations in fact spur internal innovation creating the process that best matches 
the company’s needs. This approach resembles the so called “lean startup” 
strategy developed by Ries (2011). The idea of this strategy is that a company 
instead of spending months in hiding mode quickly launches a “minimum viable 
product” that includes enough features to get feedback from early adopters. The 
product then is continuously improved (Nobel 2011).
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As Chapter 4 will show, the “lean startup” concept is realised during the field 
work. The current inventory management approach does not produce the 
required results. Instead of thinking of suitable process improvements for 
months, the researcher quickly starts the first Action Research cycle. Immediate 
feedback is obtained resulting in the launch of the second cycle. Cycle 3 
provides a positive result which can still be improved in Cycle 4. This study 
closes with Cycle 4; however, it can be assumed that the developed process 
could be improved during following cycles.
3.6 Research Methods
Researchers have to decide how to approach the empirical part of their 
research. The common distinction applied in literature refers to qualitative and 
quantitative research methods. This is based on the differentiation between 
qualitative and quantitative data where the latter is basically understood as 
numerical and the former as non-numercial data (Saunders et al 2009). 
However, Thietart et al (1999; p. 77) claim that ‘'this distinction is both equivocai 
and ambiguous”. Their examples from the literature clearly support their view.
Research basically aims to either construct or to test theory. Theory 
construction is conventionally linked to qualitative research methods whereas 
theory testing is generally associated with quantitative research approaches 
(Thietart et al 1999).
Quantitative research is generally considered to provide a greater confidence of 
objectivity compared to qualitative approaches whereas qualitative methods are 
seen to offer greater flexibility to the researcher (Thietart et al 1999). There are 
also concerns about the validity of qualitative research (Cho and Trent 2006).
Each method has its own strengths and weaknesses and the results of the 
research will be influenced by the data collection and analysis techniques used. 
In order to avoid the method effect it is recommended to apply more than one 
method (Saunders et al 2009). Such triangulation allows to utilise the
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advantages of both qualitative and quantitative approaches, and to 
counterbalance the drawbacks (Thietart et al 1999).
Another distinction refers to the time horizon of a study. Here cross-sectional 
studies refer to research in which data is only collected once. In longitudinal 
studies on the other hand, data is collected two or more different points in time 
(Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 2009).
Based on the exploratory character of this study, and the goal to construct 
theory and develop knowledge, the researcher decided for a qualitative 
approach. In order to implement some kind of triangulation, different data 
sources (primary and secondary) and different data collection techniques were 
used. This study is classified as longitudinal, as data was collected more than 
once over a defined time span.
3.7 Credibility of Research Findings
To evaluate the credibility of the research findings it is necessary to assess the 
quality of the measures applied. The aim is to reduce the possibility to get a 
wrong answer to the research question by carefully testing the research design 
to the following (Sekaran 2003).
Reliability refers to the degree to which observations or measures will produce 
consistent findings (Remenyi et al 1999, Saunders et al 2009). To assess the 
stability of the data, the test-retest reliability and the parallel-form reliability can 
be applied. The former determines a coefficient obtained by repeating the same 
measure on a second occasion or by different researchers. The second 
constitutes the degree of response correlation between two comparable sets of 
measures, applied on the same construct. To determine the consistency of 
measures, the inter-item consistency reliability which is most commonly 
calculated by Cronbach’s coefficient alpha and the split-half reliability which 
reflect the correlations between two halves of an instrument (Sekaran 2003).
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The reliability tests described above are applicable for quantitative research but 
not necessarily for qualitative methods. Yin (2009) recommends qualitative 
researchers to produce a case study protocol that shows the procedures and 
the steps of the research undertaken.
Reliability can be compromised in a number of ways. Subject or participant error 
is evident e.g. when people respond to certain questions differently at different 
times. Subject or participant bias occurs when participants feel that they need to 
respond in a way that suits either the researcher or another person such as 
their superior. Observer error refers to situations where e.g. interview questions 
can be asked in different ways. Observer bias is present when replies can be 
interpreted in different ways by different observers. It is important to control 
these potential threats as far as possible (Saunders et al 2009).
Validity refers to the degree to which the findings observed or measured are the 
same as what they were claimed to be observed or measured (Remenyi et al 
1999). There are several types of validity tests commonly used. Content validity 
ensures that the dimensions and elements of a concept are well defined. This 
can be determined by a panel of experts. Face validity as a basic content is 
given when the items supposed to measure a concept from the face, look like 
they actually do so. Criterion-related validity is ensured when the measure 
distinguishes individuals on a criterion it is expected to prognosticate. Here 
concurrent validity that differentiates individuals who are known to be different 
and predictive validity that indicates to what extent the measure can 
discriminate individuals with reference to a future criterion are applied.
Construct validity finally indicates how well the research findings fit the theories 
around the research was designed. Here convergent validity where the results 
of different instruments measuring the same concept are highly correlated and 
discriminant validity that shows if variables are empirically found to be 
uncorrelated as stated in theory (Sekaran 2003).
To ensure qualitative validity several strategies are proposed: Member checking 
by participants will ensure accuracy of findings. Detailed descriptions of the 
settings and procedures applied will help the reader to identify with the 
research. Self-reflection of the researcher is important to highlight the bias she
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brings to the study. The presentation of contradictory evidence will make the 
study more realistic. The findings will be more accurate if the researcher spends 
prolonged time in the field with the participants. Peer debriefing will also 
increase validity as well as using an external auditor (Creswell 2009).
Generalisability or external validity refers to the extent to which research 
findings can be applied to other situations or populations (Remenyi et al 1999, 
Saunders et al 2009).
Creswell (2009) points out that the basic intent of qualitative research is not to 
generalise findings. According to him, the value of qualitative research lies in 
the particular description of a phenomenon in a specific setting. However, he 
acknowledges the discussion about generalisability especially in case study 
research. For Yin (2009) case study results can be generalised to theory when 
researchers study additional cases with the same findings.
In this study the following measures were taken to avoid validity, reliability and 
generalisability issues.
Regarding generalisability, the view of Creswell (2009) is followed, i.e. the basic 
intent here is not to generalise findings. Therefore, no special action needs to 
be undertaken to ensure a high extent of generalisability. However, the 
comment from Yin (2009) is taken into account, that case study findings can be 
generalised when additional studies with the same results are produced. This 
seems to be a suitable approach for the Action Research study. The findings 
from the XYZ Cargo field work cannot be generalised, but if the application of 
the “operational factors approach” results in same findings, i.e. increased 
Technical Dispatch Reliability and inventory meeting budget constraints, in 
other airlines, generalisation should be possible.
To ensure reliability, an Action Research protocol was produced to document all 
steps undertaken during the research. The protocol can be found in Appendix 
B. This documentation should help other researchers to replicate the study 
undertaken. Participant error was prevented as all questions were only asked 
once. There was no possibility for participants to respond to questions 
differently when asked a second time. Asking all questions only once also
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prevented observer error. Observer bias was excluded as there was only one 
researcher involved in the study. The danger of participant bias was avoided as 
it was made clear between researcher and participants that the research would 
not need to result in certain findings in order to suit the researcher.
Validity was ensured by aviation experts reviewing the study. The participants 
also reviewed the findings. The settings and procedures applied were described 
as detailed as possible to allow the reader to identify with the research. At some 
points, the level of detail should have been much deeper; however, this was not 
possible due to confidentiality issues. Furthermore, the researcher paid close 
attention to reduce error and bias on her side to the greatest extend. However, 
it has to be acknowledged that there is always a certain degree of subjectivity in 
the interpretation of findings.
3.8 Research Ethics
Ethics in management research refers to a code of conduct or a behavioural 
standard that society expects to be applied (Sekaran 2003).
Ethical considerations in research are both critical and challenging (Saunders et 
al 2009). If not addressed properly the researcher runs the risk that the result of 
the research work is considered corrupt or false (Remenyi et al 2000).
Ethical behaviour is relevant in each step of the research process (Remenyi et 
al 2000, Sekaran 2003, Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009). It influences how 
the research topic is formulated, how the research is designed, how access is 
gained, how data is collected, processed, stored and analyzed and how the 
findings are published (Saunders et al 2009). Saunders et al (2009) promote the 
ethical principle of not causing harm at any stage of the research.
From a broad perspective, research subjects such as genetic Engineering may 
raise ethical concerns among the public. In business and management, 
research people might perceive topics dealing with ways of controlling and
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manipulating employees to be questionable with regard to their ethical 
compliance (Remenyi et al 2000).
Two major issues highlighted in literature are confidentiality and anonymity 
(Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003, Creswell 2009, Saunders et al 2009). The 
researcher has to ensure that all information and data gathered during the 
research is kept confidential and that no participant can be identified in case 
unauthorised individuals get access to this confidential material (Creswell 
2009). An “Informed Consent Agreement” between researcher and participant 
formalises the ethical compliance of the research (Creswell 2009, Saunders et 
al 2009). It can ease access to organisations and individuals for the researcher 
but it has to be ensured that the agreed assurance is maintained throughout the 
entire process (Saunders et al 2009).
Throughout the data collection phase it is crucial that the researcher maintains 
his objectivity to ensure that the data is collected in an accurate and 
comprehensive manner. Subjective selectivity is to be avoided (Sekaran 2003).
Legal requirements have to be considered for data storage (Saunders et al 
2009).
Throughout data processing and analysis, the researcher has to apply the same 
objectivity as she used during data collection (Remenyi et al 2000, Saunders et 
al 2009). This is to be considered relatively easy to realise in quantitative 
research, e.g. quantitative samples should recognise and report outliers even if 
they are excluded from the statistical analysis. Qualitative evidence is seen as 
much more subjective evidence which requires the researcher to avoid bias. 
Nevertheless the final conclusion will always be based on the individual 
judgment of the researcher (Remenyi et al 2000).
If agreed upon before, confidentiality also applies to the publication of the 
research. It has to be ensured that the participating organisation cannot be 
identified by people who can draw the right conclusion, even from scattered 
data revealed (Saunders et al 2009).
In this research project the chosen topic was not considered ethically critical by 
both the participating organisation and the researcher. As the request for
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support had corne from the organisation itself, the people involved were willing 
to participate in the research process from the beginning.
It was agreed that the organisation would be treated anonymously. Therefore 
the real name is not revealed and in the research finding certain figures are only 
given as percentages rather than as real figures, as these would allow industry 
experts to draw conclusions about the identity of the company.
Despite the previous working relationship between researcher and members of 
the participating organisation - which helped to initiate the research in the first 
place - both sides maintained an objective approach to the research and did not 
try to manipulate data in order to achieve the result the other side may wished 
to obtain.
In addition, property rights of the generated knowledge were agreed. The 
Operational Factor Approach developed in Chapter 4 is considered to be very 
useful for the industry. It is assumed that it could contribute to the goodwill of a 
company’s balance sheet with a certain amount. To avoid any conflict, an 
agreement between the researcher and XYZ Cargo was concluded before the 
field work commenced.
3.9 Sampling Techniques
Whether sampling is necessary or not depends on the research question(s) and 
objectives. In some cases a census is possible where data from the entire 
population is collected and analysed. If a sample represents the entire 
population a census would not necessarily provide more useful results than the 
sample (Saunders et al 2009).
There are practial considerations that cause the researcher to work with a 
sample instead of the entire population: Budget and time constraints and other 
practical aspects prevent the researcher from conducting a census but 
examining a sample only (Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 2009).
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A sample is a subset of the target population (Thietart et al 1999, Remeyi et al 
2000, Sekaran 2003). If the sample is representative of the entire population the 
conclusions drawn from it should be generalisable (Sekaran 2003). However, a 
sample will never be exactly the same as the entire population. Another sample 
generated in exactly the same way would be different from the first one. To 
which extent a sample is regarded to be representative in the end is a 
subjective judgment of the researcher (Remenyi et al 2000). According to 
Thietart et al (1999) the validity of a study is influenced by three characteristics 
of the sample: (1) whether the sample elements are of a heterogeneous or a 
homogeneous nature; (2) by which method the sample was generated and; (3) 
the sample size compared to the whole population.
Sampling techniques can be divided into two major types: Probability and non­
probability sampling (Thietart et al 1999, Remenyi et al 2000, Sekaran 2003, 
Saunders et al 2009).
Probability sampling relates to positivistic research (Remenyi et al 2000) and 
survey and experimental research strategies (Saunders et al 2009). In 
probability sampling it is assumed that each sample has the same known 
probability to be randomly selected from the population (Sekaran 2003, 
Saunders et al 2009). Samples can be analysed by applying statistical methods 
(Remenyi et al 1999). The results are considered to be generalisable for the 
entire population (Saunders et al 2009). Common types of probability sampling 
are simple random sampling, systematic sampling, stratified sampling, cluster 
sampling and multi-stage sampling (Thietart et al 1999, Remeny et al 2000, 
Saunders et al 2009).
Non-probability sampling methods are the domain of phenomenologist 
researchers (Remenyi et al 1999). They are based on subjective or judgmental 
selection from the population (Remenyi et al 1999, Saunders et al 2009). 
According to Remenyi et al (1999) non-probability samples are primarily 
relevant in exploratory research. The following techniques are commonly used 
to generate non-probability samples.
Quota sampling is usually used for interview surveys. It is assumed that the 
sample is representative of the population as the variability in the sample for
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various quota variables equals that in the population. To select a quota sample 
the population is divided into specific groups. For each group a quota is 
calculated based on relevant data. From each quota a defined number of cases 
must be researched, i.e. data must be collected. The collected data then is 
combined to provide the full sample (Saunders et al 2009).
Purposive sampling allows the researcher to use own judgment to select cases 
considered to best help answer the research question(s) (Saunders et al 2009). 
A purposive sample is not aimed to be statistically representative of the 
population (Remenyi et al 1999). The purpose of the sample here is to e.g. 
catch best practice experiences by selecting individuals who are considered to 
provide the desired information (Remenyi et al 1999, Sekaran 2003).
Snowball sampling is mainly used when the researcher has difficulties to 
identify members of the desired population or to get access to them (Remenyi 
et al 1999, Saunders et al 2009). Here the researcher makes initial contact to 
the first case(s) which then indentify(ies) further cases. Bias is considered to be 
huge as the sample will normally be homogenous due to respondents most 
likely identifying other potential respondents who are similar to themselves 
(Saunders et al 2009).
Self-selection sampling occurs when each subject can identify their desire to 
participate in the research. Therefore the demand for participants is usually 
published in appropriate media or the potential subjects are asked to take part 
(Saunders et al 2009).
Convenience sampling refers to the selection of subjects that are most 
conveniently available to participate in the research (Remenyi et al 1999, 
Sekaran 2003). The bias problem occurring here is justifiable when the 
population is rather homogenous with little variation (Saunders et al 2009).
In this study the possibility of conducting a census was excluded from the 
beginning. Currently the International Air Transport Association represents 
some 240 airlines located all over the world (International Air Transport 
Association 2012a). These are mostly international carriers not counting the 
various regional and small airlines. Not only budget and time constraints would
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have made it impossible to include all airlines of the world in this research but 
also the researcher’s own experience that getting access to airlines without 
personal contacts is nearly impossible.
XYZ Cargo approached the researcher and therefore no sampling was 
conducted with regard to the client company. However, the researcher felt that 
additional participating companies would be helpful. First, with the researcher 
having started the research and then including companies, this would have 
helped in terms of credibility of the Action Research strategy as this sequence 
would support Schein’s (1995) view that this would clearly distinguish Action 
Research from consultancy.
Therefore the researcher decided on sampling. In theory a probability sample 
was possible but knowing that most airlines would refuse access and 
participation in this study the researcher decided for a non-probability sampling 
method. Snowball and self-selection sampling did not provide useful cases. 
Although some individuals were willing to contribute to the study they were not 
able to grant the required level of access.
In the end only XYZ Cargo was willing to participate in this study by allowing the 
researcher to take the position of a participant researcher who was also allowed 
to actively interfere in the company’s processes. Contact to this company had 
already been established before the start of this research project based on a 
previous working relationship. As in this case XYZ Cargo approached the 
researcher the selection was not done by sampling.
However, convenience sampling was applied for the additional field work when 
the researcher obtained additional feedback from aviation experts on the 
developed Operational Factor Approach during the field work at the client 
company. The sample of 25 airlines conveniently picked by the researcher can 
be regarded as being representative. Airlines with different fleet sizes (between 
1 and 70 aircraft), different fleet types (jet aircraft, turboprop aircraft and mixed 
fleet), and different business experience (between 3 and 40 years) are included. 
Some of the airlines are very similar to the client company, others are very 
different.
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3.10 Data Collection
Data can be collected from both primary and secondary sources. Primary and 
secondary data complement each other throughout the entire research process. 
Incomplete primary information can be backed up by secondary data whereas 
research that is basically built on secondary data can be reinforced by primary 
data (Thietart et al 1999).
Secondary data refers to information gathered not by the researcher conducting 
the current study but by someone else (Sekaran 2003). If not regarded to be 
proprietary secondary data is published and can be among others accessed 
through directories, databases and websites (Remenyi et al 1999, Saunders et 
al 2009). Business organisations produce and store a variety of data such as 
meeting minutes, sales orders and general correspondence. Such information is 
in most cases not publicly accessible and therefore access needs to be 
negotiated (Saunders et al 2009).
Secondary data is of both quantitative and qualitative nature. It can be raw data 
or data that has already been manipulated in some way (Saunders et al 2009).
According to Saunders et al (2009) secondary data is generally used for 
descriptive and explanatory research. In business research such data is mostly 
utilised in case studies or survey research. However, the authors do not object 
to use secondary data in other research strategies such as archival research or 
action research.
There are classifications of secondary data available in literature. Saunders et 
al (2009) have created one classification approach by building on other author’s 
proposals. They create three main sub-groups: documentary data, survey- 
based data, and data compiled from multiple sources.
Working with secondary data has several advantages. (1) Information can 
mostly be obtained quickly and at little cost (Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 
2009); (2) By using secondary data, longitudinal and comparative studies can 
be conducted (Saunders et al 2009); (3) Secondary data can be used by the 
researcher to compare his own findings (Saunders et al 2009); (4) Re-analysing
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secondary data with focus on other relationships than the ones the information 
had originally been collected for can lead to new discoveries (Saunders et al
2009); (5) Secondary data is usually permanently available and can be 
accessed by others. Hence this data and the researcher’s findings are more 
open to public and peer review (Saunders et al 2009).
On the other hand, secondary data also has disadvantages. (1) Secondary data 
might not match the researcher’s specific needs as it in most cases has been 
collected for a different purpose. Therefore it might not be usable to answer the 
actual research question(s) (Sekaran 2003, Saunders et al 2009); (2) Data that 
is not publicly accessible might be very costly to obtain. This counts e.g. for 
market research reports (Saunders et al 2009); (3) There is no real control over 
the data quality (Saunders et al 2009). Despite this circumstance secondary 
data is often regarded to be true without the researcher questioning the 
conditions under which the data was produced. Taking too much a priori 
confidence in sets of secondary data can therefore endanger the internal 
validity of the researcher’s own study (Thietart et al 1999).
In this study secondary data was mainly used to back up the reasonableness of 
the research. During the field work internal company material was used.
Primary data refers to information collected from original sources (Remenyi et al 
2000). The main methods used are observation, questionnaires, and interviews 
(Sekaran 2003).
Observation basically means “the systematic observation, recording, 
description, analysis and interpretation of people’s behaviour (Saunders et al 
2009: p. 288).
The researcher can take the role of a participant observer or of a nonparticipant 
observer (Sekaran 2003). Depending on the intention of the study the 
researcher will either reveal or conceal his identity throughout the observation 
process (Saunders et al 2009). Labaree (2002) and Moore (2007) discuss the 
values and dilemmas that come along with the position of an insider participant 
observer.
I l l
There are some advantages of conducting observational studies: (1) The data 
obtained are generally free from respondent bias and thus more reliable 
(Sekaran 2003). However, participants may amend their behaviour especially if 
the observation period is relatively short (Saunders et al 2009); (2) The effect of 
environmental effects on certain outcomes can be recognised more easily 
(Sekaran 2003); and (3) Observation is sometimes the only possibility to obtain 
information from certain groups of individuals such as children (Sekaran 2003).
On the other hand observational studies are tedious and expensive with the 
researcher normally being required to be physically present the entire time. 
Cognitive processes of the individuals observed can only be guessed at but not 
captured (Sekaran 2003). The biggest threat to reliability is observer bias 
(Saunders et al 2009). To minimise bias, observers need to be extensively 
trained before starting their research (Sekaran 2003).
In this study observation was not used. The intention was to actually capture the 
decision making processes of the participants. Therefore observation was 
excluded as it was not suitable for that purpose.
Questionnaires are used to obtain information that cannot easily be captured 
through observation or that is not already available in writing or in a computer- 
readable format (Remenyi et al 2000). They are generally used in descriptive 
and explanatory research to allow description of the variability in different 
phenomena, and explanation of mainly cause-and effect-relationships 
respectively (Saunders et al 2009). Details about questionnaire design can be 
found e.g. in Remenyi (2000) and Saunders et al (2009).
Due to the exploratory character of this study and the small research population 
(one small emerging company) questionnaires were not considered to be 
suitable to answer the research question and thus were not used.
Interviews can be basically understood as purposeful discussion between two 
or more people. They can help to formulate research question(s) and objectives 
or to specify existing ones. There are different types of interviews suitable for 
different purposes (Saunders et al 2009). A common way to distinguish 
interview types is based on the level of structure. Here structured, semi­
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structured, and unstructured or in-depth interviews are named (Sekaran 2003, 
King 2004. Saunders et al 2009). Patton (2002; p. 342) refers to unstructured 
interviews as “informal conversational interviews”. Another distinction made on 
the level of formality refers to standardised and non-standardised interviews 
(Saunders et al 2009). Details to a.m. explanations can be found e.g. in Patton 
(2002), Sekaran (2003), and Saunders et al (2009). One point to highlight is the 
influence of prior relationships on the interview talk. On the one hand the 
researcher can get access to resources that would normally not be available.
On the other hand such relationships can lead to bias (Garton and Copland
2010).
Think-Aloud Protocol Interviewing aims to capture the inner thoughts or 
cognitive processes of a person in order to illustrate what happens in the 
person’s mind while performing a task such as solving a problem. Here people 
are required to verbalise their thoughts and feelings. It might take some training 
for participants for them to get used to actually articulating their inner 
monologues (Patton 2002). Examples for the application of this method can be 
found in e.g. Isenberg (1986) and Rouse and Morris (1986)
For a Focus Group interview, a small group of people with similar backgrounds 
is brought together to be interviewed on a specific topic. The interviewer in this 
case takes more the role of a moderator. Advantages of a focus group are that 
(1) the data collection is cost-effective; (2) As participants interact with each 
other the quality of data increases. Participants check and balance their input so 
that extreme views are normally excluded; (3) It is relatively easy to determine 
shared views or great differences; and (4) focus groups are usually enjoyed by 
participants. However, the following drawbacks have to be considered; (1) Only 
a small number of questions can be asked to the group; (2) Individual response 
time is very short; (3) The researcher has to have considerable moderating 
skills; (4) Some views might not be shared with the group if a participant feels 
that she is in a minority position; (5) Best results are normally achieved when 
participants are not familiar with each other before the interview; (6) Neither 
highly personal topics nor those that required in-depth analysis are suitable; (7) 
Confidentiality cannot be assured; and (8) focus groups normally take place 
outside the research setting (Patton 2002).
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Creative interviewing is not defined in a comprehensive manner. With this 
approach the researcher reacts to the current situation. She uses all available 
resources to do the best job possible. This approach is also known as Bricolage 
(Patton 2002).
The collection method for primary data applied in this study can be justified as 
follows;
Observation would be suitable if the intent of the study was to observe, analyse 
and interpret participant’s behaviour. This was not the case here. The 
researcher was not asked to study people’s behaviour at their work place but to 
solve a practical problem. Doing so required participant’s input in terms of 
expert knowledge.
Questionnaires were not considered to be suitable due to the exploratory 
character of this study and the very small research population.
Think-Aloud Protocols were excluded as they aim to capture the inner thoughts 
or cognitive processes of a person. If the research question was directed 
towards exploring how participants took inventory decisions, this would have 
been a useful tool.
XYZ Cargo did not form a focus group. It would have been helpful to get 
expert’s view on the IM problem of the company, however, participants willing to 
share their views in a focus group, could not be found. On the other hand, the 
participants of XYZ Cargo can be understood as an internal focus group.
The researcher decided to apply creative interviewing. She considered the 
setting to require the most flexible approach to obtain information. Creative 
interviewing allowed her to react to the current situations that occurred while 
she was involved in the company’s processes and actively interacted with the 
employees. It was the researcher’s expectation that creative approaches would 
best possibly answer the research question and best meet the set objectives of 
this project. When necessary, the researcher used techniques such as semi­
structured interviews.
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This approach was also used for the additional field work when aviation experts 
were interviewed.
3.11 Data Analysis
Quantitative data needs to be processed in order to transform raw data like 
numbers, test scores or prices into useful information. The researcher can use 
various analysis techniques to assist in this process (Saunders et al 2009). 
Details about common methods can be found in e.g. Thief art et al (1999), 
Sekaran (2003), Saunders et al (2009), and Pallant (2010).
The only set of quantitative data that were used in this study, were spare part 
material lists. The lists contained part numbers defined by the manufacturers. 
There was no analysis required in terms of assigning certain meanings to the 
numbers. For example, the Recommended Spare Parts List of Boeing used 
here contained the part number, the description of the part and the 
recommended stock quantity. Sorting of part numbers etc. could be done by 
basic Microsoft Excel operations.
Qualitative data refers to all non-numeric information or data that have not been 
computed (Saunders et al 2009).
There is no formula how to transform data into findings in qualitative analysis. 
The final outcome heavily depends on the individual researcher. Thus no blunt 
tests exist to assess validity and reliability of researcher’s analytical thought 
process (Patton 2002). However, there is some general guidance available.
Prior to analysis, all data has to be available in a written format, i.e. all verbally 
recorded interviews and other documentations need to be transcribed 
(Saunders et al 2009). In the content analysis the researcher then processes 
the data in a way that he is able to identify core consistencies or meanings. He 
will be looking for certain patterns or themes that are prevalent among the 
participants. Software helps the researcher with the analysis (Patton 2002, 
Saunders et al 2009).
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In this study no analysis software was applied due to the small population 
involved. All data was recorded in writing therefore no transcription was 
necessary.
The research took place in Germany with only German native speakers 
involved on both the researcher’s and company’s side. In order to avoid 
translation errors fieldwork was completely conducted in the English language. 
This was possible as English was the working language and all participants 
were business fluent. Temple and Young (2004) discuss issues that arise from 
translation in a research.
No analysis in terms of e.g. pattern recognition was required. The information 
captured during the interviews was directly applied in the research, e.g. the 
operational factors identified during a workshop with the participants were 
directly used to determine the spare parts inventory of XYZ Cargo.
This is also applicable for the additional field work. The interviews with aviation 
experts were only recorded in writing. No transcription or translation was 
necessary. Due to the small number of participants no pattern recognition was 
carried out.
3.12 Critical Evaluation of the Selected Approach
Based on the research question and the possibility for the researcher to actually 
intervene in the current processes of the company studied during the fieldwork, 
the decision was taken to apply an Action Research approach using qualitative 
methods for data collection and analysis.
Evaluation of the selected approach has been done applying the Strengths- 
Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) -  analysis technique as described 
in Kaplan and Norton (2001).
Exhibit 3.1 shows the SWOT findings which will be explained in detail hereafter.
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Exhibit 3.1 : Research Methodology SWOT Analysis
Strengths
+ Deep insights into a specific ccntextuai prcbiem situation
+ Meets budget and time constraints of the researcher
+ Resuits are of real and practical value for the company involved
+ The iterative approach enables rapid process innovation
+The application of the „iean startup" (Ries 2011 ) idea supports radical 
changes leading to superior results
+ Allows development of a unique innovative approach to solve the 
research problem
+ Provides a suitable approach to solve a real- world problem while 
meeting scientific requirements for methodology, analysis, and rigour
Opportunities
+ Deep insights into a specific contextual problem situation 
+ Study forms a baseline for further research 
+ Results are useful for other airlines and aviation industry players 
+ Results can be transferred to other contexts 
+ The developed approach can be continuously improved
• Results are not generaiisabie
■ Knowledge is contextually bound the the specific situation
Weaknesses
- Validity and reliability of the study
- Low acceptance from the scientific community due to Action Research 
application
T hreats
Souce: present author
The selected approach has numerous strengths.
From a practical point is meets budget and time constraints of the researcher. 
The budget constraint is mainly self-opposed whereas the time constraint 
mainly comes from XYZ Cargo requirements. The company is under extreme 
pressure to solve its inventory management problem in order to ensure 
business continuity. Therefore the company requires ad hoc intervention 
providing quantifiable improvements in the short term. These results are then of 
real and practical value for the company.
The researcher gets deep insights into a specific contextual problem situation. 
Taking the role of a practitioner researcher enables the researcher to become 
actively involved in the company’s business. She can obtain first- hand 
information and does not need to rely on secondary data. Applying creative 
interviewing for data collection supports the deep understanding of the situation
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as the researcher can react flexibly and adapt her interview technique to obtain 
the maximum amount of data.
The Action Research strategy enables the researcher to develop a unique 
approach for solving the company’s problem. The Operational Factor Approach 
derived is the result of four iterative Action Research cycles. The iterative 
process enables rapid process innovation which meets the time constraints of 
XYZ Cargo. Results are obtained quickly and as soon as the outcome of an 
intervention is not deemed suitable, a following intervention is planned and 
executed. This is further supported by following the “lean startup” idea 
developed by Ries (2011 ). In this study not a “minimum viable product” (Nobel
2011) is concerned but a “minimum viable process”. The initial Inventory 
Management process is not suitable. Therefore it gets modified by the 
researcher in iterative cycles. Immediate feedback is obtained after completion 
of each cycle. If the result is not sufficient another cycle follows.
The final result of the field work is a unique approach to solve the research 
problem. The literature review has not revealed any research that has 
developed the Operational Factor Approach.
The chosen research methodology offers some promising opportunities based 
on its strengths discussed before.
The deep insights and contextual knowledge obtained during the field work form 
the baseline for further research. Further, the results of this study are useful for 
other airlines and aviation industry players. They can also be transferred to 
other contexts. The Operational Factor Approach is reviewed from aviation 
experts and considered suitable (see Chapter 4). The use for other contexts will 
be further discussed in Chapter 5.
This study also forms the baseline to continuously improve the Operational 
Factor Approach. Further iterative cycles can follow in order to optimise the 
application of the Operational Factors. Also additional Operational Factors can 
be selected to meet e.g. requirements which are specific for an airline’s 
business model but have not been considered in this research.
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A critical evaluation must not ignore the downsides of the chosen research 
methodology.
The approach has certain weaknesses, i.e. the results are not generaiisabie 
and the knowledge obtained is contextually bound to the specific situation. 
However, this research has never aimed to provide generaiisabie outcomes. It 
is acknowledged that additional studies with same results are necessary to 
claim generalisability (Yin 2009).
Some threats are also apparent. For every research activity reliability and 
validity is crucial. Here, the Action Research protocol in Appendix B ensures 
reliability. The risk of bias is tackled by the researcher by e.g. asking all 
questions only once, being the only researcher in the project and highlighting to 
participants that the findings are not expected to suit the researcher. Validity 
was ensured by aviation experts reviewing the study. Further, the settings and 
procedures applied are described as detailed as confidentiality agreements 
allow.
As discussed before. Action Research has many critics in the scientific 
community as Action Research is often considered to be consultancy work but 
not research. However, even the researcher here worked with a client company 
she based her research on a sound literature review and a thorough 
methodology. The suitability of the Action Research approach to answer the 
research question in its actual context has been confirmed as strength.
To conclude, the selected research methodology is suitable to solve a real- 
world problem while meeting scientific requirements for methodology, analysis, 
and rigour. The strengths and opportunities clearly outweigh the weaknesses 
and threats which have been mitigated to the best extent.
3.13 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter outlined the methodology applied in this research. The main 
findings can be summarised as follows:
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This research aims to add value to the existing body of knowledge in business 
management. It also intends to contribute to management practice. This 
research should not only help XYZ Cargo but should also contribute to the body 
of knowledge on inventory management for critical spare parts in aviation, and 
ideally, in other industries.
Perceiving that reality depends on the person observing it, constructivism is the 
underlying research philosophy. Individuals are part of the research. Their 
behaviour influences others and the researcher herself has some effect on the 
people she is working with in the field. The results of the research will be 
interpreted by the researcher subjectively. The selected inductive approach 
aims to develop theory based on data collection and analysis. This is supported 
by the lack of literature and research on critical spare parts inventory 
management in the aviation industry. With its exploratory character this study 
aims to get a close understanding of the nature of the problem. This supports 
the overall aim adding to management knowledge and practice.
Action Research is the chosen research strategy. The research started on 
request of the client organisation. The researcher gets actively involved in the 
context of her investigation by collaborating with the participants of the client 
organisation. The goal is to produce new knowledge by solving the real world 
practical problem. Therefore qualitative methods based on creative interviewing 
are used for data collection. Action Research protocols, peer reviews and other 
means are used to establish credibility of the research findings.
Finally, the selected approach was critically evaluated with regard to 
advantages and drawbacks. The application of the chosen methodology during 
the fieldwork will be described in the next chapter.
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4. FIELD WORK - ACTION RESEARCH AT XYZ 
CARGO
4.1 Introduction
After the research rationale and the literature review were presented in 
Chapters 1 and 2, Chapter 3 detailed the methodological approach chosen 
herein. Here Action Research was justified as the most suitable research 
strategy.
Whereas Chapter 3 discussed the selected methodology on a more general and 
theoretical level, this chapter describes the field work conducted during this 
research project and how the selected methodological approach was actually 
applied in practice.
The aim of this field work is to answer the research question, \.e.”how should 
critical spare parts inventory be built up in order to achieve a high Technical 
Dispatch Reiiabiiity? Which factors should be applied in the decision making 
process?”
This chapter sets out from the research background (Chapter 4.2) and the initial 
situation (Chapter 4.3) introducing XYZ Cargo as the client company and 
placing the research into context.
Four Action Research cycles (Chapters 4.4 -  4.7) were run in order to find a 
satisfying answer to the research question. It started from the application of 
known factors and methods (Chapters 4.4 and 4.5). With this common 
approaches not leading to the required results, cycles 3 and 4 (Chapters 4.6 
and 4.7) resulted in a new approach to determine critical spare parts inventory. 
Factors influencing spare parts inventory were derived and successfully applied 
in two consecutive measurement periods. The research demonstrated that the 
derived factors are interdependent and influence each other. Furthermore, 
intuition was found to increase accuracy of the chosen spare parts inventory set 
up.
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The research findings from XYZ Cargo were accomplished by gaining 
supporting evidence from the field. Expert interviews with other cargo airlines 
were conducted confirming the findings from the action research cycles 
(Chapter 4.10). Intuition was found to be a major contributor to successful spare 
parts inventory management as well.
This chapter concludes with a critical evaluation of the research undertaken.
4.2 Research Background
Late in the year of 2010 the researcher was approached by the Director 
Maintenance of XYZ Cargo. The researcher and the Director Maintenance had 
known each other for nearly a decade. Both have a professional background in 
procurement and logistics and had been working on spare parts topics together 
in the past. As the Director Maintenance was aware of the researcher’s work on 
the issue of spare parts management in the aviation industry, he took the 
chance to ask her to support him in a real world problem which coincidently 
matched with the topic the researcher had set out to cover in her thesis.
Researcher and Director Maintenance agreed that the researcher would try to 
solve the problem XYZ Cargo was facing using Action Research. As discussed 
in Chapter 3.5, this implied that the researcher would get actively involved in the 
operational business (McKay and Marshall 2001) and would be allowed to 
manipulate the processes currently applied in XYZ Cargo. In return, the Director 
Maintenance guaranteed unlimited access to all required data and people in the 
company. In order to protect sensitive company information, the real company 
name was disguised as “XYZ Cargo”. All company data was obscured in a way 
that e.g. financial figures used hereafter, present a certain percentage of the 
values. However, the following description of XYZ Cargo accurately reflects the 
company researched for this project.
Europe based XYZ Cargo was founded in 2008 and performed its maiden flight 
mid 2009. The current fleet consists of 4 Boeing freighter aircraft type B747- 
400F.
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The company operates scheduled and chartered services from its homebase in 
Europe mainly to Asia, Africa and South America. On these long-haul flights all 
types of cargo are transported. Some freight is perishable and/or time-critical 
requiring ultimate schedule adherence, whereas other is less critical with 
customers willing to agree to a looser schedule.
With a multinational team of approximately 140 people, XYZ Cargo’s working 
language is English. Therefore all research was conducted in English.
Field work was conducted between January 2011 and May 2012 when the 
researcher spent more than 8 weeks on the shop floor with Action Research. 
The project plan in Appendix C gives an overview about the project phases and 
their temporal spread.
From XYZ Cargo the following people were part of the research: (1) The 
Director Maintenance with more than 30 years technical as well as purchasing 
and logistics experience in aviation was the primary contact for the researcher, 
as well as the sponsor of the research project within the company; (2) One 
Engineer with about 5 years experience provided technical input on the aircraft 
and the spare parts; (3) The Purchasing and Logistics Manager with 8 years 
experience and her team of 3 inexperienced (less than 18 months) Purchasing 
&Logistics clerks 1,2, and 3 provided input on the purchasing and logistics 
processes in the company.
The organisation was set up in a way that not only the Engineering department, 
but also the purchasing and logistics department reported to the Director 
Maintenance. This very much facilitated researcher’s access to the people and 
their availability.
The course of the field work detailed hereafter is displayed in Exhibit 4.1
This illustration shows the structure of the field work. As pointed out in Chapter 
4.1, the field work started with clarification of the initial situation. From there the 
Action Research cycle 1 started. Each cycle consisted of the following 
consecutive states: diagnosing -  planning action -  taking action -  evaluating. If 
the evaluating stage showed that the action planned and taken did not provide 
the desired outcomes, this triggered another cycle. Exemption to this process
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can be seen in cycle 2 which ended with the planning stage. Reasons for this 
will be delivered throughout this chapter. All 4 Action Research cycles were 
conducted with XYZ Cargo. Cycle 3 already showed the desired outcome 
during the evaluating stage: the company’s Technical Dispatch Reliability 
improved significantly and the spare part stock value met budget requirements. 
However, not all factors derived during cycle 3 had been applied. Therefore, in 
cycle 4 the factor “intuition” was additionally applied. Here, the company’s 
Technical Dispatch Reliability improved compared to the previous measuring 
period and outperformed the competition. The spare parts stock value was 
below budget. The importance of intuition for decision making was confirmed by 
e.g. Agor (1986), Dane and Pratt (2007), Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) and 
Hodgkinson et al (2009a, 2009b) as discussed in the literature review in 
Chapter 2.14.
For XYZ Cargo the action research has worked out very successfully. From the 
client’s perspective all work was done. The evaluation at the end of cycle 4 
would have been a natural end point, only followed by a critical review of the 
research undertaken by the researcher in the course of this thesis.
However, from a scientific point of view it was considered necessary to find 
evidence supporting the findings from XYZ Cargo. Therefore, additional field 
work was planned and carried out. Experts from other cargo airlines were 
approached to comment on spare parts inventory management and the 
research undertaken at XYZ Cargo. Evidence from the interviews supported the 
findings from XYZ Cargo, especially highlighting the positive influence of 
intuition on spare parts inventory decisions.
Details of the research will be discussed in the chapters mentioned in this 
Exhibit 4.1.
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Exhibit 4.1 Course of Field Work
Additional Field Work \
Expert Interviews with other} C h a p te r  4 .1 0  
Cargo Airlines ;
Evaluating
- Improved Technical 
Dispatch Reliablity
- Spare parts stock 
value below budget
C h a p te r  4 .7
Diagnosing
CYCLE 4 Planning Action
Taking Action
Operational
Factor Approach
Winter Schedule 
2011
Diagnosing
Evaluating
- Improved Technical 
Dispatch Reliability
- Spare parts stock 
value meets budget
CYCLES Planning Action C h a p te r  4 .6
Diagnosing
Diagnosing
CYCLE 2
Taking Action
: - Operational 
I Factor Approach 
Summer 
Schedule 2011
C h a p te r  4 .5
J
Planning Action
- Apply Statistical 
Forecasting 
Methods to 
determine Spare 
Parts Stock
Evaluating
- Improved Technical 
Dispatch Reliability
- No Aircraft On Ground 
situations due to missing 
spare parts
- Spare parts stock 
value above budget
/  Clarification of 
Intitial Situation
- Expert 
interviews
CYCLE 1
Taking Action
- Simulate Spare 
Parts Stock via 
Recommended 
Spare Parts List
Planning Action C h a p te r  4 .4
J
C h a p te r  4 ,3
Source: present author
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4.3 Initial Situation
As discussed before, thie field work commenced with the researcher clarifying 
the initial situation. This step was considered crucial. The information gathered 
during this period would determine the further research. Based on the initial 
findings the researcher would proceed with the first Action Research cycle. 
Therefore the information collected here would have to be solid. A wrong 
approach at this point could seriously harm the following research steps in 
terms of usefulness of the research for the company, i.e. solving the actual 
problem of a low Technical Dispatch Reliability.
The researcher visited the site first in the period 17*^  -  28^  ^January 2011.
The visit started with a general introduction to the company and introductions to 
the staff. The researcher was not introduced as a consultant but as a 
researcher working on her thesis. This prevented the necessity for the 
researcher to play two different roles - a consultant and a researcher - during 
her work with and for the company. Therefore the researcher was able to fully 
focus on the research project and was not required to meet consultancy tasks 
that might be expected from an external consultant in terms of project 
management, documentation and so forth.
In order to understand the initial situation and the problem that should be 
solved, the researcher undertook expert interviews with both the Director 
Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistic Manager.
The interviews took place at the same time with the Director Maintenance, the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager and the researcher being together in one 
meeting room.
As discussed in Chapter 3.10, Creative Interviewing (Patton 2002) was the 
chosen method for data collection. This approach allowed the researcher to 
react to the situation. She had not received comprehensive information about 
the company prior her visit. Therefore she had not prepared specific questions 
which would have been useful to reconfirm her understanding of data provided 
in advance. Instead, she approached the situation by asking the participants to
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explain the current problem situation from their perspective. The researcher 
would then ask questions if she needed additional details or to verify that she 
had correctly understood the statements the participants made.
Having the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
together turned out to be very helpful as both were able to complete the other’s 
statement and thus add additional information. In case one participant had a 
different opinion she or he communicated this directly. The resulting discussion 
between the two participants provided a broader picture of the situation.
The interview took place on 18^ ^^  January 2011 and lasted approximately two 
hours. The amount of data recorded and taken down did not satisfy an analysis 
in terms of quantitative analysis. However, in the following, some answers and 
statements from the participants are shared to support the description of the 
problem situation.
“We had a good start with the ‘new’ aircraft. They ran regular as clock­
work. We didn’t need spares -  and we didn’t pay attention to get a proper 
spare parts stock in time. ’’ (Director Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
“...and then came March 2010...’’ (Director Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
When the aircraft were acquired, they all went through a C-Check. During this 
heavy maintenance check the aircraft are thoroughly inspected according to 
mandatory task cards that have to be processed. Some of these predefined 
task cards require replacement of parts even though the respective component 
is not defective. After such an intensive check the aircraft is more or less in an 
immaculate condition. This status of the aircraft is reflected in the statement of 
the Director Maintenance by calling the aircraft “new”.
Aircraft as well as any other machinery or car usually run without fault when 
they are brand new. This was true in case of XYZ Cargo. During the first 6 
months of operation, XYZ Cargo operated closely to 100% on-time departure. 
The company was able to keep this level until March 2010. As displayed in 
Exhibit 4.2, the Technical Dispatch Reliability dropped significantly. The aircraft 
suffered technical failures that required unscheduled maintenance.
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The good performance in August 2010 was due to the fact that
“August is a holiday month with low volumes, we flew much less. Parked 
aircraft don’t go AOG that easy.’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager,
18.01.2011)
Exhibit 4.2: XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Year 2010 
XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Year 2010
99,00%
98,30%
1.00%
97,30%
97,00% 96,90%
96,70%
16,20%
96,00%
95,40%
95,00% 95%
Feb 10 Apr 10 May 10 Jul 10Mar 10 Jun 10 Aug 10 5ep 10 Dec 10Jan 10 Oct 10 Nov 10
-Actual #  Benchmark
Source: XYZ Cargo
This statement underlines the relationship between flying hours and failure rates 
as introduced by Crawford (1988) and Adams et al (1993). The more flying 
hours an aircraft operates, the more likely it is for components to malfunction. In 
this particular month the aircraft were often parked, the components were not 
subject to wear and tear.
This performance was seen as a very high risk to the business continuity of 
XYZ Cargo, especially as the company’s strategy was to focus on scheduled 
services.
“Our strategy is to focus on scheduled services. But here our customers 
require a very high reliability. On time performance is crucial in this 
business. ’’ (Director Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
“If we don’t depart on time, we don’t get the business. ’’ (Purchasing and  
Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
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'We have to get our Technical Dispatch Reliability fixed, otherwise we 
won’t be in business for long. ” (Director Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
With this approach to service the market XYZ Cargo had decided to offer 
scheduled flights to customers. The flight schedule was published on the 
company’s website. Customers booking their freight with XYZ Cargo would rely 
on the schedule and would arrange their freight to be delivered to the aircraft on 
time for loading and would also plan further transportation based on the timings 
offered by the company. If XYZ Cargo was not able to operate according to the 
published schedule, customers would face major difficulties keeping the delivery 
promise they had to their own clients.
Scheduled services are usually used for time-critical goods that need to be 
available as planned. Delays in delivery can cause major disruptions, e.g. 
companies such as in the automotive industry not keeping a big stock but 
relying on just in time delivery from their suppliers run the risk of stopping their 
production lines if material is not provided as agreed.
Customers whose own business is built on punctuality would quickly end 
business with XYZ Cargo if the flights would be late on a regular basis.
As displayed in Exhibit 4.3, XYZ Cargo experienced 30 incidents that caused a 
delay of the flight.
Exhibit 4.3: XYZ Cargo: Issues and Incidents 2010
Operational Irregularities 35 incidents
Causing delay 30 incidents
Delays assigned to codes 44/45 26 incidents
Source: XYZ Cargo
The following example underlines the criticality of such delays for XYZ Cargo’s 
business continuity. Assuming a customer, that books 1 flight a week with the 
company in 2010. At the end of the year it could have been that for this 
customer 30 flights out of 52 he had booked were delayed. In 58% of all cases 
he would not have been able to deliver his goods to his customers on time. It 
can be supposed that the customer shipping his freight with XYZ Cargo would
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most likely loose his business with his customers as he would be rated as an 
unreliable supplier. He in return would most likely stop using XYZ Cargo to 
transport his goods but would choose a more reliable cargo airline.
Exhibit 4.3 further shows, that for 26 of the 30 delays in 2010 missing spare 
parts were identified as the reason for the delay.
For the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager it had 
become obvious that the company’s spare parts management did not match its 
business needs.
“Hmm -  what we currently do, I wouldn’t call this spare parts 
management. ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
“And even if we called it spare parts management, it would still be the 
wrong spare parts management for us. ’’ (Director Maintenance,
18.01.2011)
It turned out that there was no structured spare parts inventory management 
process in place; hence no risk management was applied to balance the risk of 
not having a spare part on stock versus the inventory cost for holding the part 
as discussed in the literature review by e.g. Klein Haneveld and Teunter 1997 
and Hag mark and Pernu (2007). The single baseline for an initial spare parts 
stock setup was the Master Minimum Equipment List. As discussed in Chapter 
2.8 of the literature review, the the Master Minimum Equipment List regulates 
the dispatch of an aircraft type with inoperative equipment. The document 
determines which components can be unserviceable when the aircraft gets 
dispatched on its mission (COSCAP 2010). Therefore the initial spare parts 
stock focused on the items that had to be serviceable and functioning. As the 
company was in its start-up phase and turnover was not predictable, it was 
decided to spend as little money as possible on spare parts.
“But, hey, you know, we are a start up and money is tight. It’s not 
possible for us to go spare parts shopping as the guys in Dubai. ’’ 
(Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
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XYZ Cargo then procured spare parts as a reaction to the Aircraft On Ground 
situations. Whenever a spare part was needed that was not part of the initially 
compiled stock, the Purchasing and Logistics Manager and her team went to 
the market to procure the required item. The initial stock was established when 
the aircraft entered into service. It mainly contained expendables like screws 
and washers as well as some retables such as selected avionic components.
As these spare parts were the remaining stock of the previous aircraft owner, 
XYZ Cargo was able to procure them at a very cheap price. However, an 
intensive check of the spare parts package regarding items that should be 
added was not properly done by XYZ Cargo. Therefore the company faced 
these ad hoc Aircraft On Ground procurements which came along with a 
considerable Aircraft On Ground fee from the suppliers, making the purchase 
extremely expensive. In some cases, the Aircraft On Ground fee was higher 
than the price of the spare part. Situations occurred e.g. where XYZ Cargo 
required nuts and bolts to install and secure an avionic component on the 
aircraft. These nuts and bolts had a purchase price of below USD 5; however, 
the Aircraft on Ground fee charged by the supplier was USD 400. This example 
underlines the necessity to also consider dependent demand items. Following 
the approach of Schroeder (1993) and Heizer and Render (2010) as discussed 
in Chapter 2.2, demand for spare parts is categorised as independent; however, 
for items that are required for installation of a component but that are not 
included in the delivery of that component, the demand can be categorised as 
dependent. As a relatively new player in the aviation industry, XYZ Cargo 
several times faced the situation that suppliers refused to sell spare parts to 
them at all due to the company lacking a credibility record.
“As a new player in aviation you don’t have any credibility. Everyone
wants cash. ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
“When you have an Aircraft On Ground, it ’s all about getting this part -
no matter how. ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
Above statement from the Purchasing and Logistics Manager emphasises the 
company’s perception of its current situation. It is obvious that in case the 
aircraft has a defect that prevents its operation, the company’s main interest is
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rectifying the defect allowing the aircraft to take on its mission. “It’s all about 
getting this part’ supports the perception the researcher gained during the 
interview. The focus during the Aircraft on Ground situation is on resolving it. 
Having experienced that the vast majority of delays in 2010 occurred due to 
missing spare parts, both the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager determined the non-existence of spare parts inventory 
management as the reason. For the researcher it seemed that this explanation 
was not all-encompassing. It can be agreed that the reason for the delays were 
missing spare parts. However, the researcher felt that it would have been 
helpful to find the root cause why the aircraft experienced so many delays 
caused by technical defects. What she was asked to do by XYZ Cargo was to 
develop and deploy an inventory management system that would ensure spare 
parts would be available when needed. If successful this inventory management 
would of course minimise delays due to missing spare parts. However, it would 
not reduce the number of delays. From the researcher’s perspective the 
company should have a vivid interest in reducing the number of technical 
defects that require a spare part that could cause a flight delay when not being 
available. Reducing the number of technical defects should have a positive 
impact on the spare parts inventory as it should require less spare parts being 
stored resulting in less stock holding costs.
For the researcher one possible root cause for the number of technical defects 
in 2010 was the underlying maintenance program. As outlined by Gopalan and 
Talluri (1998), aircraft are subject to mandatory maintenance. For heavy 
maintenance event such as C-Checks their due date is defined either by flight 
hours of the aircraft or by an interval of certain months. For line maintenance 
including pre- and post-flight checks as well as daily and weekly maintenance, 
the airline has to develop a maintenance program that is approved by the 
responsible Civil Aviation Authority. There are certain inspections that have to 
be carried out after a defined amount of flying hours or flying cycles. The 
regulations set by the Civil Aviation Authorities form the minimum requirements 
the airline has to meet in terms of mandatory checks. The airline can always do 
more, e.g. inspect certain components more often than legally required.
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However, as maintenance activities are costly, most airlines will stick to the 
minimum legal requirements.
For XYZ Cargo it would have been interesting to see if some of the technical 
defects could have been avoided if the maintenance program had been 
different. It would have then come down to a comparison of the additional costs 
for the extra maintenance versus the costs for the additional spare parts 
sourcing.
However, during the interview the researcher felt that questioning the overall 
maintenance set up of the company would have endangered the entire research 
project. The Director Maintenance was responsible for the maintenance 
program of the company and the person responsible for the researcher being 
able to conduct her field work at XYZ Cargo. Implying that the maintenance 
program was not sufficient could have lead to the Director Maintenance ceasing 
the research project.
In order not to put any risk on her project, the researcher decided not to start a 
discussion on the maintenance program. She would focus on the spare parts 
inventory problem as described by the participants. This approach was in line 
with the assumption taken in Chapter 2.8 that beside spare parts all other 
resources were available as needed within the scope of this research. This 
assumption also meant that the maintenance program defining the required 
resources in terms of qualified personnel etc. was taken as given and not an 
aspect of actual research.
In the following the discussion on spare parts is continued.
The different approaches to determine a spare parts stock were only applied for 
Aircraft on Ground parts. As discussed in Chapter 2.2, these spare parts are 
classified as critical since lack of them causes an Aircraft On Ground situation. 
Concerned parts were both standard and user-specific items, e.g. aircraft 
wheels are standard parts with only one type available for the entire B747 
aircraft family whereas there are different types of aircraft brakes airlines can 
choose. In terms of value the Aircraft On Ground parts ranged between EUR 
20.00 and EUR 1.7 million. These values were the market prices the
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Purchasing & Logistics department obtained from suppliers during the field 
work. Spare components such as landing gears and engines were not 
considered here as XYZ Cargo had special provisioning contracts with the 
aircraft lessor for these parts. If those items would have been included the 
above stated value range would have increase to several million EUR. In terms 
of demand volumes were low and difficult to predict. This finding from the 
literature review is supported by the following statement:
“Sorry, I don’t have glass bowl (twinkles) -  how can I tell when and where
I’ll have an Aircraft On Ground ? If I could, I would be rich and famous
(another twinkle). ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 18.01.2011)
As XYZ cargo operated a one-type fleet, and as all four aircraft were sister 
ships with the same configuration, spare parts variety was low. The Aircraft On 
Ground parts stock contained both repairable and non-repairable items. In 
terms of obsolescence there was no self imposed risk. XYZ Cargo had just 
decided to set up a B747-400 fleet and there were no intentions to change the 
fleet structure. The external obsolescence risk was considered low. Even 
though the B747-400 freighter versions are not manufactured any more (Boeing
2012), there are a lot of aircraft operated by different freighter airlines and 
therefore the spare parts provision is good as well as the Engineering support 
from Boeing.
Parts categorisation models such as ABC Analysis (Chakravarty 1981, Partovi 
and Anandarajan 2002, Chen et al 2008) were not applied. The same counts for 
material planning methods discussed in Chapter 2.8. Enterprise Resource 
Planning system providers like SAP offer an “Aerospace & Defense” module 
(SAP.com 2012). However, with regard to material management the main 
functionality here is the optimisation of inventory turnover and repair cycle 
times. XYZ Cargo uses a software application that mainly ensures that spare 
parts movements (procurement, transport, installation, removal, and storage) 
are documented in order to fulfill legal requirements. The company’s 
management had no intention to introduce any Enterprise Resource Planning 
system.
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“We use software that meets the legal requirements regarding parts 
traceability the Luftfahrtbundesamt [the Civil Aviation Authority of 
Germany] and the European Aviation Safety Agency put on us. As long 
as a spare part belongs to us, we have to track, when it is where, e.g. 
how long it sits on stock, where it was repaired and when it was installed 
on an aircraft. ’’ (Director Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
“This software includes a procurement module to set up and track 
purchase and repair orders. ” (Purchasing and Logistics Manager)
“Some kind of Enterprise Resource Planning system would be useful. But 
the Board don’t wanna hear of it. ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics Manager,
18.01.2011)
The Purchasing and Logistics Manager mentioning that the board of the 
company refused the implementation of an Enterprise Resource Planning 
system is considered another hint that the company’s financial situation was 
tight.
Following the definition of Heizer and Render (2010) in Chapter 2.3, the 
forecasts applied here can be classified as medium-term. They were made for a 
period of 7 months for the summer schedule of 2011 and 5 months for the 
winter schedule 2011.
During the field work only demand forecasts were applied to determine the 
spare parts stock. Economic and technological forecasts following the definition 
of Heizer and Render (2010) in Chapter 2.3 were not used. There were no 
indications that XYZ Cargo’s business would decline, i.e. it was assumed that 
the flight schedule would be operated as planned. Less flying then planned 
would have reduced the spare parts demand with item failure rates linked to 
flight hours and cycles as discussed by Sriram and Haghani (2003) in Chapter 
2.8. With Boeing having already ceased the B747-400 freighter production there 
was no risk of technological innovations being introduced by the Original 
Equipment Manufacturer leading to spare parts obsolescence. Of course, there 
was always a risk of upcoming Service Bulletins or Airworthiness Directives 
leading to obsolescence of certain items (O’Brien 2007, EASA 2008) as
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discussed in Chapter 2.8; however, this risk was considered to be low at the 
point this study was undertaken.
“To me it seems that our birds are pretty stable. Boeing does not have a
big interest in throwing out Service Bulletins all the time. ” (Director
Maintenance, 18.01.2011)
During the literature review the repairable inventory management problem was 
recognised and discussed in Chapter 2.9. However, none of the discussed 
models was applied. This was mainly due to the fact that the actual set up did 
not resemble the assumptions the models were built up. The models such as 
the Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control (Sheerbroke 1968) 
presume that there is one depot and several bases. All defect parts are returned 
from a base to the depot for repair. All repairs are done inhouse at the depot.
For XYZ Cargo, there is no inhouse repair capability. All defect parts are sent to 
external repair and overhaul facilities directly from the station they were 
removed from the aircraft. Furthermore, contrary to the Multi-Echelon 
Technique for Recoverable Item Control model assumptions, XYZ Cargo does 
lateral transhipments.
4.4 Action Research Cycle 1
After the context and the purpose of the research project das been clarified 
during the expert interviews with the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager, Action Research Cycle 1 commenced on 20'^ January 
2012.
Diagnosing in this first cycle was skipped as this was done during the expert 
interviews before. It had become clear that the current spare parts management 
process did not meet XYZ Cargo’s needs. The development and application of 
an adequate inventory management system was required. As already stated 
before, the researcher had decided not to question if the missing spare parts 
management was the real problem the company was facing or if the root cause
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of the low Technical Dispatch Reliability was a non-suitable maintenance 
program or any other reason.
The researcher proposed the following as planned action. In an informal 
meeting with the Director Maintenance held on 20'^ January 2011, the 
researcher proposed to simulate XYZ Cargo’s spare parts stock based on the 
Recommended Spare Parts List issued by the aircraft manufacturer, in this case 
Boeing. As discussed in Chapter 2.8, the Recommended Spare Parts List 
contains all spare parts Boeing suggests the aircraft operator keeps on stock.
The Director Maintenance agreed to this suggestion. With the help of the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager and her team, the respective spare parts 
stock should be virtually compiled.
Therefore the following action was taken. The Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager researched current market prices for these parts for the researcher. 
The researcher created an Microsoft Excel file showing the recommended 
spare parts (manufacturer part number, description, quantity) and the current 
market price.
During the evaluation stage the researcher reviewed the incidents that had 
occurred in 2010 with the result that if the spare parts stock had been compiled 
based on Boeing’s Recommended Spare Parts List, all 26 incidents for which 
spare parts were needed but not available would have been resolved 
immediately as the required spare parts would have been on stock. As a result, 
the Technical Dispatch Reliability would have been close to 100% and thus 
even better than the one of the direct competitors. XYZ Cargo would have only 
faced delays where missing spare parts were not the reason but e.g. wrong 
trouble shooting by the technical staff. On the other hand XYZ Cargo would 
have spent 37% more money on spare parts than budgeted.
Based on this result, the Director Maintenance and the researcher agreed on 
2/*^ January 2011 that a spare parts stock based on the manufacturer 
Recommended Spare Parts List would of course be the most convenient 
situation for the company. But due to the very high financial commitments this 
solution would require, it was decided not to build the spare parts management
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of XYZ Cargo on it. Detailed discussions on this decision will follow later (see 
Chapters 4.5 and 4.9).
It is not surprising that inventory built up based on the Recommended Spare 
Parts List would lead to a budget overrun. The motivation of a manufacturer to 
issue such lists does not necessarily equal the motivation of an airline to keep 
inventory. The former wants to ensure it can keep its aircraft in operating 
condition. The latter wants to avoid damage claims and to sell its own 
manufactured spare parts to its customers. Therefore applying the 
Recommended Spare Parts List as given will highly likely lead to overstocking 
of spare parts.
To actually show the virtual stock the researcher intended to provide the 
created Microsoft Excel file in the Appendix. This file would have shown all 
spare parts included in the Recommended Spare Parts List. As the 
Recommended Spare Parts List is not an openly accessible, e.g. via the 
internet, the researcher was not allowed to publish her Microsoft Excel file 
herein.
With the Recommended Spare Parts List not being considered the suitable 
approach for XYZ Cargo’s spare parts inventory management system a further 
Action Research cycle was required.
4.5 Action Research Cycle 2:
The second Action Research cycle as shown in Exhibit 4.1 commenced on 28^  ^
January 2011.
Based on the evaluation done in Action Research cycle 1, there was still no 
inventory management process in place. Therefore, the diagnosis was obvious 
other options needed to be considered.
During the stage of proposing action the researcher held an informal meeting 
with the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager on 
28^  ^January 2011.
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With the knowledge of statistical forecasting methods gained during the 
literature review, the researcher suggested to use such methods to determine 
the company’s spare parts stock.
This suggestion was refused by both the Director Maintenance and the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager.
“This just doesn’t work. ’’ (Director Maintenance, 28.01.2011)
“I tried it in the past and it was a disaster. ’’ (Purchasing and Logistics
Manager, 28.01.2011)
It turned out that in previous professional positions, both had applied such 
methods without success. As pointed out in Chapter 2.5, statistical forecasting 
methods are meant to detect underlying patterns in data and to exclude 
randomness. To allow these methods to function best, long histories of 
historical data is necessary to feed them (Goodwin and Fildes 2011). 
Furthermore literature suggests that forecasts for spare parts in the aviation 
industry are generally based on historical data (Ghobbar and Friend 2003). In 
case of XYZ Cargo there was no historical data available. In the past both the 
Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager had worked 
with airlines that operated different aircraft types and were therefore not familiar 
with the B747 operated by XYZ Cargo in terms of spare part failure rates etc. 
These data could also not be obtained from the industry. The aircraft Original 
Equipment Manufacturer would only provide the Recommended Spare Parts 
List which is mainly based on airlines and Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul 
facilities’ feedback regarding component failure rates. As discussed in Chapter 
1.3, there are service providers such as Lufthansa Technik who offer 
component support to airlines (Lufthansa Technik 2009a, 2009b, 2010). 
Flowever, Lufthansa Technik would not publish their historical data, but rather 
would only sell them as part of one of their component support products based 
on their data base. The researcher approached a contact at Lufthansa Technik 
who she knew from a former job. This contact confirmed in a telephone call that 
Lufthansa Technik would not consider making such data available to 3’’^  parties 
outside a support contract, as this data constituted the main ingredient for its 
component support products.
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The researcher was not able to convince the airline’s representatives to pursue 
her proposal to apply statistical forecasting methods. The reason was that the 
researcher was not able to provide examples where the use of statistical 
forecasting had actually increased the Technical Dispatch Reliability. Due to the 
focus on the company’s requirements which was necessary to ensure access to 
data, she decided to give in. At a later stage of the project the airline’s 
representatives would have agreed to benchmark the statistical forecasting 
methods with the approach developed in this study. But by then the ownership 
of XYZ Cargo had changed and there was no possibility to resume this 
approach. What actually caused both the Director Maintenance and the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager to change their minds regarding statistical 
forecasting has not become ultimately understandable for the researcher. It can 
only be assumed that they considered a benchmark with statistical forecasting 
methods to be helpful, especially in terms of obtaining management board 
approval to invest in a software development that would quantitatively model the 
operational factor approach.
However, the findings from e.g. Siddique and Choudhary (2009) support the 
view that skepticism towards statistical forecasting methods is common in the 
aviation industry with only 9-10% of airlines participating in a study applying 
mathematical forecasting models. This resistance was also expressed by two 
aviation experts the researcher approached to peer review the findings of the 
field work. One of them, a very experienced Procurement Manager with more 
than 30 years procurement expertise responsible in four different airlines 
worldwide reported that she had applied different statistical forecasting methods 
such as single exponential smoothing or Croston (Croston 1972). The Technical 
Dispatch Reliability had not reached a satisfactory level which was set at 99% 
plus. Therefore she supported the operational factor approach detailed in the 
following chapter. The other expert, a very experienced aviation consultant, 
compared the XYZ Cargo case with one of his own projects. He had worked for 
an airline start up that had faced the same problems regarding the Technical 
Dispatch Reliability development as XYZ Cargo. In his project, the consultant 
had applied Croston as forecasting method to determine the client’s spare parts 
stock. The Technical Dispatch Reliability stayed below the one achieved for
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XYZ Cargo after application of the operational factor approach. As the 
consultant perceived the basic settings of his client airline and XYZ Cargo as 
very similar, he clearly supported the operational factor approach developed in 
this study.
Even with the application of statistical forecasting methods being refused by 
XYZ Cargo the question has to be raised whether a simple Decision Support 
System could have been introduced. As discussed before inventory 
management is by nature, risk management. The risk of not having a spare part 
available when required has to be compared with the cost arising from the 
missing spare part. Here a Decision Support System as discussed by Allen and 
Emmelhainz (1984), Carter and Narasimhan (1994), Nagarur et al (1994) and 
Katok et al (2001) would help to decide whether keeping a certain spare part on 
stock outweighs emergency procurements.
The Recommended Spare Parts List provided by the aircraft manufacturer 
would deliver the required input to feed such Decision Support System. The 
Recommended Spare Parts List is tailored by the Original Equipment 
Manufacturer for each customer. The airline provides forecasts about their flying 
activity. The aircraft manufacturer combines the airline forecast with its own 
data about component failure rates. Based on this analysis the aircraft 
manufacturer then provides a recommendation which quantity should be kept 
on stock for each component. However, this quantity recommendation is 
derived from very limited data. The component failure rates the aircraft 
manufacturer considers are only based on flying hours implying wear and tear 
through standard usage. Other factors such as rough climate influencing 
equipment functionality and failure likelihood are not considered. Furthermore, 
the recommendation does not take market availability of spare parts into 
account. If procurement lead times are extremely long it could be better to have 
more spare parts on stock than actually recommended.
A Decision Support System that only considering the Recommended Spare 
Parts List as given by the Original Equipment Manufacturer would therefore only 
be of very limited use for the airline.
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This Action Research cycle 2 can be regarded as an “aborted” cycle. The 
diagnosis was done; the action to be taken was proposed, but refused. 
Therefore the stages of taking and evaluating action were not passed through. 
Instead, Action Research cycle 3 was started.
4.6 Action Research Cycle 3:
The diagnosing stage of this Action Research cycle 3 (see Exhibit 4.1) brought 
up the following question: With the Recommended Spare Parts List as well as 
statistical forecasting methods not included into the company’s spare parts 
stock determination the question remained: Which factors should be applied 
instead?
In the first and the second Action Research cycles the researcher had relied on 
known and documented methods to determine XYZ Cargo’s spare part stock. 
Both the Recommended Spare Parts List (Chapter 2.8) and the statistical 
forecasting methods (Chapter 2.3) have been discussed before in the Literature 
Review. However, the application of the Recommended Spare Parts List could 
not achieve the desired result, i.e. preventing Aircraft on Ground situations and 
keeping the stock value at a reasonable level. The suggestion to apply 
statistical forecasting methods was refused by the client company due to the 
reasons discussed in the previous chapter.
Siddique and Choudhary (2009) show, that only a minority of airlines apply 
statistical forecasting methods. In most cases, airlines based their spare part 
inventory decisions on past experience and informal processes or intuition 
(Ghobbar and Friend 2003).
From her own practical experience the researcher could confirm the findings 
from Ghobbar and Friend (2003) and Siddique and Choudhary (2009). The 
airlines she had worked for did not apply mathematical models. The people 
taking these inventory decisions seemed to rely on their experience and 
intuition. At this stage the researcher had often wondered why the airlines did 
not use available statistical models.
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Now actively researching in this area she was able to confirm that at least her 
former employers had not behaved different than the majority of airlines. The 
field work with XYZ Cargo formed another example for an airline being reluctant 
towards statistical forecasting methods.
However, during the Literature Review no research could be found trying to get 
a deep understanding how the airlines not using mathematical models actually 
take their inventory decisions. There seemed to be a gap in the body of 
knowledge regarding the underlying decision making processes. Further, no 
research could be found focusing on deriving a sophisticated approach 
considering the airline’s main approaches to spare parts inventory 
management, i.e. experience and intuition as discussed by Ghobbar and Friend 
(2003).
Based on the findings from the Literature Review and the Action Research 
cycles 1 and 2 conducted at XYZ Cargo, it became obvious for the researcher, 
that in order to solve the problem of the company she would need to find a new 
way not knowingly covered in the available literature.
The following is considered to contribute to the body of knowledge by adding 
new knowledge on how an airline can determine its critical spare part stock.
The Action Research cycle 3 was conducted during the researcher’s second on­
site visit during the period 07^  ^-  18^  ^February 2011. Prior arrival she has 
requested a meeting with the Director Maintenance on 07'*^  February 2011.
During this meeting the researcher suggested to derive and apply “operational” 
factors to determine the spare parts stock as proposed action. Based on her 
own practical experience in this area, the findings from the Literature Review 
and the pervious Action Research cycles, she had had developed some ideas 
about what these factors might be. However, there were certain reasons why 
she did not suggest to directly apply her own ideas but to choose a collaborative 
approach: (1) She was not sure if the operational factors she had in mind would 
actually be accepted by XYZ Cargo. During the literature review she had not 
found any evidence that such operational factor approach had been applied by 
an airline in the past. (2) It was likely that she had not included operational
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factors in her mental list which would be necessary to consider. (3) The 
researcher was convinced that using an integrative approach would ensure the 
buy-in of the concerned staff who would actually apply the developed method to 
determine XYZ Cargo’s spare parts stock (assuming that the research delivered 
the desired result, i.e. a high Technical Dispatch Reliability equal to or above 
the competitors’ ones and a stock level within budget).
In order to facilitate the collaborative approach the researcher would host and 
moderate a workshop in which these operational factors should be defined and 
agreed upon by the staff of the company.
Action was taken accordingly. As agreed with the Director Maintenance the 
workshop was scheduled for 08. February 2011. The aim of the workshop was 
to define operational factors that should be applied to determine the spare parts 
stock of XYZ Cargo. Participants of this focus group (Patton 2002) were the 
Director Maintenance, one Engineer, the Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
and her team Purchasing and Logistics clerks 1, 2, and 3. The researcher acted 
as the facilitator without giving any technical input. She used the card technique 
as a creativity technique in the workshop. In her view, the advantage was that 
the less experienced participants would come up with their own views and ideas 
more easily, compared to an open discussion. This choice was based on the 
researcher’s own experience as both moderator and participant of such 
workshops. It happened a lot that less experienced or less senior participants 
were anxious to speak up in the group but shared their ideas when asked to 
write them down first.
As a result the following seven operational factors were determined among the 
focus group.
There were no other factors found thus none excluded within the process. The 
factors the researcher had expected were covered and as anticipated, there 
were additional ones (4, 5) she had not predicted. It became clear that the 
different functions focused on their main areas in the first place, e.g. the 
Engineer on (3) and Purchasing and Logistics staff 1, 2, and 3 on (6). The less 
experienced participants came up with ideas the more experienced persons did 
not, e.g. Purchasing and Logistics staff 3 suggested (4). Only the very
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experienced Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
proposed (7).
(1) Flight Schedule
For XYZ Cargo, the flight schedule sets the baseline for all spare part 
planning activities. It is developed based on market research about traffic 
flow demands from customers, competitor flight offers, and operational 
feasibility to operate certain sectors. Even if there was high demand for a 
specific route, XYZ Cargo could not be able to operate it, e.g. due to 
traffic right restrictions implied by the Freedoms of the Air set by the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO 2012). There is no flight 
contained in the flight schedule which was set up based on specific 
customer requirements.
The flight schedule determines the airports that are approached on a 
regular basis. It also assigns the times the aircraft is scheduled to land 
and depart there. Furthermore, the flight hours and cycles for the aircraft 
are set. The flight schedule of an airline is usually planned and published 
for a complete International Air Transport Association season. Before 
starting a certain route, the airline has to take care of preparation work, 
e.g. ensuring airport slots at coordinated airports (International Air 
Transport Association 2012b). This flight schedule is usually displayed on 
an airline’s website to allow customers to verify if there were suitable 
flights available. If not, a customer would still be able to ask the airline to 
operate a charter flight prevailing that operational and commercial terms 
would match.
Under the aspect of spare parts availability, an airport at which other 
carriers willing to sell or lend their spare parts have based their own 
spare parts stores would be ideal. Then it can be assumed that in an 
Aircraft On Ground situation the spare part is available on short notice 
and the defect can be rectified without causing a significant delay. As 
discussed in Chapter 1.1, in this study it is assumed that all other means 
such as certified aircraft mechanics, ground support equipment are 
available, but that only spare parts availability needs to be ensured. The
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worst case would be an airport located in a remote location, where no 
spare parts were available. Airports that are used by passenger flights on 
a regular basis would allow the shipment of a spare part on such a flight. 
In this case no on-site stock would be necessary if the delivery time was 
within an acceptable range.
If an airport is considered to be “worst case” it can also be excluded from 
the flight plan. XYZ Cargo faced this situation with the airport Bratsk in 
Russia. BTK serves as a diversion airport on the Polar route and thus 
had perfectly matched the company’s route network. However, there was 
neither ground support equipment nor maintenance available. 
Furthermore no passenger flights were scheduled into Bratsk, so there 
was no possibility to deliver spare parts and, in this particular case, 
maintenance staff and equipment to the airport. The risk of an aircraft 
stranding there was considered to be far too high and thus Bratsk was 
not included in the flight schedule. If there had been a customer insisting 
on destination Bratsk and willing to pay XYZ Cargo to set up an 
outstation with spare parts, maintenance staff and other equipment there, 
it would have been possible to serve this airport. However, due to the 
extreme high costs most regular customers would then prefer getting 
their freight delivered to the nearest possible destination and trucking it 
from there.
Another aspect is the actual location of the destinations. Different climate 
zones and even seasons can influence the failure rate of components, 
e.g. hydraulic parts will most likely fail more often with temperatures 
below 0- Celsius. On the other hand, flying perishable goods such as 
fruits and vegetables out of Africa requires the air conditioning in the 
cargo compartment to function at all times. Failure of the air conditioning 
and missing spare parts to repair it can easily result in several tons of 
spoiled cargo.
The aviation year consists of a summer schedule (end of March until the 
end of October) and a winter schedule (end of October until the end of 
March). Therefore a review of the spare parts stock and location has to
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be done at least twice a year. Even if the airline operates the same 
schedule in summer and winter season, influences such as adverse 
weather conditions during different seasons should be considered. Also, 
a number of airports are served by passenger flights only during one 
season or the frequency is reduced during for a certain period. This could 
then require adaptations to the spare parts stock.
(2) Type of Cargo
The type of cargo transported by an airline can have influence on the 
spare parts stock allocation. In case of XYZ Cargo, freight can be mainly 
classified as
• perishable vs. non-perishable
• time-critical vs. non time-critical
• Dangerous Goods Regulations vs. non Dangerous Goods 
Regulations
Perishable goods basically require the air conditioning of the aircraft to 
function at all times. Even if another spare part failed and the 
replacement caused a delay, with a functioning air conditioning system, 
the goods would stay in a good condition for some time.
Time-critical items require the aircraft to operate according to schedule 
on time, anytime.
Dangerous Goods Regulations- items, i.e. freight that needs to be 
packed and transported according to the published Dangerous Goods 
Regulations, can also put special requirements on certain components of 
an aircraft, e.g. transport of dry ice requires the ventilation system in the 
aircraft to function completely. If in such case one air pack is inoperable, 
the amount of dry ice that can be loaded on the aircraft has to be 
reduced.
XYZ Cargo does not accept any livestock for transport. Therefore, 
implications arising from this business are not considered here.
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(3) Minimum Equipment List
Based on the Minimum Equipment List spare parts can be classified as 
parts that, under any circumstances, have to be replaced in case of 
failure, and parts whose replacement can be deferred. In the former 
case, the aircraft is grounded if the part is not available. In the latter it can 
operate for a defined time span or number of flight hours and cycles. In 
this case the spare part can be procured during this period.
(4) Safety & Security
Safety & Security here refers to the wellbeing of the crew and the 
protection of the aircraft from damage. In case the company’s operation 
includes servicing conflict areas, an Aircraft On Ground situation that 
grounds the aircraft and possibly the crew for some time has to be 
avoided. In this case an on-site spare parts stock or an extended Fly 
Away Kit should be considered, especially if nothing is available at the 
airport itself. The Fly Away Kit is carried on board of the aircraft in the 
cargo compartment. It contains e.g. wheels and ground support 
equipment to repair an aircraft even at locations where no maintenance 
support from the airport is available (Cox 2011).
(5) Airport Frequency
How often a certain airport is used within one day or one week by the 
own fleet also influences the spare parts stock allocation. If e.g. a certain 
destination is part of several routes and thus frequented by more than 
one aircraft, there is always a chance to deliver a spare part on an “own” 
flight to this airport on short notice.
(6) Cost
The cost of a spare part in terms of purchase and storage will mainly 
determine the procurement strategy used for it. Low cost items will most 
likely be bought by the airlines. For high cost items, XYZ Cargo intends 
to realise pooling, exchange, or Vendor Managed Inventory agreements. 
Of course the failure rate of a component, as well as the general market
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availability, plays a crucial role here as well. Certain spare parts may not 
be available for sale, but could only be available on an exchange or loan 
basis.
(7) Intuition
As confirmed by e.g. Snyder (1993), Sanders and Ritzman (1992), Fildes 
et al (2006) and Goodwin and Files (2011), managers actually adjust 
forecasts by applying gut-feeling. In this case spare part stock quantities 
or locations are adapted based on intuition.
These factors show certain conditional dependencies. To illustrate those, a 
directed acyclic graph used for Bayesian networks (Jensen and Nielsen 2007) 
has been created as shown in Exhibit 4.4 below.
As already discussed, the flight schedule is assumed to set the baseline here, 
and it is not influence by any direct customer requests. If that was the case, the 
operational factors (2) Type of Cargo and (5) Airport Frequency could determine 
XYZ Cargo’s flight schedule or parts of it. If e.g. a customer wanted to ship 
perishable goods, it would most likely wanted it to arrive at the airport closest to 
the final delivery destination. This would then influence the airport selection and 
therefore the flight schedule. The customer might also want to have daily flights 
to a certain airport to ensure its freight was always fresh when it arrived at its 
final destination. This would also influence the flight schedule. Then there would 
be bi-directional dependencies with some operational factors influencing each 
other.
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Exhibit 4.4: Conditional Dependencies of Operational Factors
Flight Schedule
irport Frequenc
afety & Securit
Type of Cargo
Cost
^  Minimum ^  
Equipment List
Intuition
Source: present author
a) The flight schedule determines which airports are approached. There 
might be airports with specific safety & security requirements, e.g. if the 
airport is located in a war region.
b) Safety & Security requirements influence the cost of procurement and 
storage of spare parts. In case of an airport rated “unsafe”, spare parts 
access would be required there to ensure the aircraft can always depart 
as scheduled. The risk of an Aircraft On Ground situation would have to 
be minimised there, resulting in more spare parts being stored at the 
airport or in material support agreements with local providers.
c) The flight schedule determines the flight hours and cycles. The more the 
aircraft is flown, the more scheduled part replacements are necessary. At
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the same time, the likelihood of unscheduled maintenance activities 
increases. Therefore, the flight schedule directly influences the quantity 
of spare parts that need to be procured and stored.
d) To a certain extent the flight schedule influences the type of cargo that is 
transported. African routings will most likely mainly consist of perishable 
goods such as fruits.
e) The type of cargo again causes the need to store spare parts, e.g. for the 
air conditioning in the aircraft to allow perishable goods to be always 
transported cooled.
f) The airport frequency is determined by the flight schedule.
g) The airport frequency also influences the cost in a way that if an airport is 
not frequented regularly and onsite spare parts availability from 3""^  
parties is limited; the airline would need to set up its own spare parts 
stock. In this case the overall inventory cost would increase due to an 
additional storage location.
h) The Minimum Equipment List has an impact on the cost as well. It 
determines in which condition the aircraft can still operate even if certain 
parts are unserviceable. If the Minimum Equipment List allows a part to 
be inoperative, there is no need to keep it on stock -  unless market 
availability suggests to better store such part.
i) Finally, the intuition influences the cost. If decision makers decided to 
reduce the forecasted spare parts demand, the overall inventory cost 
would decrease. If they increased the forecast instead, the overall 
inventory cost would also increase.
Bearing these dependencies in mind, the researcher started working on the 
spare parts stock set up as detailed below.
The period 10*'^  February -18^^ February 2011 was used to determine the spare 
parts stock for the upcoming International Air Transport Association Summer 
Schedule 2011 covering the period 27'^ March -  29^  ^October 2011. This was 
done according to the operational factors discussed above.
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The determination of the spare parts stock was done by the researcher. All 
procurement activities were carried out by the Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager and her team.
The summer schedule flight schedule as shown in Appendix D formed the basis 
for all considerations. For confidentiality reasons the origin and destination 
airports were obscured. To illustrate the location of the airports, the distances 
between origins and destinations were added. The homebase airport of XYZ 
Cargo is called airport “XFIB”. One airport located in the same country is called 
airport “XHC”.
It becomes obvious from the flight schedule that XYZ Cargo operates several 
round trips into four different world regions, namely Asia, USA and Mexico, 
Africa and Russia. Russia here means the European part of the country. The 
Asian part of the Russia is included in the Asian region. All round trips allow the 
aircraft to return to its homebase airport XHB or to the airport XHC which is 
close to homebase airport XHB. Actually airport XHC can be reached by car in 
about one hour. Although airport XHC is one of the most frequented airports in 
the flight schedule, due to its proximity to the homebase airport XHB it would 
not make sense to set up a spare parts stock there.
In the first step the researcher determined the type of cargo carried on certain 
routes, the safety & security implications as well as the airport frequency and 
the connectivity to and from the airports included in the flight schedule. 
Furthermore, the researcher assessed the on-site spare parts availability. 
Exhibit 4.5 shows the result of this analysis.
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Exhibit 4.5; Flight Schedule Analysis
Region Airport Frequency Type of Cargo Safety&Security Connectivity Spare Parts Availability
ASIA
XHB 7
Dangerous Goods  
Regulation 
Shipm ents
tim e-critical
save
1 hour bv car/truck to airport XHC XYZ Carqo stock
AS1 2 critical critical
AS2 10 critical critical
AS3 15 daily flights from airports XHC and 
AS8
Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
AS4 23
regular flights, but customs/import 
regulations might significantly delay 
availibility of spare parts after 
arrival
critical
XHC 21 daily flights to airports AS3 and 
AS8
XYZ Cargo stock 1 hour away; 
Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaulprovider on-site
AS6 2 trucking from airport XHB; regular 
fliqhts from airport XHC via XHB/XHC
AS7 2 w ar risk critical critical
AS8 8 save
daily flights from alrprots XHC and 
AS3
Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
U SA&
MEXICO
XHB 2
perishable
tim e-critical
save
1 hour by car/truck to airport XHC XYZ Carqo stock
UM1 3 daily flights from airport XHC Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
ÜM2 3 daily flights from airport XHC Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul provider on-site
UM3 2 daily flights from airport XHC Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul provider on-site
XHC 4 daily flights to airports UM1-4 Maintenance, Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
UM4 4 daily flights from airport XHC Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
AFRICA
XHB 4
perishable
tim e-critical
save
1 hour by car/truck to airport XHC; 
daily flights from airport XHC to 
airports A P I-3
XYZ Cargo Stock
API 4 daily flights from airport XHC Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
AF2 4 daily fliqhts from airport XHC critical
AF3 4 daily flights from airport XHC Airport XHB in trucking distance
RUSSIA
XHB 2
tim e-critical save
1 hour by car/truck to airport XHC; 
daily flights from airport XHC to 
airport RU1, but customs/import 
regulations might significantly delay 
availibility of spare parts after 
arrival
XYZ Cargo Stock
RU1 8 daily fliqhts from airport XHC critical
XHC 6 daily flights to airport RU1 Maintenance. Repair and 
Overhaul provider on-site
Source: present author
To allow the highest flexibility within the fleet, each of the 4 aircraft had to be 
able to operate all scheduled round trips. Therefore all 4 aircraft had to be kept 
in an identical operating condition, e.g. all aircraft needed to be able to carry 
Dangerous Goods Regulations items and perishable goods.
As shown in Exhibit 4.5, time-critical cargo is on every scheduled route. Asian 
routes include additionally Dangerous Goods Regulation shipments, and freight 
on USA & Mexico and Africa round trips is also perishable.
In Asia both airport AS1 and airport AS2 were identified as critical in terms of 
connectivity and spare parts availability. Flowever, as it can be seen from the 
flight schedule in Appendix E, XYZ Cargo operates into airport AS2 several 
days of the week, with every flight departing either from homebase airport XFIB
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or airport XHC. Therefore, a spare part can always be carried by the XYZ Cargo 
aircraft that operates the route on the next scheduled occasion. Airport AS4 was 
only considered critical regarding spare parts availability. Although this airport is 
served regularly by other airlines transporting cargo, the spare parts availability 
after arrival can significantly be delayed due to customs restrictions. With a 
frequency of 23 -  the highest in the region and in the entire schedule -  it was 
decided to set up a spare parts stock there. Airport AS7 was considered a 
potential conflict region with safety & security, connectivity and spare parts 
availability all rated as critical. Although this airport has only a frequency of 2, it 
was decided that a spare parts stock should be set up there in order to avoid 
the risk of crew and aircraft being stranded in a potential conflict region. The 
researcher decided not to set up a spare parts stock at airport AS1 due to the 
low frequency. The aircraft flying to airport AS1 would depart from its homebase 
airport XHB every time so that proper maintenance prior the flight could be 
ensured. This was considered as some sort of insurance that an Aircraft On 
Ground situation occurring at airport AS1 would be very unlikely.
The remaining airports AS3, XHC, AS6 and AS8 were considered to be non- 
critical due to many options being available to either transport spare parts there 
or to procure them from Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul providers on-site.
As the cargo to Asia included Dangerous Goods Regulations shipments, the 
researcher decided to place crucial spare parts, e.g. for the ventilation system, 
not only at the homebase airport XHB stock but also at the other outstation 
stores. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the Maintenance, Repair, and 
Overhaul provider on-site could supply new spare parts and repair the broken 
ones.
For the USA & Mexico round trips, no airport was rated as critical. At every 
airport Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul providers were on-site who could 
supply new spare parts and repair broken ones. Furthermore, all destinations 
were served from airport XHC on a daily basis. Therefore the researcher 
decided not to set up any outstation store but to supply every request either 
from homebase airport XHB or a respective on-site Maintenance, Repair, and
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Overhaul provider. Special focus here was laid on e.g. spare parts required to 
keep the air conditioning functioning as most of the cargo was perishable.
For the flights serving Africa the same strategy was applied as for the USA & 
Mexico. Even with airport AF2 identified as critical in terms of on-site spare 
parts availability the researcher decided not to set up a spare parts stock there 
but to fly spare parts from airport AF1 to airport AF2 if necessary.
Cargo transported to and from Russia was classified as time-critical. Despite 
daily flights from airport XHC to airport RU1, on-site spare parts availability was 
considered to be critical due to customs and import regulations. From the 
researcher’s own experience, it was possible that a spare part would be 
released from customs as late as 48 hours after arrival. To avoid such risks the 
researcher decided that a spare parts stock would be set up at airport RU1.
Beside the above mentioned focus on spare parts required to ensure 
Dangerous Goods Regulations items and perishable shipments could be 
transported anytime, the researcher considered the Minimum Equipment List to 
determine which spare parts should be put on stock.
In terms of cost of the spare parts stock and XYZ Cargo still being a relatively 
new player on the market it happened that the spare part suppliers and 
Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul providers insisted on XYZ Cargo actually 
purchasing spare parts. They were not willing to enter into any kind of loan, 
exchange or consignment agreements. The inventory procured for this summer 
schedule period therefore was 100% XYZ Cargo property.
The quantity of each spare part and the location were determined based on 
scheduled flight hours and cycles by the researcher. This allocation should then 
be reviewed and adjusted by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager based on their intuition. Although the researcher was able to 
provide evidence that the adjustment of forecasts through experienced 
managers can actually increase forecasting accuracy (e.g. Syntetos et al 2009), 
both refused to do so for the summer schedule period. This reaction was 
surprising to the researcher as the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager had brought up “intuition” as operational factor during
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the workshop. However, she was not able to obtain an explanation for this 
behaviour. Therefore 90% of the spare parts were stocked at homebase airport 
XHB, the remaining 10% were stored at the determined outstation stocks.
Accordingly, the researcher determined a minimum stock for each spare part at 
each stock station and agreed with the Director Maintenance and Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager that this minimum should always be kept. The 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager would throughout the summer schedule 
period try to enter into repair and exchange agreements with suppliers for 
rotables in order to reduce the stock replenishment costs throughout the 
summer schedule period. However, the stock compiled for the summer 
schedule period met the budget.
For confidentiality reasons, the compiled spare parts stocks cannot be included 
in this study. However, an exemption could be negotiated for two selected spare 
parts. In the following, the process of stock determination for both aircraft 
wheels and brakes is explained.
A B747-400 aircraft has four main landing gears, each equipped with four 
wheels, and one nose landing gear with two wheels. Pictures can be found in 
Appendix F. Main and nose wheels are not only the same on one aircraft, but 
are also identical among the entire B747-400 aircraft family. Wheels are 
rotables and can be repaired and overhauled several times. An airline would 
therefore buy an initial quantity of wheels as base stock and would then set up 
repair processes to ensure stock replenishment. In case a wheel is at a certain 
stage considered being beyond economic repair, another procurement process 
would be necessary. In case of Aircraft On Ground triggered ad hoc demand, 
wheels can be provided through loan or exchange agreements.
Wheels are subject to normal wear and tear but also to Foreign Object Damage, 
e.g. if metal parts or other sharp objects on the runway get drilled into the 
surface resulting in an unscheduled wheel change. Runways are routinely 
searched for objects that can cause Foreign Object Damage not only to wheels 
but to any part of the aircraft. There are awareness trainings for all personnel 
with apron access to immediately remove any object lying on the ground. One 
tragic incident probably caused by Foreign Object Damage is the Concorde
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crash at Paris Charles-de-Gaulies airport in July 2000 (Spiegel Online 2012). 
Foreign Object Damage happens more often at airports in remote locations 
(versus urban surroundings) where objects can be blown on the runway, as well 
as those where Foreign Object Damage search is not done on a regular basis.
XYZ Cargo assumed that one wheel would last approximately 152 cycles, i.e. 
152 starts and 152 landings. With 18 wheels on the aircraft this results in 8 
wheel changes per month per aircraft of which 1 was assumed to be unplanned. 
With a fleet of 4 operating aircraft it can be presumed that there would be 1 
unscheduled wheel change per aircraft per week at any given airport included in 
the flight schedule.
As it is industry standard to always change not only the damaged wheel but 
also the other one mounted on the same axis, it was necessary to plan with 2 
wheels as spare parts set rather than one. If there was only one spare wheel 
available for replacement, the other one should then be changed after the next 
flight. In this case the airline procurement team would source one wheel at the 
next airport or would send one there from another outstation or the homebase 
airport XHB.
The most convenient way to ensure spare wheels availability would be to 
include them in the Fly Away Kit. However, as the weight of 2 wheels would 
reduce the sellable cargo capacity by approximately 250 kilograms, XYZ Cargo 
decided not to use this option.
Aircraft can only be dispatched if all wheels are serviceable. There is no 
possibility to operate a flight with any wheel being damaged. Otherwise the 
aircraft is grounded until the defect wheel is replaced.
The spare wheel inventory for XYZ Cargo was determined based on the flight 
schedule analysis conducted as explained above. In addition, repair turn- 
around-times had to be considered.
Based on quotations from Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul facilities for 
wheel repair and overhaul, a turn-around-time of 10 days was taken as 
baseline. Covered by this period were the removal of the wheel from the 
aircraft, the transport to the repair facility, the actual repair/overhaul, the
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transport back to the dedicated storage location and the storage of the spare 
part.
With 32 predicted wheel changes per month for all 4 operating aircraft, 1.06 
changes per day would need to be planned for. The 10 days turn-around-time 
per wheel repair required a spare stock of 11 wheels. Following industry 
standard to always change both wheels on the affected axis, this qty. needed to 
be increased to 22. A safety buffer of 2 wheels was added resulting in a spare 
wheel inventory of 24 each. As storage costs were lowest at XYZ Cargo’s 
homebase, it was required to keep as many wheels there.
XYZ Cargo’s homebase XHB was equipped with 15 spare wheels.
In Asia, 4 airports, namely AS1, AS2, AS4, and AS7, were rated as critical in 
terms of connectivity and/or spare parts availability. However, airport AS1 was 
frequented by another B747 carrier with an on-site stock. Access to wheels on a 
loan basis was secured. Therefore no XYZ Cargo wheel stock was established. 
At both airports AS3 and AS4 two spare wheels were stored in each location. 
Availability of loan wheels could not be secured at these destinations. 
Furthermore, the missing connectivity required to set up own inventory on-site. 
As airport AS7 was assessed as a potential conflict zone, an additional wheel 
was stored there to avoid exposing the crew to the location’s risk for longer than 
absolutely necessary.
For the USA and Mexico operation, spare wheel availability could be ensured 
because of Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul providers on-site. In case of 
wheel damage, they would lend wheels to XYZ Cargo while repairing the 
broken one(s).
In Africa only airport AF2 had been rated as critical in terms of spare parts 
availability. However, this was not applicable for wheels. As for airport AS1, 
airport AF2 was frequented by other B747 operators with spare wheels stocked 
on-site.
In Russia 2 wheels were stored at airport RU1. Despite daily flights from airport 
XHC, the risk of delayed availability of spare parts after arrival due to import 
customs restrictions was considered very high.
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The same approach was applied to determine the inventory of spare brakes. 
Each aircraft is equipped with 16 brakes. They are installed on the main landing 
gear wheels. The nose wheels operate without brakes. Opposite to the wheels 
which have all be serviceable to operate a flight, the Master Minimum 
Equipment List allows 1-2 brakes to be unserviceable when aircraft are 
dispatched. Details can be found in Appendix G. For the brakes the Master 
Minimum Equipment List equals the Minimum Equipment List, therefore only the 
Master Minimum Equipment List is shown here.
XYZ Cargo did not utilise the Fly Away Kit option for the brakes as well. It was 
assumed that one brake would last about 650 cycles. This meant 1.67 brake 
changes per aircraft per month or 6.68 changes per month for the entire fleet 
had to be considered. Therefore, a brake change would be required every 4.49 
days. With a repair turn-around-time of 21 days, a spare brake stock of 4 each 
was required. This was increased by 1 additional brake as safety buffer.
Due to the possibility of actually flying the aircraft with up to 2 unservicable 
brakes, the spare brakes inventory was determined as follows.
For Asia one spare brake was stored at airport AS4 due to the possibility that 
customs issues delayed part availability after arrival. To assure the aircraft 
could depart anyway in case of brake failures, 1 spare brake was stocked at 
airport AS7. Although both airports AS1 and AS2 were classified as critical in 
terms of connectivity and spare parts availability, it was decided not to store any 
spare brakes there but to accept the calculated risk of flying with 2 unservicable 
brakes. As already stated above, airport AS1 would only be operated after the 
aircraft had undergone maintenance at its homebase airport XHB, and airport 
AS2 would be served regularly by XYZ Cargo’s own aircraft.
For the USA and Mexico spare brakes were accessible as were spare wheels. 
Therefore, no own inventory was built up there.
In Africa only airport AF2 was rated as critical. As this only affected spare parts 
availability on-site but not connectivity, it was assumed that in case of an aircraft 
operating in Africa with two unservicable brakes, it would be sufficient to ship
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spare brakes from homebase airport XHB via airport XHC and to be able to 
replace the unserviceable one before a third brake would fail.
In Russia, 1 spare brake was stored at airport RU1 due to the expected 
availability delays caused by customs handling.
The stock allocation of wheels and brakes for the Summer Schedule 2011 
period is summarised in Exhibit 4.6.
Exhibit 4.6: Wheels & Brakes Stock Allocation Summer Schedule 2011
Region Airport Spare Qty.
Wheels Brakes
ASIA
XHB 15 2
XHC 0 0
AS1 0 0
AS2 0 0
AS3 2 0
AS4 2 1
AS6 0 0
AS7 3 1
AS8 0 0
USA&
MEXICO
ÜM1 0
_ -
UM2 0 0
UM3 0 0
UM4 0 0
AFRICA
AF1 0 0
AF2 0 0
AF3 0 0
RUSSIA RU1 2 1
24 5
Source: present author
The evaluation stage of this cycle brought the following results.
The Technical Dispatch Reliability results for the summer schedule period as 
displayed in Exhibit 4.7 clearly show an improvement of the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability compared to 2010, where the benchmark was at 98.85% and XYZ 
Cargo performed at 97%.
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Exhibit 4.7: XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Summer Schedule 2011 
XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability S l l
99,00%
98,90%
98,80%
98,70%
98,60%
98,50%
98,40%
98,30%
98,20%
98,10%
98,00%
98,70% 98,70%
98,60%
98,30%
Mar 11 A p r i l  May 11 Jun 11 Jul 11 Aug 11 Sep 11 Oct 11
—♦— Actual —■— Benchmark
Source: present author
The average summer schedule period Technical Dispatch Reliability was 
98.55% which is close to the benchmark at 98.85%. XYZ Cargo’s Technical 
Dispatch Reliability improved 1.55 percentage points.
4.7 Action Research Cycle 4
This cycle was conducted in the period 12'*^  -  16*  ^September 2011.
During the diagnosis stage the interim Technical Dispatch Reliability figures of 
the summer schedule period were considered.
The summer schedule period ended on 29. October 2011 and the winter 
schedule period started on 30. October 2011. It was therefore necessary to 
allocate the spare parts stock for the Winter Schedule 2011/12 period during the 
summer schedule period. However, as the Technical Dispatch Reliability was 
monitored on a weekly basis and the improvement of the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability compared to 2010 was obvious. Based on this positive development 
it was decided to repeat the summer schedule period exercise for the following 
winter schedule period. Action was planned accordingly.
The schedule for the Summer Schedule 2011 period remained unchanged for 
the Winter Schedule 2011/12 period, except for local departure and arrival times
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adjusted at several airports to daylight saving time. Therefore Appendix D 
equals Appendix E except for the period of validity.
The following action was taken. Even with the flight schedule unchanged, the 
researcher increased the spare parts stock by adding additional parts. Due to 
temperatures far below zero degrees in Russia and some airports within the 
Asian region, she expected higher failure rates for certain components, e.g. 
hydraulic parts that needed to open and close the cargo door of the aircraft. 
Hydraulic parts and systems are very sensitive to temperature variations of the 
hydraulic oil (Li et al 2011). The aircraft operating into Russia would be parked 
on the apron for some hours before departing again. With a temperature 
difference of up to 40- Celsius between homebase airport XHB and airport RU1, 
the hydraulic parts were subject to failure due to the oil inside becoming pasty.
Over the summer period, the Purchasing and Logistics Manager realised some 
repair and exchange agreements and succeeded to sign consignment contracts 
for various high cost items, such as avionic computers. As a result, the stock 
value in XYZ Cargo’s books decreased even though the researcher added 
additional spare parts. The value of the spare parts stock set up for the Winter 
Schedule 2011/12 period was 3% below budget.
Another difference in the winter schedule period compared to the summer 
schedule period was the number of spare parts and their allocation to the 
relevant stock locations for this period. For this period, the researcher’s default 
settings were adjusted by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager applying their intuition. The researcher had asked them 
again to do so and for the winter schedule period they agreed. As a result the 
preset quantities remained unchanged, however, the allocation changed. Now 
83% of the spare parts were stocked at homebase airport XHB and the 
remaining 17% were distributed to the stock locations.
For the Winter Schedule 2011/12 period the same confidentiality clause applies 
as for the Summer Schedule 2011 period, therefore the actually compiled stock 
cannot be published here.
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The evaluation of the winter schedule period Technical Dispatch Reliability as 
shown in Exhibit 4.8 shows another improvement.
Exhibit 4.8: XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability Winter Schedule 2011/12
XYZ Cargo: Technical Dispatch Reliability W l l
 .............♦  99,00%
98,9 98,90% - ♦ ~ a a ,9 0 ^
98,70% W  98,70%
9%,G0%
98,50%
Oct 11 Nov 11 Dec 11 Jan 12 Feb 12 Mrz 12
—♦ — Actual —■ — Benchmark
Source: present author
The average Technical Dispatch Reliability was 98.88% which is 0.03 
percentage points above the benchmark of 98.85%. The Technical Dispatch 
Reliability improved by 0.33 percentage points compared to the Summer 
Schedule 2011 period.
Further analysis for the summer schedule and winter schedule periods showed 
that the number of technical incidents causing delays had not decreased but 
only the number of delays caused my missing spare parts. These findings 
support the view that the operational factor approach was successful in 
reducing the number of delays caused by missing spare parts resulting in an 
increased Technical Dispatch Reliability. On the other hand, these findings 
support the critique of the researcher that the root cause of the low Technical 
Dispatch Reliability was not the missing spare parts management but more 
likely a wrong maintenance programme.
Findings from the literature show that intuition can improve decisions. 
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2001) provide findings from their research on 
forecasting accuracy in the retail business. They were able to show that retail 
managers’ forecasts were 3%-8% more accurate than the ones derived with a 
statistical model.
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In this research the Technical Dispatch Reliability improved for the Winter 
Schedule Period 2011/12 compared to the Summer Schedule 2011 period. The 
difference regarding spare parts allocation was the modification of the 
researcher’s primary allocation by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager. As discussed before the number of technical incidents 
had not decreased over time, but the Technical Dispatch Reliability increased. 
The difference between the summer schedule and the winter schedule period 
was 0.33 percentage points. With all other factors being the same the 
improvement of 0.33 percentage points can be credited to the successful 
application of intuition.
This finding is based on the following. The aircraft did not behave different, i.e. 
the number of technical incidents did not decrease, only the number of delays 
caused by missing spare parts decreased. The researcher did not change the 
process of spare parts allocation between the summer and winter schedule 
periods. It is highly unlikely that the researcher herself developed critical 
experience and knowledge within the short period of 6 months with only two 
active intervals in February and September. Matzler et al (2007) state, that 
intuition is based on years of experience and learning. Therefore, the 
researcher’s experience gained during the Action Research cycle 3 in February 
2011 is considered not having influenced her decisions taken in the Action 
Research cycle 4 in September 2011.
4.8 Final Review
The final on-site visit of the researcher took place 07'^ -  l f ^  May 2012.
The setup for the final review was similar to the one applied for the initial 
situation described in Chapter 4.3.
On 08^  ^May the researcher met with the Director Maintenance and the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager to discuss their views on the project. The 
researcher had not prepared any specific questions but relied on creative
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interviewing again. In an open discussion Director Maintenance and Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager shared their views with the researcher.
Both the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
expressed their satisfaction about the achieved results. The Director 
Maintenance highlighted that he now viewed the position of XYZ Cargo on the 
market to be competitive due to the very good performance. Beside this he 
pointed out that the inventory cost reduction was a huge relief for him and all 
stakeholders.
“Great work. I am really satisfied with the results. ” (Director Maintenance, 
08. May 2012)
“It was a great experience for us as a team. I specifically liked the 
workshop during which we deveicped the cperaticnai factors. ” 
(Purchasing and Logistics Manager, 08. May 2012).
The Purchasing and Logistics Manager reported that she and her team had 
used the same approach for the summer schedule 2012 spare parts stock set 
up. So far, the Technical Dispatch Reliability statistics had proven this decision 
to be the right one.
‘Yes, we listen to our intuition now. It’s nothing a newcomer can easily 
apply, but my staff will gain the necessary experience. ’’ (Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager, 08. May 2012).
“Looking back I don’t know why I refused to rely on my intuition in the first 
place. I know that it works. ... / guess I just want to be the process as 
rational as possible. ’’ (Director Maintenance, 08. May 2012)
The statement from the Purchasing and Logistics Manager that intuition 
requires experience is supported in the literature. In their research on intuitive 
decision making Burke and Miller (1999) showed that most of their participants 
viewed experience-based decision making as intuitive decision making. Matzler 
et al (2007) also discuss the important role of experience knowledge to reach 
good intuitive decisions.
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The Director Maintenance feeling obliged to apply a “rational decision making 
process is also documented in the literature. Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) 
highlight that rational analysis is the standard approach in many business 
decision processes. However, such rational analysis requires unbounded 
rationality, i.e. people have all relevant information, unlimited time, unfailing 
memory and large computational power (Marewski et al 2010). Unbounded 
rationality is a common assumption in economic models (Marewski et al 2010). 
This concept has been challenged by e.g. Simon (1955,1979,1987) as well as 
Gigerenzer (2008) and Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011). The Director 
Maintenance seems to believe that only rational processes lead to the desired 
outcome. Gigerenzer (2008) considers this belief a common misconception 
about heuristics, i.e. that more information and computation is always better. 
Evidence from research suggests that applying heuristics, i.e. consciously 
ignoring part of the information, can lead to better results in decision making 
(Gigerenzer 1991, 2008, Marewski et al 2010, Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 
2011).
However, both the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager clearly stated that they viewed the manual spare parts stock set up to 
be impossible with a larger fleet and more routings to be considered. For them a 
Decision Support System would be a suitable means to apply to an increased 
flight schedule and a growing fleet.
“You know, having something sophisticated would be great. Software 
that would capture a default mode which we could adapt. ” (Purchasing 
and Logistics Manager, 08. May 2012)
On 11*^  May, the researcher presented the project to the heads of the 
departments who had not been involved in the project, i.e. Finance, Flight 
Operations, Maintenance, Legal. However, the Director Maintenance wanted to 
use this opportunity to market this successful project internally. This 
presentation was created by the researcher for internal company use only and 
can therefore not be included in this study.
An overview of the field work is shown in Exhibit 4.9. This illustration focuses on 
the activities undertaken and the input required for realisation.
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Exhibit 4.9: Field Work Overview
A C T I V I T Y I N P U T
Evaluation of winter sctiedule period 
Technical Dispatch Reliability (4 10)
Evaluation of summer schedule period 
Technical Dispatch Reliability (4.9)
Determination and Set Up for Spare Parts 
Stock for winter schedule period (4.8)
Final Review (4 11)
Determination and Set Up for Spare Parts 
Stock for summer schedule period (4.7)
Operational Factors 
Flight Schedule 
Procuremeht/Loglstics Activities
AGO Incidents 
Flight Schedule
Aircraft Con Ground Incidents 
Flight Schedule
Determination of Initial Situation (4.3)
Stock Simulation using Recommended 
Spare Parts List (4.4)
Determination of Operational Factors for 
Spare Parts Stock Provisioning (4.6)
Introduction to XYZ Cargo 
Interview with Director Maintenance and 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager
Researcher's development of an 
intellectual framework -^Operational 
Factor Approach 
Interview with Director Maintenance 
Workshop to determine Operational
Operational Factors 
Flight Schedule 
Procurement/Logistics Activities
Stock Simulation using Statistical 
Forecasting Methods (4.5)
Meeting Director Maintenance and 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager/ 
Researcher 
Internal Project Presentation
Literature Review 
Recommended Spare Parts Lis 
for B747-400F 
Spare Parts Prices provided by 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager
Literature Review 
Interview with Director Maintenance and 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager
Source: present author
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4.9 Findings from the Action Research Field Work
The clarification of the initial situation at XYZ Cargo revealed that the airline was 
facing two major problems:
(1) The Technical Dispatch Reliability was far below the one the competition 
achieved. This was mainly due to Aircraft On Ground situations resulting 
from spare parts not being available to resolve them.
(2) There was no inventory management system in place. Spare parts were 
bought reactively when Aircraft On Ground situations occurred. These 
procurement activities were very expensive due to Aircraft On Ground 
fees the spare part suppliers charged on top of the purchase price.
The company viewed these problems as major risks to business continuity. To 
stay in business it was mandatory to significantly improve the Technical 
Dispatch Reliabiltiy by establishing a suitable inventory management system for 
the critical spare parts inventory.
One question that comes to mind certainly is why the company could end up in 
this situation at all? -  The Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager were both very experienced aviation professionals. Even 
though they had no direct operating experience with the B747-400 aircraft, they 
were familiar with other Boeing aircraft types as well as with other jet aircraft 
from Airbus. Therefore it could be assumed that they could have used their 
experience to set up a functioning inventory management system which they 
would have been adapted to reflect the peculiarities of the B747-400. And even 
with a limited budget it should have been possible to set up something.
However, this question was not asked during the field work. The intention of the 
Action Research was to solve a real world problem using a scientific approach. 
When the researcher was with XYZ Cargo, the focus was on helping the 
company by solving the problem. At this point in time there was no reason to 
ask why the company could end up in that difficult situation. Furthermore the 
researcher did not want to disturb the relationship by giving her contacts the 
feeling to be blamed for not doing their job properly.
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Some possible explanations come to mind though. Even rather speculative and 
not confirmed by the company, they will be discussed briefly here.
During the first meeting with the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager the researcher understood that XYZ Cargo’s overall budget 
was tight. It seemed that no sufficient budget was allocated to maintenance 
activities including spare parts provisioning. It could be assumed that the 
management body responsible for budget determination and allocation did only 
focus on the more obvious areas of maintenance, i.e. establishing a 
maintenance organisation with required certified staff to meet legal 
requirements. The Civil Aviation Authority issuing the operating permit reviews 
the airline set up making sure that all legal requirements are considered. The 
Authority will also review the overall financial status of the airline applying for 
operating permission. This review would be concluded satisfactorily if the airline 
could prove having enough financial means to maintain the airworthiness of 
their fleet. This of course requires the ability of the airline to procure spare parts. 
However, there is no requirement that would oblige an airline to maintain a 
certain spare part stock. Not having a spare part stock in place prior start of 
flying activities could therefore be simple a wrong management decision of 
those members of the company being responsible for allocating the budget.
As already discussed the maintenance program of XYZ Cargo could also be the 
reason for the company’s problem. The Technical Dispatch Reliability worsened 
over time. The aircraft had technical defects that required spare parts for their 
rectification. The reason for the flight delays were caused by the missing spare 
parts. However, the question remains, what caused the technical delays. A 
detailed analysis would be required to determine whether a certain pattern 
could be detected. It could be that the majority of technical defects resulted from 
malfunctioning of a certain component. Replacing these components in the 
entire fleet could be a solution. Further, the maintenance program could be 
modified including the inspection of these components in the daily or weekly 
maintenance. If the number of technical defects could be reduced, the number 
of delays resulting from technical incidents would decrease. Further, less 
emergency procurements and a smaller spare parts stock would be necessary.
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Based on these considerations it seems possible that the “cure” found during 
the field work does not heal the “disease” but only a symptom of it.
However, the Action Research conducted by the researcher was initiated by 
XYZ Cargo’s perceived problem, i.e. a very low Technical Dispatch Reliability 
caused by missing spare parts. Therefore the researcher was not asked to 
reduce the technical defects leading to a low Technical Dispatch Reliability but 
to reduce the number of occurrences a technical defect could not be rectified on 
time due to missing spare parts.
During the Action Research the following findings were made.
Action Research Cycle 1 revealed that the application of the Recommended 
Spare Parts List to determine the critical spare parts stock would have 
significantly improved the company’s Technical Dispatch Reliability as no 
Aircraft On Ground situations due to missing spare parts would have occurred. 
However, the spare parts stock would have been essentially over budget.
As discussed before, the Recommended Spare Parts List is customised by the 
aircraft manufacturer for each customer. The aircraft manufacturer considers 
failure rates of components related to flight hours and flight cycles. Based on 
the fleet size and expected flight hours and cycles of the airline the aircraft 
manufacturer determines a recommended stock level for each spare part. The 
aircraft manufacturer will not share the failure rates for components with the 
airline but only the recommended spare parts quantity. This kind of information 
is considered to be very sensitive. Service providers such as Lufthansa Technik 
offer component support to airlines. The company e.g. determines the spare 
parts stock for airlines that pay for this service. Having a statistical data base of 
failure rates for components supports Lufthansa Technik’s business. If every 
airline had this information available, companies like Lufthansa Technik would 
loose their knowledge advantage.
However, the data from the airline considered for the Recommended Spare 
Parts List is limited. Flying activities in climatically challenging areas or type of 
cargo transported are not recognised when determining the recommended 
spare part stock. As explained during the third Action Research cycle, these
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factors influenced the spare parts stock set up by increasing the quantities of 
certain spare parts, e.g. the ones required to keep the air conditioning working 
to allow shipment of perishable goods.
Further, the aircraft manufacturer has a vivid interest to avoid claims from 
airlines. Taking this into consideration it can be assumed that the 
Recommended Spare Parts List will contain buffer quantities.
In the case of XYZ Cargo the Recommended Spare Parts List was applied as 
provided by the airline manufacturer. The spare parts and quantities 
recommended were taken as given and the selection was not altered in any 
way. As a result, all flight delays due to missing spare parts would have been 
prevented. But the spare parts stock value would have been far above budget. 
The application as done did not include any risk management by balancing the 
risk of not having a spare part with the stock holding costs.
Using the Recommended Spare Parts List as given to determine the critical 
spare parts stock was therefore considered not to be the suitable approach.
However, the application of the Recommended Spare Parts List could have 
been different.
Instead of taking all components into account, a selection could have been 
made by e.g. considering procurement availability. The spare parts with limited 
availability could have been considered for storage whereas others with easy 
access could have been considered for emergency procurement.
The question arises whether the Recommended Spare Parts List could be 
utilised -  probably in combination with the Minimum Equipment List -  to 
develop a simple Decision Support System. The Minimum Equipment List 
provides information about which components have to be replaced in case of 
failure before the aircraft can operate again. The Recommended Spare Parts 
List provides recommendations from the aircraft manufacturer on which spare 
parts should be kept on stock. As discussed before, the recommendations are 
derived based on limited data, i.e. only expected flight hours and cycles are 
considered together with average failure rates of components. Flying patterns of 
aircraft that can lead to higher failure rates, e.g. when aircraft operate in
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extreme climatic conditions, are not considered. It should be simple to match 
the requirements of the Minimum Equipment List with the recommendations of 
the Recommended Spare Parts List. However, based on the discussed 
limitations of the Recommended Spare Parts List, it would be necessary to 
manually modify the computed results.
Due to lack of available data it was not possible to actually develop such 
Decision Support System retrospectively. However, based on the prior 
discussions it can be assumed that such Decision Support System would not 
have created the desired results, i.e. computed spare part quantities would not 
have been considered very reliable.
In summary, the Recommended Spare Parts List is considered to be a useful 
instrument to determine spare parts stocks. It can give helpful indications 
especially if an airline needs to manage a new aircraft type. But the 
Recommended Spare Parts List should be assessed critically and the 
motivation of the aircraft manufacturer to issue it should be considered.
Keeping these limitations in mind, the Recommended Spare Parts List could be 
utilised as another operational factor used within the Operational Factor 
Approach.
In Action Research Cycle 2 the application of statistical forecasting methods 
was proposed by the researcher.
The literature review had shown that most airlines used operational experience 
and/or historical data to forecast spare parts demand but were somehow 
reluctant to use statistical forecasting methods. Although the researcher 
presented methods that had been developed to consider the lumpy demand 
pattern of spare parts and that there were methods available that had been 
developed in the field of aviation spare parts research, XYZ Cargo 
demonstrated reluctance and refused application. This behaviour confirmed the 
literature findings. It was further supported by the peer review obtained from two 
aviation experts.
All individuals substantiated their refusal with unsuccessful application of 
statistical forecasting methods in the past. Either there was no sufficient
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historical data available required as input or the applied method did not improve 
the Technical Dispatch Reliability to meet the set target.
It was not possible to evaluate why the previous applications had failed. Neither 
was the researcher able to convince XYZ Cargo to at least allow a simulation as 
it was done with the Recommended Spare Parts List in the first Action 
Research cycle.
It would have been interesting to see if there would have been a statistical 
approach that would have prevented the previous Aircraft On Ground situations. 
Further, this kind of simulation would have been necessary to determine if the 
Operational Factor Approach would have outperformed statistical forecasting 
methods.
However, due to the company’s refusal Action Research cycle 2 was not 
completed as the proposed action was actually not taken.
This is clearly negative for the research as part of a doctoral thesis. From the 
client company’s point of view there was not reason to spend time and 
resources on an approach the responsible people did not believe in.
In Action Research Cycle 3 the Operational Factor Approach was developed 
and successfully applied for the Summer Schedule 2011 period.
The company’s Technical Dispatch Reliability improved significantly and the 
spare part stock value met budget requirements.
The operational factors derived considered specifics of XYZ Cargo such as the 
flight schedule or the type of cargo transported. The airline also assumed 
average failure rates of components, however, the operational factors allowed 
the calculated quantities to be adapted to meet the airlines operational “reality”. 
The Literature Review had shown that the statistical forecasting methods mainly 
dealt with determination of stock quantities but did not include an allocation to 
different spare part stock locations. The models developed in the military 
context were not considered suitable here as basic assumptions were included 
that were not necessarily be found in the civil context; e.g. the set up of a 
military operation with a central depot and several bases or the requirement
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regarding the Technical Dispatch Reliability could not be transferred in the civil 
aviation business.
The Operational Factor Approach allowed the determination of spare part 
quantities and spare part locations based on the specific airline operation in 
terms of flight schedule, type of cargo transported, the airline’s Minimum 
Equipment List and other factors as derived in Action Research cycles 3 and 4.
In Action Research Cycle 4 the Operational Factor Approach was successfully 
applied for the Winter Schedule 2011/12 period.
The company’s Technical Dispatch Reliability improved compared to the 
previous measuring period and outperformed the competition. The spare parts 
stock value was below budget.
In this Action Research cycle the spare parts stock allocation done by the 
researcher was adjusted by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager applying their intuition.
In this context this means that they both changed the allocation of spare parts 
originally done by the researcher. This underlines the importance of the “where” 
decision to be taken with regard to where to actually stock the spare parts. The 
researcher had done the spare parts inventory setup in an unstable 
environment as introduced by Khatri and Ng (2000). There was only limited time 
as the allocation had to be done as close as possible prior commencement of 
the winter schedule period 2011/12 in order not to disrupt the setup that still 
needed to be in place for the ongoing summer schedule period 2011. All 
decision were based on the information available at this point in time subject to 
unexpected change, e.g. a change in customs regulations in Russia could lead 
to the need for more or less spare parts to be stored at the Russian airport. 
Further, there was limited information about e.g. the weather impact on aircraft 
reliability making it difficult to determine a suitable number of spare parts. There 
was always the underlying uncertainty about when a spare part would fail and 
especially where.
This was the only difference compared to Action Research cycle 3. The 
improved performance and budget figures support the evidence from the
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literature review that the application of intuition improves forecasts in unstable 
environments (Khatri and Ng 2000). This view is also supported by the study of 
Sinclair (2005). Literature also revealed that this is usually only valid if 
experienced managers use their intuition (Agor 1986). This has also been the 
case at XYZ Cargo with the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager being experienced aviation professionals. This supports the 
view of Matzler et al (2007) that intuition is developed from experience, 
networks, emotional intelligence, tolerance, curiosity, and limits. The view 
introduced by Hodgkinson et al (2008) that intuition is derived from pattern 
recognition over time is also supported here as is the definition of intuition 
provided by Dane and Pratt (2007; p. 36), i.e. “intuition is a nonconscious 
process involving holistic associations that are produced rapidly, which result in 
affectively charged judgments”. When the Director Maintenance and the 
Purchasing and Logistics Manager adjusted the spare parts stock allocation 
proposed by the researcher, they did it in a way obviously not conscious to 
them. When asked why they made changes to the original allocation and how, 
both were not able to explain their internal processing. It seemed to happen 
nonconsciously with them drawing from their stored memories. Changing the 
spare parts stock allocation also happened very quickly within minutes 
supporting the researcher’s impression that there was no time for a rational 
analysis in terms of collecting and evaluating data and taking a decision based 
on the data evaluation.
The Operational Factors had been derived by the participants of the focus 
group. The application of these Operational Factors to determine the spare 
parts stock quantities and locations was solely done by the researcher.
Although the decisions were supposed to be based on factual data, the 
interpretation of this data certainly included subjective views of the researcher. 
For instance, her rating of security risks of certain airports was based on her 
own perception of the available information. Another person than the researcher 
having the same information may interpret it differently resulting in different 
spare part stock decisions.
The same considerations apply for the adjustments to the spare parts stock 
allocation by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and Logistics
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Manager based on their intuition, it can be assumed that a similar set up would 
be defined by other people.
Based on the findings from the Literature Review it can be assumed that these 
“other people” would need to have a certain experience in the field of aviation 
as well.
The researcher herself repeated the exercises she had done in 2011 for the 
summer and winter schedule periods of this year early 2013. There was no 
fresh memory left and she did not remember any of her selected spare parts 
stock quantities and locations when taking up the previous data again. The 
spare parts stocks compiled this time were similar to the ones she did in 2011. 
There were slight differences in quantities and locations. For some spare parts 
the 2013 selection was closer to the one made by the Director Maintenance and 
the Purchasing and Logistics Manager, for some spare parts the difference 
between determined quantities was now bigger.
Based on the results of both Action Research cycles 3 and 4, the Operational 
Factor Approach is considered to be a suitable method to determine the 
company’s spare parts stock to ensure a high Technical Dispatch Reliability and 
a stock value that meets budget requirements.
In order to get some idea how other airlines manage their critical spare parts 
inventory, additional field work was necessary. Expert interviews with other 
cargo airlines were set up as discussed in the next two chapters.
4.10 Additional Field Work
Additional field work was carried out early 2013 aiming to get feedback from 
other cargo airlines regarding the findings obtained during the Action Research 
field work.
In her current position working for one of the leading global express companies, 
the researcher was responsible for a part of her employer’s air network, i.e. she 
managed about 25 European cargo airlines operating for the express company.
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The researcher approached all incumbent suppliers in week 2 by calling her 
business contacts at the respective airlines. Each call lasted between 10 and 20 
minutes. During the call the researcher shortly explained the DBA programme 
and her research project. It was made clear that the researcher was asking a 
personal favour and that her research project was in no ways related to the 
business relationship between the airline and her representing the express 
company. The researcher asked her contacts to participate in expert interviews 
in order to share information about their inventory management system and to 
evaluate the Action Research done for XYZ Cargo.
The cargo airlines were asked to respond to the researcher’s request by end of 
week 4. All contacts got back to the researcher by telephone; however, in 
almost all cases the feedback was not as desired. The following citation very 
well represents the reason for the airlines not to participate in the expert 
interviews.
7 am sorry... I personally would like to help you. But you are our 
customer, we are your supplier. If I tell you that I don’t have a proper 
inventory management in place, how can you forget about this when we 
have some technical delays?” (Cargo Airline Contact, 23 January 2013)
This kind of feedback came not unexpected. The customer-supplier-relationship 
between the researcher and the airlines prevented a neutral approach. The 
airlines felt that their responses given in a personal context could be used in the 
business context by the researcher as well. This view is fully understandable. It 
cannot be assumed that the researcher when wearing the “customer hat” again 
would ignore information about poor inventory management.
It can be argued that the researcher should have sold her research in a better 
way. If she had been able to convince the airlines that her research could be of 
huge benefit for them, maybe more airlines would have agreed to participate in 
the interviews.
In the end, 3 airlines agreed to participate in expert interviews on an 
anonymous basis equaling a participation rate of 12%. The reasons for these 3 
airlines to share insights and views can only be assumed based on the
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researcher’s knowledge. The contact at Cargo Airline # 1 was about to leave 
the company -  not for good. Cargo Airline # 2 was a monopoly supplier and 
could therefore be sure that any information provided to the researcher would 
not make the customer to terminate contracts. Cargo Airline # 3 was the best 
performing supplier in the customer’s network and could therefore be sure that 
any information provided to the researcher would not make the customer to 
terminate contracts.
The business relationship was built on mutual trust and a partnership approach. 
It would have been easy to decline the researcher’s request. Maybe all of them 
assumed that their support would at a certain point in time be taken into account 
by the customer. However, despite this interdependent relationship the 
researcher was confident to obtain true information from the airlines.
The expert interviews were scheduled for week 5. Time and budget restrictions 
prevented the researcher conducting face to face interviews. Telephone 
interviews were agreed instead. None of the participants agreed to the 
interviews being recorded. Therefore the researcher was forced to take notes 
during the interviews.
The interviews were set up semi-structured. The researcher prepared a list of 
predefined questions she wanted to ask. Depending on the answers given to 
certain questions the researcher planned to ask further questions to get 
additional information.
The interviews were scheduled to last 60 minutes. The first 5 minutes were 
dedicated to create a relaxed and comfortable atmosphere and to introduce the 
participants to the topic again. The intention was to detach both researcher and 
participant from the normal customer-supplier-relationship but to create a 
business-free environment. Furthermore, confidentiality agreements should be 
confirmed. The following 40-45 minutes were assigned to ask the questions and 
note down the responses. During the final 10-15 minutes the researcher would 
summarise the interview and ask the participants to confirm that their answers 
had been captured correctly.
All interviews were conducted in the English language.
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The participants were not responsible for inventory management at the 
companies but the sales, ground operations and operations directors who at the 
same time were responsible for the customer the researcher worked for. During 
the first telephone call with these contacts the researcher had proposed to 
speak to the person responsible for inventory management directly. However, 
this was not possible for Cargo Airline #1 as the contact had just recently left 
the company. In case of Cargo Airline #2 and #3 the researcher's contacts did 
not want to make the companies’ contributions to the researcher’s study public 
knowledge internally. The participant from Cargo Airline #2 updated himself on 
the current inventory management processes as did the participant from Cargo 
Airline #3. Therefore the researcher was convinced that her interviewees were 
able to sufficiently answer her questions.
The set up of the expert interviews and the predefined interview questions were 
peer reviewed by an aviation consultant who had supported this research 
before (refer to Chapter 4.5). The only criticism received was regarding the fact 
that the interviews would not be recorded but that the researcher would need to 
lead the interview and take notes at the same time. There was a risk of loosing 
important information. As confidentiality had been agreed between the 
researcher and the participants, ethical standards of course forbade the 
researcher to secretly record the interviews or to have somebody with her who 
would take notes. However, this risk would be mitigated through the last section 
of the interviews during which the researcher would summarise the answers 
and confirm with the participants that their answers were caught properly. 
Furthermore the researcher would start analysis of the interviews immediately 
after the third interview would have been completed using the advantage of 
fresh memories.
As the researcher knew the companies involved and had agreed to ensure 
confidentiality, she did not include any questions regarding demographics in the 
interviews. However, some previously agreed characteristics of the participating 
airlines are displayed hereafter in Exhibit 4.10. To show these is important to 
set the findings in relation with the ones obtained from the Action Research at 
XYZ Cargo.
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Exhibit 4.10: Cargo Airlines Basic Info
N am e H o m e b a s e F lee t S ize F lee t ty p e A irc ra ft ty p e Y e a rs  in  B u s in e s s
C argo  Airline #  1 Poland 5 single type
Eastern turboprop 
(e .g . Antonov, Ilyushin)
22
C argo Airline #  2 Spain 30 m ixed type
W estern  turboprop and je t 
(e .g . E m braer, M etroliner, 
Boeing, Airbus)
11
C argo Airline #  3 Bulgaria 4 single type
W estern  je t 
(e .g . Boeing, Airbus)
5
Source: present author
As it can be seen from Exhibit 4.10 the airline most similar to XYZ Cargo is 
Cargo Airline #3. Both operate 4 aircraft of a Western jet type. In this particular 
case both airlines fly Boeing aircraft. Both have a single type fleet and both are 
relatively new in business.
The findings for Cargo Airline #3 are therefore considered to be most important 
in either supporting or questioning the findings from the field work at XYZ 
Cargo.
4.11 Findings from the Additionai Fieid Work
StThe interviews took place on 30^ January 2013 (Cargo Airline #1) and on 31 
January 2013 (Cargo Airlines #2 and #3).
All interviews lasted around 60 minutes as scheduled. They took place outside 
the regular office hours which supported both researcher and participants to 
focus on the topic and to detach themselves from the standard business setting. 
During the first section of the interview the researcher was able to create a 
relaxed atmosphere and to turn the focus of the participants to the interview 
topic. None of the participants was under time pressure. They all had made 
sure to be in a surrounding where they could speak freely and would not be 
disturbed. The same applied for the researcher.
As discussed in the previous chapter the researcher was not allowed to record 
the interviews but had to note down the participants’ answers herself. In order
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not to unnecessarily interrupt the flow of the discussion she mainly noted key 
points and only citations when she considered these statements to be strong 
and useful in underlining the findings.
During the final section of the interviews the researcher summarised her notes 
and asked the participants to confirm her understanding was correct. 
Immediately after each interview the researcher created a neat copy of her 
scribbling to ensure she would be able to read it again anytime later.
The analysis of the three interviews was done immediately after the third 
interview was completed. The researcher’s fresh memory of the interviews 
facilitated this process.
The findings will be displayed below. Based on the predefined research 
questions the answers of the three airlines are reported. Whenever helpful, 
citations are quoted.
Question 1 : What kind of inventory management system do you currently have 
in place?
Cargo Airline #1 applied forecasts based on historical data. These forecasts 
were modified by the purchasing and logistics team. It became obvious that the 
engineering team played a crucial role as well in giving advice to the purchasing 
and logistics staff.
“Our engineers are very experienced. Most of them have fiown as flight 
engineers with the aircraft for a very long time. They know the aircraft 
very well.” (Operations Director, 30.01.2013)
Above statement supports the importance of experience stated by Leung et al 
(2009) and Siddique and Choudhary (2009).
The set up of the airline operation was different compared to the one from XYZ 
Cargo. Here, the crew did not only consist of pilots and first officers but every 
aircraft was also accompanied with a team of engineers and mechanics 
responsible for daily checks and unscheduled maintenance.
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“You know, there are nearly no spare parts available anymore. Or it takes 
forever to get them. The pilots and mechanics are a team. They work 
together to keep the aircraft flying. I believe that we do repairs in cases 
where others would ground the aircraft. ” (Operations Director,
30.01.2013)
The airline viewed aircraft, pilots and technicians as one unit. They tried to keep 
these units together on their missions. This approach helped to reduce their 
Aircraft On Ground events.
This statement supports the view common among airlines that operational 
stability of an aircraft can be supported by always having the same people flying 
it and working on it. These people get to know the aircraft very well. They 
recognise certain behaviours of the aircraft. If the aircraft has a repetitive failure 
the crew and the engineers can assess its severity better. However, this kind of 
setup is not always possible with people working shifts, aircraft being planned 
on various routes and the overall requirement of a flexible network.
When asked how long this inventory method was in place, the participant 
replied that it had been used right from the beginning. When the company was 
founded, experienced engineers were recruited who helped to set up an initial 
spare part stock and who acted as internal consultants to the purchasing and 
logistics department. Apparently most of the staff hired when the company 
started operation were still employed there. It must be assumed that the people 
have gained huge experience over the past 22 years and that there cannot be 
much what they have not seen in terms of aircraft failures and resulting Aircraft 
On Ground situations.
Cargo Airline #2 had applied a statistical forecasting method considering 
seasonality when they started operation. They had been established as second 
business pillar of a passenger airline. When the passenger side phased out old 
aircraft, they were converted into cargo aircraft and operated by the cargo side. 
Therefore, the cargo business applied the same forecasting methods as the 
passenger business did. However, they had to acknowledge that their business 
model was different.
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“My goodness, were we naïve... we Just thought it ’s the same aircraft, so 
what should change?” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
The passenger airline was mainly operating charter flying tourists to popular 
destinations. This business was seasonality driven with many flight hours during 
the summer season and much less occupied aircraft in winter. On the contrary, 
the cargo airline operated scheduled routes throughout the year. Customer 
requests resulted in changes between summer and winter schedule, but the 
aircraft were evenly busy around the year.
Above considerations show the relation between flight activity and defects as 
discussed by Crawford (1988). The more flight hours and cycles are 
accumulated, the higher is the possibility of a technical defect. With the 
passenger aircraft being busy during the summer months it can be assumed 
that they experienced more failures then requiring more spare parts during this 
busy period. The cargo aircraft had the same flight activity throughout the year. 
Therefore defects should occur evenly during the year not accumulating during 
the summer period. Assuming a forecasting model based on seasonality this 
could work for the passenger airline but not for the cargo airline.
The airline then considered using the Recommended Spare Parts List, but as 
XYZ Cargo, decided that this would be too expensive resulting in a spare parts 
stock that would be well beyond all budgetary limits. As with XYZ Cargo, not 
considering the Recommended Spare Parts List as given but taking selected 
items would have been a way to use the information more sensibly.
In a next step other statistical forecasting methods were discussed, but in the 
end the inventory management responsibles refused to apply them.
“These methods don’t work. The guys tried it in the past and failed. They 
refuse to do it again. ” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
This resistance towards statistical forecasting methods had become evident in 
the study of Ghobbar and Friend (2002, 2003, 2004) and Siddique and 
Choudharry (2009) and had also become apparent during the field work at XYZ 
Cargo. In the case of Cargo Airline #2, the explanation why these methods were 
refused was particularly weak. One attempt was made in using statistical
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forecasting methods. The results were below expectations and thus this 
approach was dropped. However, there was no analysis made what caused the 
method to fail. It could have been a user error or any other mistake that could 
had been resolved easily. In addition, the development of the statistical 
forecasting methods was not followed. A distinctive area of research dealing 
with forecasting for aviation spare parts developed (e.g. Rodrigues et al 2000, 
Morales et al 2007). Cargo Airline #2 did not revisit this area again and could 
therefore not assess if suitable methods had become available.
The airline then went back to the Recommended Spare Parts List but took the 
recommendations from the aviation manufacturer as an indication only. In 
addition, the flight schedule, the Minimum Equipment List, customer 
requirements and experience were used to determine the spare parts stock.
“The flight schedule is crucial, it determines, where we fly, where the 
aircraft need to be maintained, how often we can take the aircraft back to 
our homebase. ...Then there is the Minimum Equipment List. ...Our 
customers require us e.g. to be able to carry Dangerous Goods 
Regulations items anytime, so we have to make sure that we can. ...And, 
yeah, over time, our people learnt to get to know the aircraft, they know 
how they behave and use this knowledge to decide which spare parts to 
put on stock. ” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
“it ’s funny with this -  you called it intuition what i called experience and I 
agree, let’s call it intuition -  sometimes our people make decisions to put 
a spare part on stock where the guys watching our money go nuts 
because it ’s so damn expensive. But in the end it always turned out to be 
the right move to make. It saved us from having an aircraft grounded 
which helped to keep our performance up and ensured customer 
satisfaction.” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
This statement supports several aspects relevant for XYZ Cargo. It is obvious 
that performance is the key to customer satisfaction. The aircraft have to 
operate as scheduled; the customer has to be able to rely on it. A high 
Technical Dispatch Reliability is one crucial requirement for business continuity. 
Further, maintaining a spare parts stock is costly. However, it can help meeting
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customer expectations in terms of reliability. It also shows a conflict of interest 
within the company. The operations team wants to keep the aircraft flying 
whereas the finance team wants to reduce cost. Such kind of internal conflict 
could also be the reason why XYZ Cargo’s spare parts budget was perceived 
being too low. Finally, this supports the positive influence of intuition on 
inventory management decisions.
Cargo Airline #2 did not name these additional considerations “operational 
factor approach” as the researcher did it in this study, but the factors used by 
the airline were the same as developed at XYZ Cargo. What the participant 
called “customer requirements” turned out to be related to Dangerous Goods 
Regulations. Actually, the term “customer requirements” could cover the flight 
schedule as well. Flere this is considered as a difference in wording only, but 
the content and meaning are understood as being identical.
Cargo Airline #3 used the Recommended Spare Parts List and the Minimum 
Equipment List to determine their spare parts stock. Although the airline started 
operation 5 years ago, they were only able to sign long-term contracts with 
customers 1 year ago. Only then did they start acquiring their second, third and 
fourth aircraft. Before, they had only 1 aircraft trying to get their feet into the 
cargo business.
With the signed contracts and the resulting obligations, i.e. to operate a 
schedule and be reliable in doing it. Cargo Airline #3 needed to consider 
inventory management for spare parts.
‘We didn’t really know what to do. \Ne didn’t have experienced people 
but were mainly newcomers to the business. Not knowing it any better, 
we took the Recommended Spare Parts List from Boeing together and 
the Minimum Equipment List.” (Ground Operations Director, 31.01.2013)
“We wanted to make sure to perform as required and even exceed 
customer expectations. Based on the Recommended Spare Parts List 
and the Minimum Equipment List, we went to the market and bought 
spare parts.” (Ground Operations Director, 31.01.2013)
The following statement recalls the initial situation that was found at XYZ Cargo.
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“Looking back I think that we just bought parts like crazy, not really 
reviewing our needs.” (Ground Operations Director, 31.01.2013)
Apparently Cargo Airline #3 behaved like XYZ Cargo. Spare parts were just 
procured without assessing the needs before. An obvious difference though 
exists regarding the experience of the responsible managers. Cargo Airline #3 
was new to the business as a company with staff being new to the company 
and the business. At XYZ Cargo on the other hand the Director Maintenance 
and the Purchasing and Logistics Manager both were very experienced airline 
professionals with only the aircraft type being new to them. The behaviour of 
Cargo Airline #3 is understandable due to the lack of experience. For XYZ 
Cargo a more rational behaviour could have been expected as the individuals in 
charge had a lot of expertise in spare parts inventory management. However, 
this confirms the findings from the literature review that people face limitations 
like bounded rationality when making decisions.
Question 2: Why do you use this kind of system?
Cargo Airline #1 put it straight.
“Because it works.” (Operations Director, 30.01.2013)
The participant did not say much more to this question. From his view the 
answer was simple and could be phrased with 3 words.
For Cargo Airline #2 the current inventory management system was the result 
of a development over time.
“We started with the wrong system but improved over time. ” (Sales 
Director, 31.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #3 reported that they were overwhelmed by events. This made 
them feel that they needed to react immediately and therefore went for the 
obvious direction.
“We participated in this tender. The whole process was very slow. But 
then overnight we had signed contracts and were supposed to start flying
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on a daily basis less than 1 month later. ” (Ground Operations Director,
31.01.2013)
This again calls in mind the bounded rationality concept introduced by Simon 
(1955,1957, 1979). In this case the airline did only have incomplete information 
and was put under huge time pressure. Therefore they decided to use what 
they had at hand -  the Recommended Spare Parts List and the Minimum 
Equipment List providing only limited information and data.
On the other hand, research shows that using heuristics, i.e. ignoring part of the 
information, can improve decisions (Gigerenzer 2008, Marewski et al 2010, 
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 2011).
In this case, however, it cannot be said that the airline consciously ignored 
information, but that they did not have any more data available. Research by 
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier (2011) shows, that heuristics can be successfully 
used “in situations in which some relevant information is unknown” (p. 453). In 
the case of Cargo Airline #3 is seems that not only some relevant information 
was unknown but the vast majority. Further, the information available was 
flawed, i.e. the recommendation from the Recommended Spare Parts List. 
Under these circumstances it can be assumed that heuristics can lead to bad 
results.
Question 3: How satisfied are you with the current inventory management 
system?
Three levels of satisfaction could be seen among the participants.
Cargo Airline #1 reported to be
“very satisfied”. (Operations Director, 30.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #2 confirmed to be
"satisfied”, “it ’s ok, but could be better” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013) 
Cargo Airline #3 replied that they were
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“not satisfied”. “This has to change”. (Ground Operations Director,
31.01.2013)
Question 4: Do you perceive any problems? If yes, wfiat are these problems?
In accordance with their reply to the previous question. Cargo Airline #1 did not 
mention any problems.
Cargo Airline #2 pointed out, that they sometimes experienced overstocking 
and obsolescence.
“From some parts we have too much on stock. Others were bought -  / 
don’t know why -  and are lying around forever becoming obsolete. ” 
(Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #3 reported a massive financial problem.
“Our Technical Dispatch Reiiabiiity is great, but the cost of keeping the 
spare parts is killing us.” (Ground Operations Director, 31.01.2013)
Question 5: Do you see any potential for improvements?
Cargo Airline #1 did not see any potential for improvement.
“You know, our Technical Dispatch Reiiabiiity is dose to 100%. I don’t 
think we can get any better. ” (Operations Director, 30.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #2 confirmed improvement potential.
“Our Technical Dispatch Reiiabiiity is good, but it should be better. And i 
think it can get better. ” (Sales Director, 31.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #3 also confirmed that there was room for improvement. They 
even pointed out that improvement was mandatory to ensure business 
continuity.
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‘We have to get better. Not performance-wise, but the costs need to go 
down significantly.” (Ground Operations Director, 31.01.2013)
Question 6: What is your opinion regarding the operational factor approach 
applied at XYZ Cargo?
The researcher had already briefly explained the previous research at XYZ 
Cargo when she first contacted the airlines. During the interviews she now 
explained how the operational factors were derived and applied.
Caroo Airline #1 showed no real interest in the research and the findings.
“Don’t think it ’s necessary for us. But maybe for others. ” (Operations 
Director, 30.01.2013)
The other participants demonstrated lively interest and optimism that the 
operational factor approach could be a useful approach for managing their 
spare parts stocks.
Cargo Airline #2 highlighted that not all factors would be needed depending on 
the basic set up of operations.
“I don’t think we would need to focus on safety and security like you did 
as we don’t operate into these kind of dangerous places. ” (Sales 
Director, 31.01.2013)
The participant also suggested including the Recommended Spare Parts List.
“I know it ’s not an operational factor in that sense. But it can be used as a 
support.” (Sales Director, 30.01.2013)
There was a clear commitment to the operational factor approach.
“I will discuss this method internally. I am sure we can use it to modify 
our current system. We should look at the factors we don’t use at the 
moment and include them. ” (Sales Director, 30.01.2013)
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“I think this can definitely help to bring the Technical Dispatch Reiiabiiity 
up.” (Sales Director, 30.01.2013)
Cargo Airline #3 showed a very similar reaction.
“I think we should give it a try. At your place the inventory cost went down 
significantly. This is what we need. And as it seems the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability did not suffer but got better as well. ” (Ground Operations Director,
31.01.2013)
A summary of the findings and conclusions will be provided in the following 
chapter.
4.12 Comparison of Findings: XYZ Cargo versus other Cargo 
Airlines
This chapter provides a comparison of the findings from the Action Research at 
XYZ Cargo and the expert interviews conducted with the 3 other cargo airlines.
Exhibit 4.11 provides a summary of the findings. They will be discussed 
hereafter and conclusions will be derived.
The summary of findings is provided based on the 6 predefined questions used 
for the expert interviews with the other 3 cargo airlines.
These questions were not asked to XYZ Cargo the same way. However, the 
answers to these questions became apparent during the field work. The only 
exemption is Question 2. Here an explanation can only be constructed based 
on the interpretations the researcher made during her work with XYZ Cargo. 
Therefore the researcher decided to include XYZ Cargo in the Exhibit 4.11 filling 
in the information as if it had been provided during an expert telephone 
interview conducted with XYZ Cargo.
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Exhibit 4.11 : Comparison of Research Findings: XYZ Cargo vs. Other Cargo 
Airlines
Question Cargo Airline #1 Cargo Airline #2 Cargo Airline #3 { XYZ Cargo
1) W h a t kind of 
inventory  
M an ag em en t 
system  do you 
currently have in 
Diace?
-Forecasts on 
historical da ta  
-E xperience
-R ecom m ended  
S pare  Parts List 
-O perational Factors  
-Experience
-R eco m m en d ed  | 
S p a re  Parts List I 
-M in im um  E qu ipm ent!  
List 1
-R eactive  buying
2 ) W h y  do you use  
this kind of 
Inventory  
M an ag em en t 
system ?
-It works
-P eop le  are used to it
-it was developed  
over tim e
-N o other option  
available
-?
3 ) H ow  satisfied are  
you with th e  current 
Inventory  
M an ag em en t 
system ?
-V ery  satisfied -Satisfied -N ot satisfied -N ot satisfied
4 ) Do you perceive  
any prob lem s? If 
yes, w hat are these  
problem s?
-N o Problem s -Overstocking
-O bso lescence
-S tock  holding cost I 
m uch too high I
-T D R  below  
requirem ents  
-S tock  holding cost 
above budoet
5 ) Do you see  any  
potential for 
im provem ents?
-No -Y es -Y es -Y es
6) W h a t is your 
opinion regarding  
the  operational 
factor appraoch  
applied at X Y Z  
Cargo?
-Possibly suitable for 
other airlines
-A dapt selection of 
operational factors to  
individual airline  
-Include  
R ecom m ended  
S pare  Parts List 
-D efinitely useful 
approach
-Definite ly useful 
approach
-D efinitely useful 
appraoch
-Technial D ispatch  
Reliability im proved  
above benchm ark  
-S tock  holding cost 
reduced below  
budget
Source: present author
Cargo Airline #1 stands out of the 4 airlines in several aspects. Out of the 4, this 
airline is the only one operating aircraft manufactured in the former Eastern 
bloc. The operational set up is different. Engineers and technicians accompany 
the aircraft, pilots and technical staffs form a unit that knows their aircraft very 
well. It seems that they do more repairs compared to the other 3 airlines.
“I know some company who operate Antonov. These planes are like the 
cars in the good old days when you could repair them yourself.
Nowadays you need to go to a repair station for almost everything. This 
is the same with our Boeings. ” (Cargo Airline #3, Ground Operations 
Director, 31.01.2013).
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“Ourpilots don’t want to have mechanics around them all the time. They 
would call in sick immediateiy. ” (Cargo Airiine #2, Sales Director,
31.01.2013).
Cargo Airline #1 confirms the findings of Ghobbar and Friend (2003) that most 
airlines actually apply forecasting using historical data and operational 
experience. Their feedback also supports that this can be a useful approach. 
Cargo Airline #2 also supports the application of experience. Experience 
applied as intuition improved the forecasting accuracy and thus operational and 
financial performance at XYZ Cargo.
The evidence found in the literature review and in this study, that intuition can 
improve decisions evokes the question how intuition relates to the other 
operational factors. Exhibit 4.4 displays that all operational factors impact on 
cost.
Considering the findings from the field work and the literature review, the 
following can be deducted:
Matzler et al (2007) define intuition as “a highiy complex and highly developed 
form of reasoning that is based on years of experience and learning, and on 
facts, patterns, concepts, procedures and abstractions stored in one’s head’ (p. 
14).
Applying this understanding to the actual context, intuition is amongst others 
based on the following factors: Experience and learning from other jobs, market 
knowledge about e.g. availability of spare parts, patterns with regard to 
maintenance and aircraft behaviour, knowledge about safety and security 
requirements, dangerous goods regulations, implications of a Minimum 
Equipment List, a feeling for cost, a knowledge about airport frequencies.
Some of the identified factors are the operational factors derived in Action 
Research cycle 3. Therefore, the operational factors are considered to inform 
intuition. This is shown in Exhibit 4.12.
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Exhibit 4.12: Influence of Operational Factors on Intuition
Flight Schedule
irport Frequenc
afety & Securit
Type of Cargo
Cost
^  Minimum ^  
Equipment List
Intuition
Source: present author
The only exemption is seen in the operational factor “Flight Schedule”. In a 
different setup intuition should actually influence the design of the flight 
schedule. In this study the flight schedule was taken as given. Flowever, under 
different circumstances it would be possible to develop a flight schedule based 
on all other factors as displayed in Exhibit 4.13.
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Exhibit 4.13: Influence of Operational Factors on Flight Schedule
Flight Schedule
irport Frequenc
afety & Securit
Type of Cargo
Cost
Intuition
^  Minimum ^  
Equipment List
Source: present author
The approach shown in Exhibit 4.13 suggests that all operational factors 
influence the flight schedule. If the flight schedule was flexible the research 
question could be answered in a different way. In this case not the flight 
schedule would determine the spare parts stock but all other factors would 
determine the flight schedule ensuring spare parts availability and lowest 
possible stock holding cost. If e.g. the review of airport frequencies had shown 
that certain airports were not served by other airlines and no spare parts were 
available there, XYZ Cargo could have decided not to include this airport in their 
flight schedule. This would have avoided cost for setting up a spare parts stock 
at this airport or considering expensive emergency shipments to this airport.
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However, in this study the Flight Schedule of XYZ Cargo was given and could 
not be changed. As a consequence, the spare parts inventory had to be built 
based on the Flight Schedule.
However, based on the different aircraft type and operational set up, the 
findings from Cargo Airline #1 are considered not being totally comparable to 
the ones from Cargo Airlines #2 and #3 and XYZ Cargo. Therefore the focus 
will be on the 3 remaining airlines.
The additional field work made obvious that the Recommended Spare Parts List 
is something the airlines tend to consider. Cargo Airline #3 confirmed that 
application of the Recommended Spare Parts List as is leads to very high stock 
holding costs but also to a high Technical Dispatch Reliability. However, the 
costs in both cases of XYZ Cargo and Cargo Airline #3 were far too high so that 
both airlines stated that the Recommended Spare Parts List approach was not 
suitable. Cargo Airline #2 confirms the understanding gained during the AR at 
XYZ Cargo that the Recommended Spare Parts List can be useful but should 
not be applied as given. Evidence suggests that the Recommended Spare 
Parts List should be taken as a baseline but the decision maker should keep in 
mind who the author of this list is and what the intention behind this list is.
Regarding statistical forecasting methods Cargo Airline #2 confirmed the 
resistance towards application of such methods that became apparent during 
the field work at XYZ Cargo.
The Operational Factor Approach was supported by all airlines including Cargo 
Airline #1.
Cargo Airline #2 highlighted a valid point. They had already applied operational 
factors but had named them “customer requirements”. They demonstrated that 
the operational factors applied at XYZ Cargo would need to be assessed prior 
application at a different airline as some factors might not be applicable in other 
cases.
This evaluation done by Cargo Airline #2 also suggests that the value of the 
Action Research at XYZ Cargo lies in the derivation and application of the 
approach, but not in the nomination of the 7 factors in the case of XYZ Cargo.
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Cargo Airiine #2 supports the understanding of the researcher about the main 
benefit of the research. This will be further discussed in Chapter 5.
4.13 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter described the field work conducted within this study. The 
background of the field work and the initial situation were explained. Following 
the respective Action Research cycles were detailed.
Action Research cycle 1 showed the limitations of the Recommended Spare 
Parts List for spare parts inventory management. The recommended spare part 
quantities are derived from average component failure rates and estimated flight 
hours and cycles of the aircraft. Increased failure rates due to specific 
operational circumstances, e.g. flying in extreme weather conditions are not 
considered. Further, aircraft manufacturers will most likely recommend having 
more spare parts than necessary in order to avoid claims from airlines. 
Therefore, the Recommended Spare Parts List can be useful but its limitations 
have to be considered.
Action Research cycle 2 supported the findings from the literature review 
regarding statistical forecasting methods. Existing literature revealed that only a 
minority of airlines apply statistical forecasting methods and mostly rely on 
operational experience and intuition. XYZ Cargo refused application of such 
methods as well basing their resistance on bad past experience and missing 
evidence that such methods could be applied successfully.
In Action Research cycle 3 the Operational Factor Approach was derived and 
successfully applied. This cycle can be regarded as the core of the field work by 
contributing to management knowledge and practice. Further, the research 
question was successfully answered: With the Operational Factor Approach a 
spare parts inventory was built that reduced the number of technical delays due 
to missing spare parts resulting in an increased Technical Dispatch Reliability.
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Action Research cycle 4 confirmed the successful application of the Operational 
Factor Approach. During this cycle “Intuition” was applied in allocation of the 
spare parts stock. The results of this cycle outperformed the ones from the 
pervious cycle. This supports findings from the literature that intuition can 
improve decisions.
The additional field work again supported the positive influence of intuition. 
Further, the participating aviation experts confirmed the Operational Factor 
Approach as being suitable for spare parts inventory management.
This chapter already contained critical discussions of the research findings. 
However, these considerations are still incomplete. A comprehensive 
discussion will follow in Chapter 5.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Introduction
This research aims to answer, which factors should be applied to decide how 
critical spare parts inventory should be built up in order to ensure a high 
Technical Dispatch Reliability.
This study provides a unique contribution to the body of knowledge. A new 
Operational Factor Approach is iteratively developed and successfully applied 
at XYZ Cargo. This study finds seven operational factors of high significance: 
flight schedule, type of cargo, minimum equipment list, safety and security, 
airport frequency, cost, and intuition. Applying these factors for the spare parts 
stock allocation significantly improved the airline’s Technical Dispatch Reliability 
outperforming the competition. In addition, the spare parts inventory met budget 
constraints. The importance of intuition in decision making is confirmed.
This Chapter discusses how the findings contribute to the existing literature and 
which managerial implications can be drawn from them. Limitations of this 
research are discussed and recommendations for further research are given. 
This Chapter closes with recommendations for management practice.
5.2 Discussion of Findings in Relation to the Literature 
explored
The field work conducted consisted of several steps as shown in Chapter 4.2. In 
the following, each step will be reviewed and the findings will be assessed in 
relation to the findings from the Literature Review.
During the assessment of the Initial Situation in Chapter 4.3, XYZ Cargo 
confirmed several findings from the Literature Review.
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XYZ Cargo operates scheduled services. Therefore, operating as per published 
schedule is crucial. Aircraft departing late on a regular basis has an impact on 
time-critical freight will most likely lead to customer dissatisfaction. Ongoing 
delays can put a company’s business continuity at risk.
As discussed by Ponchetto (2006), reasons for a flight getting delayed are 
manifold. Incidents caused by extreme weather or airport digestion cannot be 
controlled by the airline. Customers tend to accept disruptions caused by force 
majeure, e.g. volcanic ash clouds or extreme snowfalls as being uncontrollable. 
However, they tend to be unforgiving if in their perception the airline itself is 
responsible for repetitive flight delays.
XYZ Cargo experiences an increasing number of flight delays caused by 
missing spare parts. From a customer perspective, these delays occur due to 
technical defects of the aircraft. Aircraft maintenance is airline responsibility. 
Customers experiencing poor technical performance of aircraft resulting in low 
reliability will most likely search for alternative solutions, i.e. change their 
supplier.
With customers demanding on-time performance of scheduled flights, XYZ 
Cargo needs to improve their Technical Dispatch Reliability.
The analysis of the delay reasons in Chapter 4.3 showed that in the case of 
XYZ Cargo the majority of delays were caused due to missing spare parts.
Forecasting of the future demand for spare parts is an essential requirement for 
inventory management decisions (Gardner 1990, Korpela and Tuominen 1996, 
Willemain et al 2004, Gutierrez et al 2008). XYZ Cargo confirmed the findings of 
e.g. Fortuin and Martin (1999) and Kutanoglu (2008) that demand for spare 
parts is lumpy missing a regular demand pattern. A prediction of demand in 
terms of quantity and point of demand is difficult.
Based on the initial situation, the Action Research cycles commenced.
In Action Research cycle 1 a spare parts stock was compiled based on the input 
from the Recommended Spare Parts List.
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The Recommended Spare Parts List (Regattieri et al 2005) is issued by the 
aircraft manufacturer and tailored to the fleet setup of an airline. The airline 
provides expected flight hours and flight cycles. The aircraft manufacturer uses 
known average failure rates of components determined by flight hours and flight 
cycles. The Recommended Spare Parts List is the aircraft manufacturer’s 
recommendation, in which quantity spare parts should be put on stock.
Several limitations of the Recommended Spare Parts List as issued by the 
aircraft manufacturer became apparent.
It is a manufacturer recommendation. The manufacturer’s interest is to avoid 
claims from its customers. Therefore, the manufacturer will rather recommend a 
higher quantity as insurance against claims.
The input to the Recommended Spare Parts List is based on average failure 
rates of components. The longer components have been used, the more data is 
available and the more accurate the average failure rates should be. However, 
as the recommended spare parts quantity is only derived by matching average 
failure rates with expected flight hours and cycles, other factors are ignored, 
e.g. increased failure frequencies due to aircraft operation in extreme weather. 
Further, market availability, order and repair lead times are not considered.
From an airline perspective, the estimated flight hours and cycles can also 
change having a potential impact on spare parts demand. Reduced flight 
activity should reduce aircraft failure resulting in surplus stock and vice versa.
The expectation that using the Recommended Spare Parts List as given will 
result in a non-optimal spare parts stock is confirmed by the XYZ Cargo case. 
The virtual compilation of the spare parts stock based on the Recommended 
Spare Parts List would have solved all technical delays caused by missing 
spare parts, but the spare parts stock would have been significantly over 
budget.
The findings from Action Research cycle 1 confirm the view, that the 
Recommended Spare Parts List can give useful indication, however, should not 
be used as given but critically assessed and modified.
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Action Research cycle 2 proposes the application of statistical forecasting 
methods to determine XYZ Cargo’s spare part stock.
Statistical forecasting methods recognizing the lumpy demand of spare parts 
are in place (e.g. Razi and Tarn 2003, Chang et al 2005). Further, there are 
models as Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control developed by 
Sherbrooke (1968), however, this research focuses on the military context and 
findings cannot necessarily be transferred to civil aviation.
Research in civil aviation has revealed that only a minority of airlines applies 
statistical forecasting methods but in most cases rely on operational experience, 
informal processes or intuition (Ghobbar and Friend 2003, Siddique and 
Choudhary 2009)
At XYZ Cargo the researcher experiences resistance towards the use of 
statistical forecasting methods. The resistance is mainly based on unsuccessful 
application in the past and on missing evidence that such statistical forecasting 
methods can outperform operational experience. Although the literature review 
revealed studies comparing statistical forecasting methods (e.g. Teunter and 
Sani 2009), no research was found that tested statistical forecasting methods 
against operational experience.
During the literature reviewed no specific reasons could be found to explain the 
limited usage of statistical forecasting methods in aviation (Siddique and 
Choudhary 2009). It can be assumed that the reasons claimed by XYZ Cargo 
also apply to other airlines. The researcher’s perception of the aviation industry 
has always been that this industry not all focused on innovation in all areas. 
Whereas e.g. aircraft manufacturers always search for ways to reduce aircraft 
noise and fuel consumption by using new technologies and materials, in other 
areas such as spare parts inventory management the search for innovative 
concepts is rather limited. This perception was confirmed during the field work.
Due to lack of data accessibility it was not possible to virtually compile a spare 
parts stock using statistical forecasting methods during the field work.
Therefore, no statement regarding the suitability of such methods is possible. 
Implications thereof will be further discussed in Chapter 5.4.
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Action Research cycle 3 commences as the previous documented approaches, 
i.e. using the Recommended Spare Parts List and statistical forecasting 
methods have not achieved the desired outcome -  preventing Aircraft on 
Ground situations due to missing spare parts and realising a stock value within 
budget.
Ghobbar and Friend (2003) confirm that most airlines use experience, informal 
processes and intuition to determine their spare parts stock. Flowever, no 
evidence has been found trying to get a deep understanding how airlines 
actually take their inventory decisions based on experience or intuition.
Action Research cycle 3 tries to close this perceived gap in the body of 
knowledge. The aim of this cycle is to derive a sophisticated approach to 
determine the airline’s critical spare parts stock.
The derivation of the Operational Factor Approach is considered the main 
contribution of this study to the body of knowledge. Whereas Action Research 
cycles 1 and 2 confirm findings from the Literature Review, the Operational 
Factor Approach adds new knowledge to the existing literature.
The Operational Factor Approach recognises operational experience and 
intuition as the airline’s major input to be considered when determining the 
company’s critical spare parts stock.
The factors used in this cycle, i.e. Flight Schedule, Type of Cargo, Minimum 
Equipement List, Safety and Security, Airport Frequency, Cost and Intuition 
(see Chapter 4.6) are not necessarily applicable for any other airline, changes 
might be necessary. Therefore, the factors themselves are not the main 
contribution of this study but the process of deriving them.
Action Research cycle 4 confirms the positive influence of intuition on decision 
making.
Literature suggests the need for managerial judgment. Research from 
Lawrence et al (1986), Blattberg and Hoch (1990), Lim and O’Connor (1995) 
and Fildes and Goodwin (2007) shows that the results of forecasts improve if 
managers intuitively adjust them. The findings from Khatri and Ng (2000) that
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intuition is useful in unstable contexts are supported here. The spare parts stock 
allocation had to be done within a limited period of time. In order not to disrupt 
the ongoing operation, the allocation had to be done as close as possible to the 
commencement of the new flight season. The allocation was made based on 
information available at this point in time. All decisions taken were accompanied 
by the underlying uncertainty about when a spare part would actually fail and 
especially where.
The findings from the field work support the view of Matzler et al (2007) that 
intuition is developed from experience, networks, emotional intelligence, 
tolerance, curiosity, and limits. The view introduced by Hodgkinson et al (2008) 
that intuition is derived from pattern recognition over time is also supported here 
as is the definition of intuition provided by Dane and Pratt (2007: p. 36), i.e. 
“intuition is a nonconscious process involving holistic associations that are 
produced rapidly, which result in affectively charged Judgments". The 
adjustments to the original spare parts stock allocation compiled by the 
researcher were done by the Director Maintenance and the Purchasing and 
Logistics Manager in a way obviously not conscious to them. It seemed to 
happen nonconsciously with them drawing from their stored memories.
Changing the spare parts stock allocation also happened very quickly within 
minutes.
In Action Research cycle 3 the Operational Factor Approach is applied ignoring 
the derived factor “intuition”. In this cycle intuition is used by the decision 
makers to adjust the spare parts stock allocation developed by the researcher.
The intuitively adjusted spare parts stock allocation further reduces the number 
of aircraft delays caused by missing spare parts and hence improves the 
Technical Dispatch Reliability.
As previously discussed, due to the short period of 6 months between cycles 3 
and 4, experience and learning effects on the researcher’s side can be 
excluded. Therefore, the improvement in cycle 4 can be attributed to the 
successful use of intuition.
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The Additional Field Work confirms several aspects from both the Literature 
Review and the Action Research at XYZ Cargo.
All 3 airlines confirm that on-time departure of their flights is crucial for their 
business. Their customers rely on flight schedules. Punctuality is a key to 
customer satisfaction and business continuity.
Cargo Airline #3 confirms that the application of the Recommended Spare Parts 
List as issued by the aircraft manufacturer can prevent flight delays due to 
missing spare parts but will put the company under financial pressure due to a 
very high spare parts stock value.
Cargo Airline #2 confirms the resistance towards statistical forecasting methods 
due to bad experience.
Cargo Airline #2 confirms the application of operational factors in their own 
business; however, these factors are not used in a structured way as proposed 
by the Operational Factor Approach.
All 3 airlines confirm that experience or intuition is the key to successful spare 
parts inventory management.
Research suggests that experience is a major contributor to intuition (Agor 
1986, Sion 1987, Khatri and Ng 2000, Sadler-Smith and Shefy 2004). It is 
assumed here that even if the airlines do not differentiate between experience 
and intuition, both factors are considered.
In the following Chapter, managerial implications arising from the research 
findings will be discussed.
5.3 Managerial implications
This research has direct managerial implications. The term “managerial 
implications” is understood as recommendations for managers responsible for 
spare part inventory decisions.
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As Goughian and Goghlan (2002) point out, the essence of Action Research is 
change. In this case, XYZ Cargo has to change its spare part inventory 
management from a reactive to a proactive system.
Based on the findings from the Action Research cycles and the additional field 
work the following implications for managers can be derived.
First, the Recommended Spare Parts List can be useful to determine spare 
parts inventory, however, the recommendations should not be taken as given 
but critically assessed and modified where necessary. The Recommended 
Spare Parts List should be considered as another Operational Factor as 
proposed from other cargo airlines during the additional field work (see Chapter 
4.10).
Second, statistical forecasting methods should not be simply refused but should 
be considered for spare part inventory allocation. One of the limitations of this 
study is that no statistical forecasting method could be tested during the field 
work (see Chapter 5.4). As already discussed in literature review, only studies 
comparing different statistical forecasting methods as conducted by Teunter 
and Sani (2009), could be found. Studies benchmarking statistical forecasting 
methods with methods mainly applied by airlines, i.e. operational experience 
were not available. This will be further discussed in the following Chapter 5.5.
Third, the Operational Factor Approach derived here should be used by 
managers. Flowever, the selected factors have to be assessed and modified, 
replaced or added if required. This study finds seven operational factors of high 
significance: flight schedule, type of cargo, minimum equipment list, safety and 
security, airport frequency, cost, and intuition (see Chapter 4.6). As it became 
apparent during the additional field work, airlines use the Recommended Spare 
Parts List (see Chapter 4.10). It should be considered to include the 
Recommended Spare Parts List as an Operational Factor, using it as a 
recommendation and not as a mandatory requirement. It is possible that e.g. 
the Operational Factor “type of cargo” is not applicable for an airline if the cargo 
carried has no specific features that need to be considered. An airline that does 
not transport Dangerous Goods or perishable cargo does not need to consider 
implications for spare parts requirements arising from the shipment of such
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items. Although the importance and positive effects of intuition on spare parts 
inventory decisions were confirmed by e.g. Dane and Pratt 2007 and during the 
field work (see Chapter 4.7), the successful application of intuition is limited. As 
discussed in Chapter 4.7, intuition requires e.g. experience and learning from 
other jobs, market knowledge about availability of spare parts, patterns with 
regard to maintenance and aircraft behaviour, knowledge about safety and 
security requirements, dangerous goods regulations, implications of a Minimum 
Equipment List, a feeling for cost, a knowledge about airport frequencies. 
Experience as the main prerequisite for successful application of intuition has 
been highlighted by e.g. Sadler-Smith and Shefy 2004. If an airline does not 
have experienced decision makers it would be worthwhile not requesting 
inexperienced staff to intuitively adjust forecasts.
Fourth, the derivation of the Operational Factors should be a team approach 
considering the input of all experts from relevant departments, e.g. engineering, 
purchasing and logistics, and finance. As by Zomerdijk and de Vries (2003), 
inventory objectives usually differ or even conflict within a company. From an 
engineering point of view, the main focus is on keeping the aircraft flying at any 
time. Therefore, engineers would prefer a comprehensive spare parts stock 
including a high safety stock. The finance function on the other side would insist 
on a low level of inventory in order to conserve capital. Applying the Operational 
Factor Approach and ensuring the consent of all affected departments therefore 
implies a team effort such as the focus group approach applied during the field 
work (see Chapter 4.6).
Fifth, managers should actively use their intuition and should encourage others 
to do so. Further, managers should try to continuously improve their intuitive 
decision making capabilities as recommended by Sadler-Smith and Shefy 
(2004). Flowever, as stated above, it is highly recommended that only 
experienced managers apply intuition. Inexperienced decision makers should 
gain the necessary experience first before actively adjusting inventory 
decisions.
Flowever, these managerial implications need to be considered regarding the 
limitations of this research that will be discussed hereafter.
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5.4 Research Limitations
The limitations of Action Research in terms of generalisation and theory 
generation have been discussed in Chapter 3.5.
Eden and Huxham (1996) suggest that Action Research should achieve the 
following in terms of generalisation and theory generation:
First, Action Research should have implications, i.e. the potential to inform other 
contexts as least by making suggestions. In this study the Operational Factor 
Approach was derived and successfully applied in the aviation context. A 
functioning spare parts inventory management system is crucial for all 
industries in which malfunctioning of equipment can lead to major disruptions of 
the production process. The findings support the importance of operational 
experience. These results can help other organizations, not only in the aviation 
sector but in other areas, to set up their spare parts inventory management 
system.
Second, Action Research must relate to theory. The research here was based 
on findings from the literature. The results obtained during the field work confirm 
findings from previous research as discussed in Chapter 5.2. Further, this 
research has developed new knowledge and this contributes to existing theory. 
In this study a new Operational Factor Approach is iteratively developed and 
successfully applied. The importance of intuition in decision making is 
confirmed.
Third, the research method has to be linked to theory. In Chapter 3 the research 
methodology was discussed. An assessment of the selected approach was 
done with the Strengths- Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threads analysis 
presented in Chapter 3.12. This analysis was done prior the field work 
discussed in Chapter 4. Hens, the chosen research methodology is examined in 
relation to the field work.
The Action Research Protocol in Appendix B should help other researchers to 
replicate the study undertaken and thus increase reliability. Despite the 
documented steps, it has to be acknowledged that an identical replication of the
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field work is highly unlikely. Even with the identical flight schedule in place, the 
rating of the airports in terms of connectivity, on-site spare parts availability and 
other factors will most likely differ if done by a different researcher. The aircraft 
might also “behave” differently during the replication. The same is true for the 
applied intuition. If Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
had completed their task on a different day they might have made different 
adjustments.
Regarding validity of the findings, member checking by participants was 
applied. The researcher was also able to receive two peer reviews. These were 
conducted by two contacts who did not want to participate in the study but who 
agreed to review the results. Both independently confirmed that they consider 
the developed approach to apply operational factors for spare parts stock 
determination suitable, and that they would apply them within their respective 
fleets. However, they did not agree to the researcher including their protocolised 
meetings in this study.
It can be stated that the research ethics in terms of confidentiality and 
anonymity fully meet the requirements placed by XYZ Cargo. That was 
confirmed by the Director Maintenance after his final review of this Chapter.
The sampling technique applied here can be regarded as a weakness.
However, the convenience sampling applied was not the researcher’s first 
choice. The aviation industry is very reluctant in terms of sharing critical 
information. Especially data that can be used to create revenue is not shared 
voluntarily as seen for Lufthansa Technik in Chapter 4.5. Also the literature on 
how airlines manage their spare parts inventory is limited in quantity. Further, 
the quality in terms of which information and data is actually revealed is also 
restricted. One example underlying this impression is Tedone (1989) discussed 
in Chapter 2.20. The author provides basically a description of the PC-based 
Decision Support System used by American Airlines for spare parts inventory 
control. This system apparently provided a million dollar benefit to the airline 
after introduction. However, the author only describes the basic functions of this 
tool but does a not e.g. present the underlying algorithms for the spare part 
demand forecasts. This research could not have been carried out with
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participants sharing information and insight at a level done by Tedone (1989). 
The convenience sampling focusing on airlines willing to provide the required 
data was necessary and is therefore considered as an unavoidable weakness 
due to the industry specifics.
With regard to data collection it can be criticised that the researcher only 
applied creative interviewing. However, as an action researcher being part of 
the company, the researcher considered this the right approach. The application 
of creative interviewing (Patton 2002) for data collection supports the deep 
understanding of the situation as the researcher can react flexibly and adapt her 
interview technique to obtain the maximum amount of data.
In terms of data analysis the evaluation of the Technical Dispatch Reliability can 
be considered to be objective. The delays that led to the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability dropping below 100% were recorded by XYZ Cargo, the evaluation 
was done by the researcher using Microsoft Excel.
The assessment of what actually caused the increased Technical Dispatch 
Reliability is rather subjective. The improvement of the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability in the Summer Schedule 2011 period compared to the Technical 
Dispatch Reliability in 2010 should have been the effect of a pre-planned spare 
parts stock. At first sight the applied intuition in the Winter Schedule 2011/12 
period set up should have brought the Technical Dispatch Reliability in the 
Winter Schedule 2011/12 period even higher than the Technical Dispatch 
Reliability of the Summer Schedule 2011 period. Studies from e.g. Blattberg 
and Hoch (1990) and Fildes and Goodwin (2007) confirm this understanding. 
However, as no cross-check with the Winter Schedule 2011/12 period spare 
parts stock set up without using intuitive adjustments was carried out, it has to 
be acknowledged that this improvement could have been caused by other 
reasons such as a better “behaviour” of the aircraft. In most cases an airlines 
has one or more aircraft in its fleet that are more prone to malfunctioning than 
others. Aircraft also show periods with high and low failure rates. However, a 
change of general aircraft behaviour was not found at XYZ Cargo. Therefore, 
the positive influence of intuition on the spare parts stock allocation and the 
Technical Dispatch Reliability is considered to be highly likely.
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Another weakness regarding the results is that the developed approach cannot 
be compared to existing methods. It would be critical to know if the Operational 
Factor Approach would have outperformed the statistical forecasting methods 
reviewed in Chapter 2.3. However, the feedback from the aviation experts 
received during peer review provides confidence that the Operational Factor 
Approach can achieve better results than statistical forecasting methods.
The research question asked how critical spare parts inventory should be built 
up in order to ensure a high Technical Dispatch Reliability. During the literature 
review, different approaches were identified. Despite the focus on forecasting 
methods for spare parts with intermittent demand, none of these methods was 
applied in the field work due to the reasons detailed before. However, the result 
of the field work shows an inventory for critical spare parts that has achieved a 
high Technical Dispatch Reliability. It has to be stressed here that the research 
question was answered only for XYZ Cargo. Missing applications to other 
airlines do not allow a general statement.
The aim of this study was to establish an inventory management system that 
enables XYZ Cargo to optimise its critical spare parts inventory in terms of 
availability and cost. The airline’s representatives taking part in this study 
confirmed that this objective was achieved. Compared to the initial situation, the 
critical spare parts inventory was optimised in terms of availability resulting in an 
increased Technical Dispatch Reliability as well as in terms of cost resulting in 
an inventory value meeting budget constraints.
With regard to academic benefits this study was able to show how Action 
Research can successfully be applied to solve a real world problem. The Action 
Research cycles conducted iteratively allowed innovation within XYZ Cargo. As 
discussed in Chapter 3.5, this approach resembles the so called “lean startup” 
strategy developed by Ries (2011). The idea of this strategy is that a company 
instead of spending months in hiding mode quickly launches a “minimum viable 
product” that includes enough features to get feedback from early adopters. The 
product then is continuously improved (Nobel 2011).
As Chapter 4 showed, the “lean startup” concept is realised during the field 
work. The inventory management approach found during the analysis of the
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initial situation (see Chapter 4.3) did not deliver the required results. Instead of 
thinking of suitable process improvements for months, the researcher quickly 
started the first Action Research cycle. Immediate feedback was obtained 
resulting in the launch of the second cycle. Cycle 3 provided a positive result 
which could still be improved in Cycle 4. This study closed with Cycle 4; 
however, it can be assumed that the developed process could be improved 
during following cycles.
Although the known weaknesses of Action Research such as the difficulties to 
generalise results and validate data could not be avoided. Regarding the issue 
of generalisation the view of Yin (2009) is reinforced here. The results are not 
generalisable as the knowledge obtained is contextually bound to the specific 
situation. However, this research has never aimed to provide generalisable 
outcomes. It is acknowledged that additional studies with same results are 
necessary to claim generalisability (Yin 2009).
However, the results of this research should contribute to solution findings in 
other contexts. This view is strongly supported by the feedback obtained from 
aviation experts during the peer review. This study can therefore be regarded 
as having set the grounds for future research.
It can be concluded, that this research meets the requirements set by Eden and 
Husham (1996) regarding generalisation and theory generation.
This research project is conducted in a very individual context. The relationship 
between the researcher and the participants is unique. There is a possibility that 
other researchers would approach the research question in a different way 
arriving at different solutions. However, the Action Research Protocol in 
Appendix B and the documentation of the field work in Chapter 4 are 
considered to allow another researcher to reach a high level of replication.
Further, XYZ Cargo has a certain setup in terms of organisational structure, 
business model and other characteristics. For other organisations the approach 
chosen in here might not be suitable. It has to be acknowledged that XYZ Cargo 
has e.g. a small and single-type fleet. This is not true for all airlines. According 
to Tedone (1989) American Airlines operated 400 aircraft. However, the
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participants in the additional field work presented in Chapter 4.10 have other 
basic set ups but confirm findings from XYZ Cargo. Therefore it can be 
assumed that the Operational Factor Approach could also be suitable for e.g. 
bigger airlines.
Based on the discussed limitations of this study, the following section discusses 
recommendations for further research.
5.5 Recommendations for further Research
This research focuses on one organisation, i.e. XYZ Cargo. Even with additional 
evidence collected during the additional field work with 3 other cargo airlines, 
further research is required to verify the findings in a broader context and to 
overcome the restrictions the researcher faced during the Action Research.
The following seven areas of research are viewed to be necessary and useful to 
support this study:
First, the Operational Factor Approach should be applied at other airlines. The 
airlines should operate different aircraft and fleet types. In this study Cargo 
Airline #1 clearly had a different approach in terms of airline operation and 
spare parts management. It would be interesting to see if this is mainly related 
to the type of aircraft (Eastern built) or whether cultural factors should be 
considered as well. Further, airlines with a different business model should be 
considered, e.g. passenger airlines or cargo airlines operating on a charter 
basis. It can be assumed that e.g. that for airlines operating on a charter basis 
on-time performance is important but not as crucial for its customers and 
business continuity as it is for XYZ Cargo. Therefore, such charter airline could 
possibly approach its spare part management in a different way.
Second, the Operational Factor Approach should be compared to statistical 
forecasting methods. It would be useful to see if there are statistical approaches 
that could outperform the Operational Factor Approach. As discussed before, 
no research was found during the literature review in Chapter 2 benchmarking
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statistical forecasting methods against methods mainly applied by airlines, i.e. 
operational experience. Further, a comparison of existing operational 
experience methods with the newly developed Operational Factor Approach 
would be necessary. Flowever, again the literature review did not provide 
operational experience approaches properly documented to allow such a 
comparison.
Third, the derived factors should be checked for completeness. It is highly likely 
that other airlines require additional or less factors to be included in the 
application of the spare parts stock. For XYZ Cargo the factor “Type of Cargo” 
only related to goods subject to perishableness, time-criticality and Dangerous 
Goods Regulations. For other airlines also regulations for transport of livestock 
could apply. Further, other airlines might want to include “obsolescence” as a 
factor or include an “aging factor” to reflect the increasing fleet age. As 
highlighted by Cargo Airline #2, the Recommended Spare Parts List could also 
be included as a factor. Further the comments regarding the use of intuition 
stated in Chapter 5.3 apply.
Fourth, further research should be conducted focusing on intuition. The existing 
literature supports that most airlines use experience and intuition for their spare 
parts management. Therefore, the decision maker’s internal processes should 
be captured to find out how they use intuition. This could be done by applying 
concepts used in Naturalistic Decision Making as discussed by Klein (1998) and 
Lipshitz et al (2001). Based on this, recommendations how intuition can be 
improved should be developed. Such recommendations already exist as 
presented by e.g. Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004); however, characteristics of 
aviation and spare parts inventory management should be considered. As 
discussed e.g. Agor (1986) and Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004), intuition 
requires e.g. experience and learning from other jobs, market knowledge about 
availability of spare parts, patterns with regard to maintenance and aircraft 
behaviour, knowledge about safety and security requirements, dangerous 
goods regulations, implications of a Minimum Equipment List, a feeling for cost, 
a knowledge about airport frequencies. These areas should be prioritised in 
terms of intuition improvement.
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Fifth, the research on spare parts inventory management should be combined 
with research on maintenance planning. As discussed before, the initial problem 
of XYZ Cargo was seen in the increasing number of technical defects the 
aircraft experienced. Establishing a spare parts inventory management via the 
Operational Factor Approach reduced the number of delays due to missing 
spare parts and thus increased the Technical Dispatch Reliability. However, the 
number of technical defects did not decrease. To minimise the number of 
technical defects seems to be the key as this should have a positive impact on 
the spare parts inventory, i.e. the stock quantity and value should decrease.
Sixth, the research should be transferred in other contexts. As already 
discussed, spare parts inventory management is also crucial in other industries 
with equipment that needs to function anytime. It would be useful to see how 
experts from e.g. the shipbuilding or energy sector would view this approach. 
Further, use in other areas not related to spare parts management should also 
be analysed. People responsible for network planning, e.g. air or road, also 
need to consider several operational factors in their decision making, e.g. can a 
certain aircraft operate into a certain airport, can a certain truck operate on 
certain routes.
Seventh, the development of software incorporating the Operational Factors 
should be pursued. As already stated by XYZ Cargo, the manual application of 
the Operational Factor Approach for a fleet of only four aircraft was time- 
consuming and prone to human error. A manual approach for a bigger fleet and 
a broader flight schedule does not seem suitable.
5.6 Recommendations for Management Practice
Based on the findings of this research, this section provides recommendations 
for management practice. The term “management practice” is understood as 
methods or techniques to be suitable in achieving an objective. Whereas the 
section on managerial implications has dealt with recommendations for the
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manager in charge of spare parts inventory decisions, this section recommends 
in a broader way on spare parts inventory management practice.
The research findings suggest that intuition should be considered as being 
crucial for spare parts inventory decisions. This recommendation should of 
course be substantiated by further research. However, the role of intuition 
should be recognised during training and education of future decision makers. 
The findings from Agor (1986) support that intuitive capability varied by 
managerial level with top executives outperforming manager on lower levels in 
the company hierarchy. The field work presented in Chapter 4 confirms the 
findings from Agor (1986). The intuitive capability of the Purchasing and 
Logistics clerks was less than the one from the Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager and the Director Maintenance. However, the less experienced team 
members would be highly involved in the decision making process of critical 
spare part allocation in the future. Therefore there is a need to nurture the 
intuitive competence of those people actually taking spare part allocation 
decisions. This should be done by following the guidelines proposed by Sadler- 
Smith and Shefy (2004). Here particular attention should be paid to the 
recommendation of getting feedback on intuitive decisions. This should be done 
by the experienced managers to the learning staff. Intuition training should not 
only be conducted on the job, but should also be included in primary and 
secondary education. Here the focus should be in supporting the development 
of intuition and continuous improvement of intuitive decision making skills. 
Matzler et al (2007) conclude that intuition is developed from experience, 
networks, emotional intelligence, tolerance, curiosity, and limits. These 
attributes should be fostered to allow people to become good intuitive decision 
makers.
Further, existing spare part inventory management systems should be reviewed 
in terms of intuition. Following Sadler-Smith and Shefy (2004) that intuition is as 
important as rational analysis in decision processes, intuition should therefore 
be included in forecasting methods allowing managerial judgment. As shown by 
Blattberg and Hoch (1990), statistical methods and managerial judgment 
obtained about the same level of forecasting accuracy when performed in
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isolation whereas a combined approach outperformed both separate 
approaches.
Another recommendation for management practice is to consider all relevant 
factors that influence spare part inventory requirements. In the aviation industry, 
spare part demand is mainly derived from historical data (Ghobbar and Friend 
2003). The focus here is on observed failures over a certain number of flight 
hours and flight cycles. It is mainly assumed that the expected number of 
failures of a component is proportional to its flying hours (Crawford 1988). 
Flowever, a linear correlation cannot be expected for all components as shown 
by Adams et al (1993). However, this approach does not recognise that certain 
situational changes can significantly influence the failure rates of components, 
e.g. operation in extreme climatic conditions can increase the failure rate of 
certain parts as shown by Li et al (2011 ). Other factors such as spare part 
availability at destination airports and customs requirements are also ignored. 
The Operational Factor Approach derived in Chapter 4.6 includes all factors that 
determine the spare parts for the planned airline operation. It should become an 
essential part of management practice to actually derive all operational factors 
and to apply them accordingly for spare parts allocation.
5.7 Summary and Conclusions
This study contributes to the body of knowledge of critical spare parts inventory 
management in the aviation industry by developing and successfully applying 
the operational factor approach at XYZ Cargo.
A new Operational Factor Approach is iteratively developed and successfully 
applied at XYZ Cargo. This study finds seven operational factors of high 
significance: flight schedule, type of cargo, minimum equipment list, safety and 
security, airport frequency, cost, and intuition.
The research supports the literature findings that airlines do not apply 
sophisticated mathematical forecasting models, but mainly use operational 
experience. The Operational Factor Approach provides a framework to capture
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operational factors and to apply them in a controlled way. The importance of 
intuition for good decision making is supported by findings from this research.
The developed approach is considered to be beneficial for other airlines and 
decision areas as well as for other industries. It also provides a framework for 
further research and allows recommendations for management practice.
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6. REFLECTIVE DIARY
The pain will pass, the pride will stay forever (Unknown)
The reflective diary forms a crucial part of the DBA thesis. And it is really hard 
work. It forces you to reflect deeply -  to assess and judge yourself, to dig out, 
what the DBA programme did to yourself, how it changed you, where it helped 
you to overcome weaknesses.
I have to admit that during the process of developing this chapter, I sometimes 
felt reluctant to write down my reflections. This reluctance was caused due to 
the fact that although I am used to reflect on my actions, ideas etc. a lot, I am 
not used to do this publicly and not in a way that my thoughts about myself can 
be read by other people -  who are not only the ones I know and trust - 
afterwards.
However, looking back I have to admit that writing this reflective diary was a 
very useful lesson for me. It made me review the different phases of the 
programme -  taught modules, literature review, field work, thesis writing -  and 
what I learned during each step. Sometimes the learning was painful, but even 
these or maybe just these unpleasant experiences helped a lot for me to grow 
both personally and professionally.
My DBA recap from how and why I started it and what I experienced and 
learned from it can be found below.
I first joined the aviation industry in 2002 when I was studying for my first 
degree. Rather coincidently, than actually planned, I found myself as a working 
student in the procurement and logistics department of an airline. I immediately 
was mesmerised by the speed of the business and the decisions that often 
need to be taken at very short notice. I used my master thesis to work on a 
problem the airline faced at this time and was able to develop a suitable 
solution. While working on my thesis I thought about a doctorate for the first 
time. However, I decided not to pursue this instantly after my graduation but to 
join the working world first.
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After graduation I stayed with the airline and in the department I had started as 
a student. At this time I got the opportunity to complete a MBA programme 
alongside work. In my MBA thesis I again dealt with a problem the airline faced 
and elaborated a satisfactory solution for them. After 24 months of hard work 
and decided to give myself a little academic break and to concentrate on my 
professional career.
I left the airline in 2008 to work for an aircraft manufacturer. In this position I 
was not involved in procurement and logistics as I had been before. However, 
the thought of starting a doctorate had not left me. I was sure that I wanted to 
do a practitioner doctorate which would allow me to combine theory and 
practice and that I wanted to work on a real world aviation problem at doctoral 
level. Although I consider myself to be very reflective with an affinity for 
theoretical discussions, I am also very practical and always search for 
pragmatic solutions. When I learned of the DBA as a work oriented programme 
offering a first taught year on research methodology, I considered it to be the 
right choice for me and consequently started it in 2009.
The taught modules in the first year of the DBA programme clearly showed me 
the limitations of my previous studies; those had e.g. not dealt with 
philosophical underpinnings or critical evaluation. Although I had always been 
unconsciously aware of my philosophical view of the world it was a very useful 
lesson to review the existing views in literature and to reassure mine. 
Furthermore it was important to improve my skills in reading and evaluating the 
literature I wanted to use for my thesis. Here the module on critical evaluation 
did a very good job. It changed my way of assessing information. I began to 
think more critically and to challenge the data and information presented to me. 
This did not only apply to the articles I read for my thesis but also to the 
newspapers and magazines I read in my leisure time. I also transferred my 
newly acquired skills to my workplace. I felt that my judgments and decisions in 
both my professional and personal life became more informed than they had 
been before.
Overall the taught course work year with structured modules on Research 
Methods for Management, Philosophical Underpinnings of Research,
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Qualitative and Quantitative Research Methods, Critical Evaluation and Thesis 
Proposals provided the effective tool set to develop research skills required to 
complete a doctorate. The contact with academics and managerial students 
from various industries and professions was both stimulating and supportive. 
Leaving my own comfort zone and opening up to new ideas on problem solving 
developed in other businesses showed me the limitations of my study and 
industry related views and approaches and broadened my skill set of dealing 
with workplace problems.
While every completed module helped to build my confidence that I would 
eventually complete the DBA, there were doubts that popped up every once in a 
while in my mind throughout the programme. These doubts lead me to question 
the wisdom of the research project in general as well as to the usefulness of my 
work for the real-life problem I was trying to solve. Sometimes ignoring them 
was possible, sometimes a deep dive was required to assess these doubts, 
trying to determine the root causes and develop ways to overcome them.
Furthermore, the seminars and presentations were very useful in obtaining 
immediate feedback, advice as well as challenge on thesis work completed so 
far. After having worked in a certain direction for weeks and months in a row, I 
was grateful for the audience to share their view on my work. The collegial 
environment provided not only professional but also emotional support. The 
feeling of “we are all sitting in the same boat” helped to overcome the 
perception that I was the only person working on a thesis and facing the usual 
struggles and challenges.
However, the real learning did not take place through the taught modules but as 
I engaged in the actual process of research at the DBA level. The more I dove 
into a certain aspect of my research, the more I realised that I was quite an 
amateur in the wider research world. The more I read, the more I got tempted to 
explore all areas emerging from the literature. I noticed with regret that this 
would not be feasible but had to acknowledge that at the same time this kind of 
engagement was not the way of “research” expected from a doctoral student. 
Supervisor wisdom provided the necessary direction and input to focus on the 
scientific routes feasible for discovery.
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A good example here is my choice of research methodology. During the taught 
module on research methods I clearly identified that my study would be a case 
study research. I spent a lot of time reading relevant literature and was 
absolutely convinced that I indeed had access to a case study. However, in one 
of the review meetings with my supervisors, it took them not more than three 
critical questions to show me that I was not planning for a case study research 
but that the only feasible approach for me was action research.
My first job involved the procurement of spare parts and inventory management 
in the aviation industry. I was immediately fascinated by the speed procurement 
and logistics processes need to run in a situation when an aircraft is not 
servicable when it should be, and by the complexity of the inventory decisions. 
Even then, it was clear that I would very much like to explore this in a scientific 
way if I ever got the chance.
This chance came when my I got accepted to the DBA programme. I had 
contacted other universities in Europe before but was always told that my 
research topic would not match the PhD requirements as it was “too practice 
oriented”.
Conducting my research outside my regular workplace resulted in additional 
workload throughout the programme, especially during the field work. I could 
only visit the client company for the very time-consuming field work when I was 
on vacation from my usual job; therefore I spent almost all my holiday 2011 at 
the client company. Spending weekends and holidays on my thesis was joyful 
and painful at the same time. I learned two main lessons here. First, I am very 
resilient to time pressure and stress and can recover quickly. Second, I can only 
do this for a limited period and then need time to actually do nothing.
However, keeping my regular job separated from the research turned out to be 
a very good idea when I was offered a position in a different company. Had I 
used a topic from my regular work environment, I would have jeopardised the 
research work when I decided to accept the offer. I knew before that it would be 
a challenge in terms of my thesis, but I did not want to miss the opportunity. 
When I started the DBA programme in 2009,1 was settled in my job and could 
set aside the time I needed for my thesis relatively easily. By December 2010,1
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had to get myself settled in my new job as well as in my new city and personal 
surroundings. Furthermore, 2011 brought the field work activities.
My new job turned out to be challenging, interesting, and came with a lot of 
travel, unplanned schedule changes and other surprises. This unpredictability of 
my professional life had also an influence on my personal life and research 
work: Many times the weekly schedule I had planned for my thesis was 
massively disturbed due to respective changes on the business side.
Fortunately, I could take my leave periods as planned which ensured that my 
field work went along as scheduled.
Even the life of a DBA candidate does not only consist of a job and work on a 
DBA. There are friends and family, hobbies and the chores. There were of 
course moments when I struggled and felt there was never enough time to fulfill 
my professional and personal obligations. Setting priorities and sticking to them, 
combined with a strict time management was the right strategy here. The ability 
of managing me clearly improved during the course of the DBA. It is a helpful 
capability I rely on in my professional and personal life.
On the other hand, there were times when I was unable to stick to my original 
plans and priorities when life struck me with a crisis. I painfully learned to accept 
that nothing is safe and secure forever and that I can be hit by unexpected 
events anytime. Flowever, accepting this truth allowed me to cope with personal 
and family challenges, and to return my attention to the research after a time.
My research project as a whole did not go along without any setbacks, e.g. 
when I started talking to aviation insiders about my research project they were 
all willing to contribute immediately. I therefore planned my field work 
accordingly. Flowever, after some time all of them one by one informed me that 
they could not participate in my study due to various reasons. More than once I 
saw my DBA failing due to the unavailability of participants. What I have learned 
from these disruptions is that sometimes it is good to take a step back and look 
for alternative solutions. A revised set up of my research project now involving a 
committed client company instead of several experts from different aviation 
companies brought me back on track here.
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During the time I spent with the client company to actually carry out my action 
research I actually learned and gained knowledge by active experimentation. As 
the action researcher in my project, I got actively involved in the company’s 
daily business and was able to “manipulate” their operational processes. As it 
could be expected, not everything went along as originally planned. I was forced 
to re-schedule parts of my field work due to e.g. unplanned absenteeism of 
participants.
My literature review on research methodology suggested that action research 
was not necessarily a popular approach with the scientific community. Action 
research was often viewed as consulting but not as real academic research.
Despite the fact that my key contact at the client company fully supported my 
project and granted me all required freedom, I felt that within the company there 
was some kind of resistance among certain employees to support my research. 
Even though there was nothing verbalised, I sensed that people felt I wanted to 
invade in their work space and to interfere with their settled processes. This left 
me with a feeling of being indeed an unwanted consulting telling qualified 
people how to do their job. Another useful lesson for me -  there will always be 
people who do not want to change. In my view this situation could put a big risk 
on my research project. To overcome this danger, I decided to follow the advice 
found in the literature, i.e. to create a collaborative environment and to actively 
engage the concerned employees in the research. Making them part of the 
development of the new approach, considering their ideas was more than “just” 
part of my work as a researcher. It was a leadership and change management 
task. Back in my daily work life, I could use the experience I gained throughout 
this process of motivating and engaging people and to ensure their support by 
transforming it into knowledge that is detached from the experiential situation 
but that can be used in other contexts.
I also experienced an improvement of my research skills throughout the 
programme. Doing the field work at XYZ Cargo I felt a lot of pressure to get 
everything right the first time. In fact, I did not have a second chance as this 
was the only company at this stage willing to support me. There was no pilot 
study for me to use as a play ground and to test my skills and abilities as an
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action researcher. I learnt my lessons with XYZ Cargo. Looking back I can say 
that the expert interviews I did with the 3 other cargo airlines after the action 
research project was closed were much better prepared and I felt much more 
confident during the interviews. The pressure of doing it right first time is very 
dominant in my professional life. Wrong decisions can easily cost millions of 
Euros and also customers. It is difficult to persuade a disappointed customer to 
stay or even to come back. The lessons from my field work confirmed my 
attitude at my workplace -  focus, focus, focus to get it right first time. Then get 
better at every occasion.
My progress through the DBA has not provided the ultimate answer to the 
research question but has enabled me to gain a very deep understanding of the 
context in which my research was placed. My view on inventory management 
and the implications for the aviation business became more holistic. I also 
learned a lot about decision making -  both by reading extensively and by own 
experience. The literature review had already supported my understanding that 
the economic concept of an individual as rational decision maker was a nice 
idea to make economic models work but could not stand reality. During the field 
work I learned a lot about people making irrational decisions due to various 
reasons. These people were part of a corporate organisation with its specific 
culture. The overall company goals did not always comply with employee’s 
individual targets. I transferred this understanding to my current workplace. 
When I look at decisions taken now, I try to figure out the real motives behind a 
decision which are not necessarily rational. I feel better prepared now to 
understand the process of decision making and to influence decisions by my 
own behaviour.
I have seen challenging but very beneficial times in terms of personal and 
professional growth. Working on my thesis has increased my self- reflection, the 
way I view myself and others. I am more critical now in terms of assessing 
information and do not necessarily accept something as given. Using language 
precisely has become crucial for me, especially as English is not my mother 
tongue. I did not only learn a lot about inventory management, decision making, 
or research methodology, I also gained contextual experience that I was able to 
transfer to other contexts. This is in line with Kolb’s experiential learning model
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where Kolb defines learning as “...the process whereby knowledge is created 
through the transformation of experience" (Kolb 1984: p. 38). Looking back I 
can say that active experimentation as e.g. experienced during the action 
research exercise is a way of learning and gaining knowledge that not only suits 
my academic and professional background but also my personality. The 
suitability of action research for learning is also discussed by Whitehead (2009). 
Therefore I learned a lot throughout the programme improving my skill set. I 
developed the ability to critically assess information helping me to take more 
informed decisions. I started understanding that sharing experience and 
obtaining feedback is crucial for development and improvement. Further I 
learned that I am very resilient but that I need time to do nothing, to actually get 
bored. The importance of setting priorities and sticking to them was reinforced 
regularly as I made my way through the phases of my research. I also 
understood that when I had the feeling of being stuck it was necessary to take a 
step back and look for alternative solutions.
Based on these learning experiences I strongly believe that the DBA 
programme has provided me with tools and abilities to better cope with personal 
and professional challenges in the future.
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Appendix A - Standard International Air Transport 
Association Delay Codes
Others
m-CS AfRUNE INTERNAL CODES
K  {OA) NO GATEiSTAÎfD AVAILAElLfry DUE TO 0 %VN AIRUNE ACTTvTnr
[B (SG) SCHHÎUIÏD GROUND TAIE LESS THAN DECLARED GROUND TIME
P a s s e n g e r  a n d  B a g g a g e
1t  p o ) LATE CHECK-4H.acc^tance alter
12 (PL) LATE CHECX-1M. ccHigesSsis In clscat-n araa
13 (PEj CHECKHN ERROR, passrga-ana b ^ g a ^
14 (PO) OVERSALES, sjociclr  ^errors
15 (PH) HOARDING, flscrepaicles and pagr^. irtssrng eiected-si p s s s n p r
16 (PS) COMMERCIAL PiBLKlTïrPASSEîLGER CONVENrENCE, VIP, fiess, grotfid itteas and rrlsslng parsKia:
Earns
17 (PC) CATERING ORDER, late or Incorrect order given Id arpjSler
18 (PE) BAGGAGE PROCESaaNG. sorting etc.
13 (PVi) fSDUCEDMŒ ILrrr.tcanllngJtlsâjanlngofpKsenpiswfflireÆ eîlmDHffiy.
C a rg o  a n d  M a il
21 (CD) DOCUMENTATION, errors eU
22 (CP) LATEPOSmOJOTG
23 (CC) LATE ACCEPTANCE
24 (Ct) INADEQUATE PACKING
25 (CO) OVERSALES. Po&lrg errors
% (CU) LATE PREPARATION IN WAREHOUSE
27 (CE) DOCUMENTATION. PACK3NG etc flfeV <My)
a  (CL) LATE POSmOWfG 0MS OlSy)
K  (CAJ LATE ACCEPTANCE (Afe?an.yj
A irc ra ft  a n d  R am p  H a n d lin g
31 (GD) AmCRAfT DQCUMB^TATlON LATBTNACCURATE, W gM  and Batarra. ^ rs ra ï dedaraOcn. pax manltesL
eto,
52 (GL) LOADING.U5ILOADING. txiîy. speOI load, cabin load, [act oT loadMg stair
33 (GE) LOADING EQUIPMENT, tack Of or breakdMTi. e.g. container pallet baler, lack of star
34 (GS) SERVBING EQUIPMENT, lack Of or CfeatdOATi. tack of staff, e.g. steps
35 (GC) AIRCRAFT CLEANING
33 (GF) FUELilNG'OEFUELUNG.flHlEippCer
37 (G3 ) CATERING, late rHftety CC loading
33 (GU) ULD.tackctf orseniceaPirty
33 (GT) TECHNICAL EQUIPXI ENT. lack Of or Breakdown, la a  cf staff, e.g. puaoack
T e c h n ic a l a n d  A irc ra ft  E q u ip m e n t
41 (TO) AmCRWT DEFECTS.
42 (TM) SCHEDULED MAJNTEHANCE late IBtease.
43 (TN) NON-SCHBDULED IdAINTENANCE. sper^l checks ansl'or adattcfial %-orts ttepcid noimal rralntenance
schedule.
44 (TS) SPARES AND MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT, iK k  Of or tMeakdOft'n.
45 (TA) AOG SPARES, Id te  canted to another Etacon.
45 (TC) AIRCRAFT CHANGE fartechnlca reasons.
47 (TL) STAND-BY AIRCRAFT, tact Of plained  Stand-by atergtfortecM cal masais.
43 (TV) SCHEDULED CABIN LXJNFlGURATION.VERSIONAJJJUSTf.tENTE.
D a m a g e  to  A irc ra ft  &  E D P /A u to m a te d  E q u ip m e n t F a ilu re
51 (OF) DAMAGE DURING FLIGHT OPERATIONS. Bird te IghtrJrg strtte. turtxifence. heav)' w  overaetght landing,
coTlslon durtng taxing
52 (DG) DAf.lAGE DURING GROUND OPERATIONS. coKsJons (cCrer than during taxing). loadhg'teHoading damage.
contanTnalon, tov.'ng. extreme v.'eatter conations 
55 (ED) DEPARTURE CONTROL
53 (EC) CARGO PREPARATIONDOCUMEtTTATION
57 (EF) FUGHT PLANS
S3 (EO) OTHER AUTOMATED SYSTEM
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Right Operations and Crewing
61 (FP) FLIG HT PLAN, ate ccrrpi^roit o rcfi3nprt.îî<ï!i1fl«artKnî3t:or.
62 (FF) OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS. Itel. toKi aiersibn
63 (FT) LATE CREW BOARDING OR DEPARTURE PROCEDURES, DtlKf flian Sid SSnasy (lïghi tec t Cf entire
crew)
61 (FS) FLIGHT DECK GREW SrWRTAGE, Elotnsss. aaafJng EtSKBy. t:g tt tree ffiiiitaltorE. crew ireas. vaffl visa, tiearji 
aoaimente. efc.
66 (FR) FLIGHT DECK CREW srac iA L  REQUEST, not wtKnopsatsialreffiiframeniE
66 (FL) LATE CABIN CREW BOARDING OR DEPARTIBLE PROCEDURES. Other than conrtecsan and stancSy
67 (FC) CABIN CREAI SHORTAGE sickness. aMfflng stsnrfiy. iDght tree imTaacns. crew imals, valid visa, hrarji
dorajmeats. ete.
68 (FA) CABIN CREW ERROR OR SPECIAL REQUEST, not Brtttn oî«rafional tequlremenb
m  (FB) CAPTAJN REQUEST FOR SECUMTY CHECK. extramCnajy
Weatlier
71 (WO) DEPARTURE STATION
72 (WT> DESTINATION STATION
73 (WR) EN ROUTE ORALTBLNATE
75 (Wl) DE-ICING OF AIRCRAFT, retrowal of Ice arxlbr snow, host pre/en*on ecausng unservloeaMlt/ of eiyiipment
76 (WS) REMOVAL OF SNOW. IC E WATER AND SAND FROM AIRPORT
77 (WG) GROUND tWJDUNS IMPARED BY AI7VERSE WEATHER CONOmONS
A T F M  +  A IR P O R T  +  G O V E R N M E M T A L  A U T H O R IT IE S  
A IR  T R A F F IC  F L O W  M A N A G E M E N T  R E S T R IC T IO N S
61 (AT) ATFM tSie ÎD ATC EN-ROUTE DEMAND/CAPACITY, standani demanfl'cajjaclty pcotNents
62 (AX) ATFM ftje to ATC STAFFiEQUlPMENT EN-ROUTE, rsdraea cæ æ ty caused by indisïtal aasin cr staff Storage.
equlpnent Taaiie. mllttBy etcertfee cr etdraaifnay dexa.-d due to capacity rsdiBtbn In rtB'gSxJtirtig area
63 (AE) ATFM due to RESTRICTION AT DESTINATION AIRPORT. Spcrt anitor nrev/ay c&sal Ore to testructlHi. indtziilat
acton, staff Stcstoge. p a tta l m rs !, ntf se mataxeré. nfgm ctrfaw. spaiai Qÿits
64 (AW) ATFM f t »  to WEATHER AT DESTINATION
A IR P O R T  A N D  G O V E R N M E N T A L  A U T H O R IT IE S
65 (AS) MAtffiATORY SECURITY
66 (AG) IMMIGRATION. CU3TOÎÆ. HEALTH
67 (AF) AIRPORT FACfLmES. parttig stands. lanp congestm. Ilgttrg. Buldings. gate BmltaLbns. etx
66 (AD) RESTRICTIONS AT AIRPORT OF DESTINATION. atpE t anddr njTv.'ay cbseJ diK to DtstnEton. todustna adton.
staff Ehtxto^. pcIBcal uirasL naise abatentart. rJgtit curfew, special flights
69 (AM) RESTRICTIONS AT AIRPORT OF DEPARTURE WITH OR WITHOUT ATFM RESTRICTIONS, fîüXudïig A ï  Trafic
Services, start-up and pusiibact. airport and'Or rtirra'ay dosed due to cbstnjcSon or w aS ieF . btdustog action, staff 
aiortage. poncai tnresL noise asafement. itgnt ctrtew. special rigncs
R e a c tio n a ry
51 (RL) LOAD CONNECTION, asvsltlng load ftocxanct.’ierngr.l
52 (RT) THROUGH CHECK-IN ERROR, passenger and baggage
53 (RA) AIRCRAFT ROTATION, late 307/31 Of arcraft from anomer fight or prevtous sector
54 (RS) CASm CREIV ROTATION, a/ialttng cabtt crex  Item another right
65 (RC) CREW ROTATION, awalUr^ crevi from another rtgtd (ffgbt deck or enure cre»v)
56 (RO) OPERATIONS CONTROL. re-rouCng, C /ersba  rânsordatün. atrcraft change for reassrs otfHr than technical
M is c e lla n e o u s
57 (Ml) INDUSTRIAL ACTION WITH OWN AIRUNE
56 (MO) INDUSTRIAL ACTION OUTSIDE OWN AIRUNE exctocfrto ATS
59 (MS) OTHER REASON, rat matohlng any cote atxrve
Source: C O D A  (2012)
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Appendix B -  Action Research Protocoi
On-Site I (1 7 -2 8  January 2011)
17 Jan
13:00 arrival; quick lunch with Director Maintenance
14:00-16:00 company tour, meet&greet with the staff, formal introduction of 
researcher to the team (purpose of research project, duration, collaboration)
16:00-17:30 researcher gets settled, set up of workplace
19:00 hotel check-in; dinner with Director Maintenance
18 Jan
09:00 meeting room; researcher reviews her research question/objectives
10:00-11:00 meeting with Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager about initial situation; researcher hosts meeting; relaxed atmosphere; 
all mobile phones on mute; coffee and cookies on the table
13:00-15:00 researcher recaps meeting in thesis
17:00 Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics Manager confirm the 
content of the meeting minutes
19 Jan
Reseacher works on thesis
20 Jan
10:00-11:00 researcher and Director Maintenance agree to apply the 
Recommended Spare Parts List for the spare parts stock simulation
13:00-14:00 researcher meets with Purchasing and Logistics Manager to 
explain next steps. Purchasing and Logistics Manager provides the 
Recommended Spare Parts List
21 Jan -  26 Jan
Purchasing and Logistics Manager and her team obtain current market prices 
for the Recommended Spare Parts List listed parts
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27 Jan
08:00-13:00 researcher analyses the Recommended Spare Parts List spare 
parts stock simulation: for all 2010 incidents there would have been spare parts 
on stock, but the stock value would have been 37% over budget
14:00-16:00 review with Director Maintenance; joined decision that 
Recommended Spare Parts List is not the suitable means to determine spare 
parts stock
28 Jan
09:00-11:00 meeting with Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager; researcher suggests to apply statistical forecasting methods as 
detailed in Chapter 2; Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager refuse
12:00 end of on-site I
On-Site 11 (0 7 -1 8  February 2011)
07 Feb
11:00 on-site arrival; quick walk around; get settled
14:00 meeting with Director Maintenance; researcher proposes “operational 
factor” approach; Director Maintenance agrees
14:00-17:00 researcher prepares workshop (invite people, prepare meeting 
room, get clear about the objective of the workshop and how to reach it)
19:00 dinner with Director Maintenance
08 Feb
08:00-12:00 workshop result as detailed in Chapter 4.6
09 Feb
Researcher works on thesis 
10-17 Feb
Compilation of spare parts stock for Summer Schedule 2011 (determination of 
parts, procurement of parts); determination of spare parts stock done by
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researcher; procurement of parts done by Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
and her team; operational factor “intuition” excluded -> process as detailed in 
Chapter 4.7
18 Feb
end of on-site II
On-Site ill (12 - 1 6  September 2011)
Compilation of spare parts stock for Winter Schedule 2011/12 (determination of 
parts, procurement of parts); determination of spare parts stock done by 
researcher; procurement of parts done by Purchasing and Logistics Manager 
and her team; operational factor “intuition” included -> process as detailed in 
Chapter 4.8
On-Site IV (0 7 -1 1  November 2011)
Researcher evaluates Technical Dispatch Reliability and budget targets for 
Summer Schedule 2011 ^  process as detailed in Chapter 4.9
On-Site V (09 - 1 3  April 2012)
Researcher evaluates Technical Dispatch Reliability and budget targets for 
Winter Schedule 2011/12 process as detailed in Chapter 4.10
On-Site VI (0 7 -1 1  May 2012)
07 May
17:00 on-site arrival
18:00 dinner with Director Maintenance
08 May
08:00 walk around; get settled
10:00-12:00 meeting with Director Maintenance and Purchasing and Logistics 
Manager to catch their impressions of the project; open discussion; no pre­
defined questions
09 May
Researcher works on thesis
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10 May
Researcher produces project closure presentation ^  for XYZ Cargo internal 
use only; not included here
11 May
10:00-12:00 researcher presents project to heads of departments not involved 
(Finance, Flight Ops, Maintenance, Legal)
End of on-site VI
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Appendix D -  Summer Schedule 2011 Flight Schedule
Des. FI.Nb Carrier Begin End Days D+ From STD STA To Distance In
km
ASIA
XX 8635 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 0 XHB 12:50 17:25 AS1 3245
XX 8635 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 0 AS1 20:25 23:05 AS2 2008
XX 8645 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS2 00:35 06:05 AS3 4130
XX 8646 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS3 09:05 15:15 AS4 4032
XX 8646 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS4 16:45 23:15 XHB 4900
XX 8641 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 0 XHC 04:05 11:10 AS2 5088
XX 8641 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 0 AS2 15:00 20:30 AS3 4130
XX 8642 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 0 AS3 23:00 05:10 AS4 4032
XX 8642 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 1 AS4 06:10 12:40 XHC 4822
XX 8643 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 XHB 00:10 04:30 EVN 3074
XX 8643 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 EVN 06:00 09:40 AS2 2712
XX 8643 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 AS2 11:10 16:35 AS3 4130
XX 8644 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 AS3 21:00 03:10 AS4 4032
XX 8644 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 1 AS4 04:25 10:55 XHB 4900
XX 8645 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 0 XHC 04:05 11:10 AS2 5088
XX 8645 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 0 AS2 12:40 18:10 AS3 4130
XX 8646 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 0 AS3 21:00 03:10 AS4 4032
XX 8646 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 1 AS4 04:10 10:40 XHC 4822
XX 5437 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 0 XHB 18:45 20:10 AS6 538
XX 5437 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 0 AS6 21:55 05:10 AS7 5668
XX 5437 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 1 AS7 07:40 09:50 AS2 1186
XX 8653 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 1 AS2 11:00 16:25 AS3 4130
XX 8654 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 1 AS3 19:10 01:20 AS4 4032
XX 8654 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 2 AS4 02:35 09:05 XHB 4900
XX 8721 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 0 XHC 16:05 23:10 AS2 5088
XX 8721 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS2 00:40 06:05 AS8 4110
XX 8722 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS8 13:00 19:30 AS4 4446
XX 8722 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 2 1 AS4 20:45 03:15 XHC 4822
XX 8723 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 0 XHC 12:55 19:15 AS4 4822
XX 8723 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 0 AS4 20:15 02:20 AS8 4446
XX 8724 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 1 AS8 05:55 12:25 AS4 4446
XX 8724 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 1 AS4 13:25 19:55 XHC 4822
XX 8725 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 0 XHC 04:25 10:45 AS4 4822
XX 8725 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 0 AS4 11:45 17:50 AS8 4446
XX 8726 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 0 AS8 23:05 05:35 AS4 4446
XX 8726 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 1 AS4 06:35 13:05 XHC 4822
XX 8729 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 XHB 05:40 12:00 AS4 4900
XX 8729 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 AS4 11:00 17:05 AS8 4446
XX 8730 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 AS8 20:05 02:35 AS4 4446
XX 8730 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 1 AS4 03:35 10:05 XHC 4822
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Des. FI.Nb Carrier Begin End Days D+ From STD STA To Distance in
km
USA & MEXICO
XX 3207 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 0 XHB 17:20 01:15 UM1 6264
XX 3207 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 1 UM1 02:45 07:15 UM2 3244
XX 3208 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 1 UM2 08:45 11:25 UM3 1509
XX 3208 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 1 UM3 13:30 23:05 XHB 8179
XX 3721 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 XHC 18:15 04:05 UM4 6965
XX 3722 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 1 UM4 06:45 15:30 XHC 6965
XX 3723 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 0 XHC 18:20 04:10 UM4 6965
XX 3724 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 1 UM4 06:50 15:35 XHC 6965
AFRICA
XX 4741 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 0 XHB 16:00 02:40 API 8705
XX 4742 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 1 API 17:30 21:30 AP2 3190
XX 4742 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 1 AF2 23:00 07:30 AP3 6478
XX 4742 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 2 AF3 09:30 10:50 XHB 445
XX 4743 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 0 XHB 21:00 06:30 API 8705
XX 4744 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 1 API 17:30 21:30 AP2 3190
XX 4744 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 1 AF2 23:00 08:25 AP3 6478
XX 4744 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 2 AF3 10:25 11:45 XHB 445
RUSSIA
XX 8235 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 XHB 06:00 09:10 RU1 2107
XX 8236 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 3 0 RU1 12:15 15:30 XHC 2023
XX 8237 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 4 0 XHC 18:30 21:40 RU1 2023
XX 8238 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 1 RU1 06:15 09:30 XHC 2023
XX 8239 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 5 0 XHC 12:30 15:40 RU1 2023
XX 8242 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 6 0 RU1 12:15 15:30 XHC 2023
XX 8243 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 7 0 XHC 18:20 21:30 RU1 2023
XX 8244 XYZ 27.03.2011 29.10.2011 1 1 RU1 09:00 12:15 XHB 2107
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Appendix E -  Winter Schedule 2011/12 Flight Schedule
Des. FI.Nb Carrier Begin End Days D+ From STD STA To Distance in
km
ASIA
XX 8635 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 0 XHB 12:50 17:25 AS1 3245
XX 8635 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 0 AS1 20:25 23:05 AS2 2008
XX 8645 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS2 00:35 06:05 AS3 4130
XX 8646 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS3 09:05 15:15 AS4 4032
XX 8646 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS4 16:45 23:15 XHB 4900
XX 8641 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 0 XHC 04:05 11:10 AS2 5088
XX 8641 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 0 AS2 15:00 20:30 AS3 4130
XX 8642 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 0 AS3 23:00 05:10 AS4 4032
XX 8642 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 1 AS4 06:10 12:40 XHC 4822
XX 8643 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 XHB 00:10 04:30 EVN 3074
XX 8643 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 EVN 06:00 09:40 AS2 2712
XX 8643 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 AS2 11:10 16:35 AS3 4130
XX 8644 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 AS3 21:00 03:10 AS4 4032
XX 8644 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 1 AS4 04:25 10:55 XHB 4900
XX 8645 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 0 XHC 04:05 11:10 AS2 5088
XX 8645 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 0 AS2 12:40 18:10 AS3 4130
XX 8646 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 0 AS3 21:00 03:10 AS4 4032
XX 8646 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 1 AS4 04:10 10:40 XHC 4822
XX 5437 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 0 XHB 18:45 20:10 AS6 538
XX 5437 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 0 AS6 21:55 05:10 AS7 5668
XX 5437 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 1 AS7 07:40 09:50 AS2 1186
XX 8653 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 1 AS2 11:00 16:25 AS3 4130
XX 8654 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 1 AS3 19:10 01:20 AS4 4032
XX 8654 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 2 AS4 02:35 09:05 XHB 4900
XX 8721 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 0 XHC 16:05 23:10 AS2 5088
XX 8721 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS2 00:40 06:05 AS8 4110
XX 8722 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS8 13:00 19:30 AS4 4446
XX 8722 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 2 1 AS4 20:45 03:15 XHC 4822
XX 8723 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 0 XHC 12:55 19:15 AS4 4822
XX 8723 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 0 AS4 20:15 02:20 AS8 4446
XX 8724 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 1 AS8 05:55 12:25 AS4 4446
XX 8724 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 1 AS4 13:25 19:55 XHC 4822
XX 8725 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 0 XHC 04:25 10:45 AS4 4822
XX 8725 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 0 AS4 11:45 17:50 AS8 4446
XX 8726 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 0 AS8 23:05 05:35 AS4 4446
XX 8726 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 1 AS4 06:35 13:05 XHC 4822
XX 8729 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 XHB 05:40 12:00 AS4 4900
XX 8729 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 AS4 11:00 17:05 AS8 4446
XX 8730 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 AS8 20:05 02:35 AS4 4446
XX 8730 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 1 AS4 03:35 10:05 XHC 4822
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Des. FI.Nb Carrier Begin End Days D+ From STD STA To Distance in
km
USA & MEXICO
XX 3207 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 0 XHB 17:20 01:15 UM1 6264
XX 3207 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 1 UM1 02:45 07:15 UM2 3244
XX 3208 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 1 UM2 08:45 11:25 UM3 1509
XX 3208 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 1 UM3 13:30 23:05 XHB 8179
XX 3721 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 XHC 18:15 04:05 UM4 6965
XX 3722 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 1 UM4 06:45 15:30 XHC 6965
XX 3723 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 0 XHC 18:20 04:10 UM4 6965
XX 3724 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 1 UM4 06:50 15:35 XHC 6965
AFRICA
XX 4741 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 0 XHB 16:00 02:40 AF1 8705
XX 4742 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 1 AF1 17:30 21:30 AF2 3190
XX 4742 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 1 AF2 23:00 07:30 AF3 6478
XX 4742 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 2 AF3 09:30 10:50 XHB 445
XX 4743 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 0 XHB 21:00 06:30 AF1 8705
XX 4744 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 1 AF1 17:30 21:30 AF2 3190
XX 4744 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 1 AF2 23:00 08:25 AF3 6478
XX 4744 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 2 AF3 10:25 11:45 XHB 445
RUSSIA
XX 8235 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 XHB 06:00 09:10 RU1 2107
XX 8236 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 3 0 RU1 12:15 15:30 XHC 2023
XX 8237 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 4 0 XHC 18:30 21:40 RU1 2023
XX 8238 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 1 RU1 06:15 09:30 XHC 2023
XX 8239 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 5 0 XHC 12:30 15:40 RU1 2023
XX 8242 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 6 0 RU1 12:15 15:30 XHC 2023
XX 8243 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 7 0 XHC 18:20 21:30 RU1 2023
XX 8244 XYZ 30.10.2011 24.03.2012 1 1 RU1 09:00 12:15 XHB 2107
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Appendix F -  B747-400 Wheels and Brakes
a) Nose and Main Landing Gear Wheels
Source: XYZ Cargo 2011
b) Main Landing Gear Wheels and Brakes
.....
Source: XYZ Cargo 2011
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c) Main and Nose Landing Gear Wheels
Source: XY Z Cargo 2011
d) Main Landing Gear Wheel Brake
Source: XYZ Cargo 2011
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Appendix G -  B747-400 MMEL Wheel Brakes
U .S . D E P A R TM E N T O F TR A N S P O R TA TIO N  
FE D E R A L A VIA TIO N  A D M IN IS TR A TIO N
M A S TE R  M IN IM U M  E Q U IP M E N T  L IS T
A IR CR A FT;
8 - 7 4 7 - 4 0 0
R E V IS IO N  NO: 26 b
DATE: 03/11/2011
PAGE:
32-2
S Y S TE M  &
S E Q U E N C E
N U M B E R S
ITEM
32 LANDING G EA R
-41-1 W heel Brakes
2 . N U M B E R  INSTALLED
16
16
16
3. N U M B E R  R E Q U IR E D  FO R  D ISPA TC H
1 4
14
14
4 . REM ARKS O R  E X C E P TIO N S
(M ){0 )  O ne o r ttfo  brakes m ay be deactivated  
with a  deactivatton tool provided performance  
complies with AFM  for tvm brakes deactivated.
{M ){0 ) O ne or two brakes m ay be deactivated  
by capping the brake line provided:
a ) Takeoff and landing performance  
complies v/ith A FM , both for G ear Dov/n 
dispatch and for two brakes deactivated, 
and
b) A fter takeoff, gear remains dov/n for two 
minutes before retraction.
(M )(0 )  O ne or two brakes m ay be deactivated 
by removing the brake(s) and capping the lines 
provided:
a ) Takeoff and landing performance 
complies v/ith A FM , both for G ear Down  
dispatch and for two brakes deactivated,
b) A fter takeoff, gear remains dov/n for two 
minutes before retraction, and
c) If inoperative brake(s) are on wheels  
other than No. 1, 2, 13, or 14, one  
forward and one aft brake on the sam e  
side must be removed to maintain a  
balanced truck, o r if inoperative brake(s) 
is on wheels No. 1 .2 ,1 3 ,  o r 14, one  
brake on each affected truck m ay be  
removed.
Source; XYZ Cargo 2011
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